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Now get behind the wheel or in the
cockpit. 2 auto-fires.

These items are also

available for: ATARI®

SEGA®, and NINTENDO®

For Ultimate Arcade Excitement at Home,

look for Video Game Accessories by

Send for your FREE Catalog to: 101 Wilton Ave., Dept.12
Middlesex, N.J. 06846 • (201 )968-6868

VISIT YOUR RETAILER OR CALL

800-999-4470

FOR VISA/MC ORDERS
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Not Military. Not

Mercenary And

You're Definitely

No Tourist...

Soviet commander:

"Who are You?"

rambo: "i'm your worst

nightmare."

Remember that line?

Now YOU can deliver it

to the enemy—in per

son. Thirty miles over

the Afghanistan border, Soviet forces are tortur

ing your friend and mentor, Colonel Trautman.

You're the only man alive with enough guts,

Amiga game screens.

brawn, and resource

fulness to single-

handedly rescue the

man who taught

you how to fight. Every Soviet commando, tank,

and attack chopper in the sector is on your tail.

It's the ultimate contest for the ultimate fighter.

# /aJfees more /6*7« muscle to de-activate

electronic gates, cross treacherous

minefields, andfind the keys to Traut-

man'scell.

Everfly one ofthese things? With the

enemy breathing down your back, thai

Hind chopper's the best nay out ofthis

hell bole.

TAITO

It'sjustyon and your hijacked tank

against anti-tank missiles and chop

pers. Sight in and rearrange that

balance ofpotter.'

If you cannot find this product at your local retailer, Visa/Mastercard holders

can order direct anywhere in the United States by calling toll free 1-800-663-8067.

Game Design. © 1988 Ocean Software Ltd. RAMBO is a registered trademark of Carolco. © 1989 CAROLCO.

Ocean is a trademark of Ocean Software limited. Taito is a registered trademark of Taito America Corporation. ©1989 Taito America Corporation.

All rights reserved. Amiga is a registered trademark of Commodore-Amiga. Inc.
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Can You Kick The QIXs Addiction?

THE ■■COMPUTER VIRUS11 GAME'

Ml
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TAITO
ARCADE SERIES

When QIX fever

strikes, there is no

cure! Like the mind-

blowing arcade

original, QIX is a

computer virus that

lives deep inside your computer, attacking without warning. Construct a

trap in any one of the billions of configurations possible to immobilize QIX.

But watch out for SPARX™ and SPRITZ™ and other deadly energy forms! In

this electrical world of high-tech infections, mental dexterity and superior

strategy are basic to survival. The practice mode turns beginners into

addicts. No one is immune! Get your QIX before QIX gets you!

T ITO

Actual C/64 screen.

ActualAmiga screen.

If you cannot find this product at your local retailer, Visa/Mastercard holders can

order direct anywhere in the United States by calling toll free 1-800-663-8067.

Taito? QIX? SPARX™ and SPRITZ™ arc trademarks of Taito America Corporation. Copyright ©1989 All rights reserved. Atari, Commodore, and

Amiga are registered trademarks respectively of Atari Corporation, Commodore Electronics, Inc., and Commodore-Amiga, Inc.
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GHOST WRITERS IN THE SKY

It's like Benn said in this space last

issue: the Amiga market is just not

big enough to support the number

of magazines devoted to it. He predicted

that some of the Amiga magazines

would begin to fail soon, and it has

begun to happen. Unfortunately, the

first two casualties arc magazines we

would have voted to keep around.

The first to go was somewhat of a

surprise. Commodore Magazine was

Commodore's "house organ" for more

than ten years. It was originally estab

lished to fill the void before any inde

pendent magazines (except The Trans

actor, of course) existed to write about

Commodore computers. However,

according to our sources at Commodore

it has lost money for some lime now,

and those losses made it one of ihc first

things to be cut under new Commodore

President Harry Coppcrman's reorgani

zation program.

Commodore Magazine was always an

exceptionally good publication. Though

they could not write much that was

uncomplimentary about Commodore,

Jim Gracely and staff always produced

a magazine that was entertaining and

informative. Commodore's writers

included some of the top names in the

business, and we only hope that Bob

Baker, Shay Addams, Lou Sander, Gary

Fields, and all the rest will find new

homes. (We know that Shay Addams

will - his Adventure Road column will

be coming to the pages oi INFO starting

with our next issue!) Commodore mag

staffers Sue West, Mike Rivers, Jim

Gracciy, ci.al., arc being transferred to

new jobs within the halls of Com

modore, and we wish them luck in their

new endeavors.

Robo City News is the first indepen

dent Amiga magazine to suffer defeat in

this highly competitive marketplace.

Kayvan Pcjooh, Mitch Lopes, and a cast

of Robo City regulars - John Foust,

Matthew Leeds, Peggy Herrington,

Mike Smithwick, Tim Avery, and many

more too numerous to mention - made

Robo City News a fount of fresh, feisty,

and fun inside information.

Established by a hard-core group of

Amiga users from the First Amiga

Users Group, Robo City never strayed

far from its roots. Even after achieving

national distribution and joining the

mainstream struggle for ad and sub

scription dollars, Robo City News kept

its edge. It never dodged an issue or

schmoozed an advertiser. Unfortunately,

in this highly competitive market it's

often the huge GoKaths that slay the

intrepid Davids. Robo City was a small

but honest voice in the chorus of mostly

"me-loo" Amiga magazines, and its

voice will be sorely missed. The losers

arc not so much Lhose who published

the Robo City News and put their hearts

and souls into it, but the readers who

now have one less good choice at the

newsstands.

The little bit of good news to come

out of all this is that Robo City sub

scribers will not lose their subscription

investments. INFO has acquired Robo

City News, and all Robo City sub

scribers will begin receiving INFO in its

place beginning with the Nov/Dcc

issue. (Those who subscribed to both

INFO and Robo City will have their

subscriptions extended.) INFO will also

become, as much as possible, a forum

for the Official Voice of Robo City,

starting with a transitional editorial

from Editor Mitch Lopes in our next

issue. We hope that the spirit of Robo

City can, in some small way, survive

within the pages ailNFO.

We hope that the loss of these two

quality publications can at least serve to

spur some of you to action. Please don't

forget to support the Amiga magazines

you like by buying them 'on the news

stands, sending them subscription

checks, or (if you're a product manufac

turer) by advertising in their pages.

Now we're off to AmiEXPO in

Chicago in a couple of days, where

we'll hobnob with our fellow wizards in

the Amiga industry. Hope to see you

there! - Mark & Benn

SIX YEARS

AND

COUNTING

This issue marks the sixth

anniversary of INFO

Magazine. We'd like to

thank all our loyal readers and

advertisers who have made

INFO's longevity possible.

We've stirred up some hornets'

nests in our time, but we've

always tried to tell it like we see

it. With your continued support,

we promise we'll keep it up for a

long, long time to come. Thanks!

- Mark & Benn
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KEEP THE
CHANGE!
It looks, feels, and plays like a real

Arcade game... because it is!

But you don't have to wait your turn at the Arcade

to put your quarters into this new high-energy

game... you can take it home to play on your

personal computer!

Rick Davis's World Trophy Soccer features reai-to-life

animation designed and programmed by professional cinema

animators! The superb multidirectional scrolling is so smooth

and fast it can make you dizzy just watching it!

Play with a friend, and you'll both have a lot of fun. Play against

the computer, and you're inforthe wildest challenge ever!

It's literally like bringing an Arcade machine home!

■'■■■'
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NOW SHIPPING FOR; COMING SOON FOR:

Amiga (1 meg.) $49.99 Amiga (5120 $39.99

IBMS-W 539,99 Atari ST $39.99

IBM 3-1// (39.99 Commodore 64 $23.99

MELBOURNE

HOUSE

Distributed by

INCO>1PL'TER-5OFTWARE

18001 Cowan

Irvine, CA 92714

(714) 833-8710
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INFO MAILBOXES
Send comments, questions, and cash

(coins or bills of any denomination are

fine) to:

INFO Mail

PO Box 2300

Iowa City IA 52244

FAX us at: 319-338-0897

Send Electronic Mail (comments and

questions only; please, NO subscrip

tion problems!) lo our online mail

boxes:

CompuServe 70215,1034

QuantumLink INFO Mag

PeopleLink INFO Mag

BIX infomag

Please do nol use the EMail

addresses to inquire about subscription

problems. Mail ail subsription inquiries

to Judi at the PO Box address above, or

call her at 319-338-0703.

Please don'L call the INFO offices

with general questions about comput

ing or send self-addressed stamped

envelopes expecting a personal reply.

We just don't have the staff lo handle

it. Thanks.

Mail From: ComccnKilr (L.F.

Schroder)

Issue #26 is the first issue of

INFO that I have read. Until

today, I thought all computer

magazines were dull, wiLh dumb

articles and those long type-in

programs that I can't stand. Bui

INFO is great, covering many

different topics and containing

interesting interviews, articles,

reader mail, etc. Great job!

You noticed we always print an obli

gatory "INFO Is Great!" letter, didn't

you? And this was a blatant attempt to

get a letter published, wasn't it?

- Mark & Henn

U.S. Mail From:

Joseph J. Firestone, President,

The Electronics Boutique, Inc.

Recently INFO magazine in their

July/August issue published an arti

cle regarding our decision to no

longer carry Amiga hardware in our

stores. The information in the article

was based on the opinion of one

individual who was nol speaking on

behalf of the company. For quite

some tune now, our company has

not slocked computers for sale in

our stores but rather has chosen to

handle them on a special order basis

only. This applies to the IBM com

patibles and Commodore 64 as well

as the Amiga 500. Our decision not

to stock hardware has been a finan

cial and business decision since we

have preferred lo invest our money

in a greater software selection

which is, we believe, more of a pri

ority to anyone who already owns a

machine. The trend in the industry

for quite some time now has been

for computer dealers to sell the

hardware and software dealers to

sell soflwarc, accessories and sup

plies.

We have always supported the

Amiga as well as all Commodore

products. We currently slock

approximately 50 Amiga titles and

continue to bring in new titles as

they become available. Sales on

Amiga software titles, however,

tend to drop off relatively fast; usu

ally in three to four months. There

fore, we tend to pull slower selling

titles after a while in favor of new

releases.

Il should also be noted that we arc

Still one of the stronger supporters

of Commodore 64 and 128 software

and continue to have one of the best

selections of any retailer. We also

carry Macintosh soflwarc and Apple

II software even though neither of

ihcsc machines have ever been sold

by the company.

We hope your readers and Amiga

owners will continue to visit our

stores to see the latest in software

and supplies for ihcir machines.

The Electronics Boutique store man

ager who first told us that your chain

was dropping Amiga hardware phoned

store managers in at least five states

other than his own, and they all con

curred with his opinion that removing

Amigas from their stores would be a

mistake. We might also point out that we

contacted your headquarters repeatedly

for an official statement but neither you

nor anyone at your organization

returned our calls at the time.

The store manager in question

seemed to be mainly concerned that he

would no longer have an Amiga 500

demonstration unit, which he credited

with bringing a great many people into

his store, even those intent on buying

IBM software. For our part, we appreci

ate the fact that your stores will con

tinue to be a source of C64, C128, and

Amiga software, but we lament Com

modore's loss of 140 retail outlets for

Amiga hardware. We are also con

cerned that the Electronics Boutique

memo announcing the change said, in

part, "We want to place more emphasis

on the mainstream of the computer mar

ket... IBM and Macintosh." That didn't

sound like particularly good news for

Commodorefans.

Your decision seems especially ironic,

considering that Electronics Boutique is

located just down the street from Com

modore's HQ. Commodore can't even

seem to keep the hometown store in

their court. We worry about what that

might foreshadow. - Mark & Benn
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"Platinum OnLine!
goes on and on♦♦ ♦"
o __——

Platinum OnLine!

is the telecommuni

cations program that

connects you with

anyone, anywhere.

All you need is an Amiga computer

with 512K memory and a Hayes

compatible modem.

For over 10 years Micro-

Systems Software has been

involved with telecommuni

cations. Platinum OnLine! is

the result of this experience

and continuous feedback

from people just like you.

This partnership produced a

superior telecommunications

program. Platinum OnLine!

continues to improve because of

our uncompromising users and

our commitment to excellence.

• ARexx support • Screens: 2,

4, or 8 colors; interlaced and

overscanned • Phone book with

40 numbers; complete reconfigura

tion with each number • Script

language • Able to send break

signal • 100% IBM-ANSI emula

tion with IBM Palette and Font •

VT-100, VT-102, VT-52, Tektronix

4010, ANSI-BBS and TTY terminal

emulations • Able to force modem

hangup • Review buffer • Clear Screen command

• ZModem with resume and autostart • Hardware

and Software Flow control • Auto-chop on

XModem protocols • Multiple entry dialing

(any number of phone number entries) •

Selectable number of dialing retries •

Smart dialer (responds to modem result codes)

• Chat mode for conferences (window

sizable) • Session or Real Time Clock

• Translation tables for each device with 7

bit masking • ESC sequence filtering (for

clean printouts and review buffers) • Full

and Half Duplex operation • XModem,

XModem-CRC, XModem-lK, Kermit,

WXModem, YModem-lK, CIS-B,

Quick-B and Zmodem file transfer

protocols • Sadie - our simulta

neous file transfer and chat

protocol • 20 macros per phone

number • 300 to 57600 bps

• Multiple serial ports • End of

Line conversion (CR/LF) in all

modes, terminals and protocols

• Selectable foreground and

background colors • Window

border/title toggles • Printer

support • Macro keys select

able with mouse • Capture

buffer with disk file option

• Buffered protocol transfers

• Automatic line width re

formatting • Generic

Icons for downloaded files

• Adjustable line spacing

(leading)—

and the list goes on

and on...

So why aren't you

using Platinum Online!?

Join the thousands of people who

made Platinum OnLine! the telecom

munications standard.

If you think our features are impressive, check out

some of our credentials:

Voted best Communications

program by Amiga Users

Group in 1986 and Amiga-

World Reader's Choice

award for Productivity

Software in 1988.

Micro-SystemsSottware

Committed to excellence since 1978

12798 Forest Hill Boulevard, Suite 202 • West Palm Beach, Florida 33414

407-790-0770 FAX 407-790-1341

Dealers and Distributors Call 1-800-327-8724

See your local dealer for a demonstration.

OnLine! Platinum Edition is a trademark of Mic:t>Sy ste e. Inc. Ar i registered trademark of Commodore Business Machine
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QLink Mail From: RaymondD2

In your Jul/Aug INFO there

was a letter from Steve Erasley,

who said Uicrc is no public

domain player thai plays

Enhanced SID music, but there

is! You guys mentioned it in

INFO #25; the #26 Public

Domain Section also said Sir-

player10.SDA plays enhanced

SIDs. And Compute! Books has a

Public Domain player called

EN/I SID PROMO.64 that's been

out lor a long time. It's hard to

believe you guys made two mis

takes like this!

We don't make mistakes. All of the

supposed "mistakes" in INFO are pan

of a devilishly clever scheme whose

exact details we can't reveal, but which

will become completely obvious to

everyone sometime shortly after the turn

of the century. All we can say is that it

involves sensitive National Security

matters and secret coded messages, and

we're not afraid to look like a bunch of

ignorant dweebs in print if it helps to

preserve Democracy. - Murk & Benn

QLink Mail From: DVS

Is it ok to pass along INFO'S

ratings and game tips to BBS's as

long as INFO is credited? Thanks

for a great mag. I wish you were

monthly!

The INFO policy on rcpublication is

thai it is okay to reprint quotes of up to

a paragraph or two in non-profit user

group publications (this includes

BBS's). All we ask is that you don't

reproduce entire articles or whole sec

tions of the magazine. Let's give people

some reason to huv INFO! Thanks for

asking! - Mark & Benn

10

QLink Mail From: RidgcRunr

In your Public Domain column

in issue #26, under the header

box, it states 'You don't have to

belong to Ihcsc online services to

obtain these programs.' and [hen

reviews OMEGA-Q, which is

under direct licensing by Quan-

tumiink strictly to Quantumlink:

users.

True, despite our "blanket availability

statement," an occasional program

listed in our Public Domain column is

for licensed use only by subscribers to

those services. We will try in the future,

to clearly indicate which programs

those are. - Mark & Benn

QLink Mail From: Jerry9()

What is The 64 Emulator you

have listed on your masthead

page?

The 64 Emulator is a software prod

uct from ReadySofi that allows an

Amiga lo run C64 software... sort of. It

does a fair job running utilities and

wordproc.essors and other undemanding

software. But for games, it is reallx

slow. So slow, in fact, that you can often

see just exactly what's going on and

study up on your strategy. (It's kind of

like watching your golf swing in slow

motion on videotape.) There is, how

ever, a cable included that will let you

hook up a 154111571 disk drive to the

Amiga, and a stand-alone file transfer

program that transfers data files back

and forth between the C64 and Amiga.

It even has built-in PETSCI1 to ASCII

text conversion. That's what we use the

64 Emulatorfor at INFO -- transferring

text and graphics files from the C64 to

the Amiga. - Mark & Benn
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QLink Mai! From: Mikc599

Why did you slop putting Erg

Cards in INFO, and are you

going to bring them back at all? I

for one would like lo see ihem

again as I use the ones I have

quite a bit and find them

extremely useful.

Boy, do you ask the right questions!

With our INFO MousePad offer, we're

planning on including additional

mousepad reference cards in future

issues of INFO. However, unlike Erg

Cards, which were bound into every

copy, these cards will be included in the

poly bag for subscribers onlv! If you

have any specific reference cards you'd

like to see. please let us know!

- Mark & Benn

QLink Mail From: Gennadius

I enjoyed your Real World arti

cle in the May/June INFO. My

dad and I have ordered books

from Lindsay Publications sev

eral times, and have never had

any trouble with service. You are

right about some of the experi

ments in iheir books being dan

gerous, though. One book has an

article in ii about filling a light-

bulb wilh waicr and plugging it

in to see 'stars.' The book is sub

titled "1001 things for boys to

do"... like trying to kill us! By

ihe way, I think your magazine i.s

tops!

Not to alarm you, guy, hut if I were

you, I might poke around and find out if

my old man had taken out a big life

insurance policy on me. Just to make

sure, you understand.

- Mark & Benn
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FROM TH€ CREATORS OFSltfERGErCTHE INDUSTRYSTANDAMmIGMENIOCK & OVERLAY DEVICE
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Super
THE FIRST TRUE Y/C GENLOCK & OVERLAY CARD fOR THE AMIGA J2000 SERIES COMPUTERS.

■ ■■ --,

■ a S-VHS, ED-BETA, Hi8 compatible

a broadcast quality NTSC RS-17OA output

a byijt in SC/H phase adjustability

a built in sync generator a dissolves
^■;.

::->

A T I O N S

Digital Creations 2865 Sunrise Boulevard Suite 103, Rancho Cordova CA 95742 Telephone 916/344-4825 FAX 916/635-0475

Coming Attractions in 89:

Living Color1 System: Frame Buffer, Digitizer, Time Base Corrector, Digital Video Effects (DVE);
V MachineT,Mdesk top video workstation

Circle reader response cord, see your dealer, or (all for more information © 1989 Digital Crealions. Amiga is a registered (rodemork of Commodore Business Machines.



THE ULTIMATE FONTS:

THE NEXT GENERATION.

NOW... THERE ARE 3 EXCITING,
PROFESSIONAL, COLORFONT PACKAGES

TO FILL YOUR TITLING NEEDS.

10 Hi-Res, up to 8 color, uppercase fonts in two sizes each
{approx. 104 & 84 pts. high) Font styles In CHROME,

MARBLE, BRICK AND GRANITE are dragable for added

3 dimensional effects. Other styles are CHISEL, WOOD,

BEVEL, CAST, CHlSELserif and COLUMN.

3 DISK SET - Suggested Retail $ 79.95

The same popular 10 fonts as in "HEADLINES", but In
two smaller sizes each (approx. 72 & 55 pts. high). Now

possible to use in lower resolutions at a workable size.

2 DISK SET - Suggested Retail $ 69.95

4 new 8-color fonts in 2 - 3 sizes each.
chiselSCRIPT: Italic script In upper and lower case.

GLASS: Transparent uppercase gothic face.
ENGRAVED: Dragable, uppercase 2 plane shiny font.
EMBOSSED: Raised or sunken letters on a surface.

2 DISK SET - Suggested Retail $ 69.95

1 MEG RAM REQUIRED / TWO DISK DRIVES RECOMMENDED.

KARA COMPUTER GRAPHICS
6365 Green Valley Circle, Suite 317, Culver City, Calif. 90230 (213)670-0493

QLink Mail From: REASON

You guys are loo cool to be working in Iowa! 1 once

visited a friend in Storm Lake and I thought I'd go nuts

staying where all the radio stations blare out "And the

Hawkcyes have the ball!"

A? Iowa City is the hometown of those selfsame "Hawkeyes"

that you mention with such derision, I'm afraid I will have to

differ with you strongly. To enlighten you as to the alternative

point of view, Benn and I have had to (briefly) stay in back

wards parts of the counlry where the radios do noi routinely

announce thai "The Hawkeyes have the ball!" and 1 must say

thai I do not lookforward to such trips.

- Mark & Henn

QLink Mail From: RobcrtB27 (Robert Brown)

Just who ihe heck docs Lorcn Lovhaug think he is?

[See interview in issue #26. -Ed.} I don't know about

you folks, but if 1 were working at Commodore and

read what lie had lo say in that last issue, I believe I'd

have to think long and hard about passing the reins of

customer support over to him. The problem started with

Commodore, let it be corrected by Commodore.

They're in business to make money, just like the rest of

the world. If they want to stay afloat in the computing

world, they will have lo instigate a reasonable customer

service policy. Do they seriously think that developers

would consider working on projects for their machines

if it were thought that there would not be support for

the machines themselves? I say "commitment" is the

real answer lo the Commodore problem. Thanks for the

chance lo express my views.

On the other hand, there's a big argument to be made that

Commodore has had seven years to establish a reasonable

customer support program for the C64, and in the opinion of

many users has still failed to do so. Commodore's new presi

dent, Harry Copper/nan, says he's dedicated to solving Com

modore's customer support problem. Let's wait and see which

direction he goes in. - Mark & Benn
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Mac-2-Dos lets you read and write

Macintosh diskettes on your Amiga!

Mac-2-Dos gives your Amiga the power to read and write files

to and from 400k and 800k Macintosh floppy disks using a

standard Macintosh-compatible 3.5-inch external floppy

disk drive connected to your Amiga.

Here are a few typical Mac-2-Dos uses: • Amiga

users can now have access to the extensive

variety of Macintosh clip art available on

Macintosh disks! • Amiga users can now

take their Amiga PostScript files (on a

Macintosh diskette) to most any typeset

ting service bureau to be output on profes

sional typesetting equipment! • College stu

dents who are required to have a pricey Macintosh

can now choose the Amiga and still meet the require

ment of being Macintosh compatible! • Amiga users can

transfer all kinds of files, like word processing and desktop

publishing files, spreadsheet files, or database files, • Musi

cians can quickly and easily transfer Standard Midi Files (SMF)

between the Macintosh and Amiga!

MAC-DCS

Mac-2-Dos includes a custom hardware interlace, driver soft

ware, file conversion software, and. optionally, a Mac-compat

ible 3.5-inch floppy drive. The hardware interface plugs into

the Amiga external disk drive connector or into the last external

drive of the daisy-chained disk drives. The Mac drive

draws its power from the Amiga.

PACKAGE A: Package A includes a custom hardware

interlace, file transfer software, and file conver

sion software. Only $99.95

PACKAGE B: Package B includes a custom

hardware interface, file transfer software,

file conversion software, a Mac-compat-

| ible 3.5-inch floppy drive, and a software
driver to allow the Mac drive to be used to

read and write standard AmigaDOS diskeites as

well. Only $349.95'

LIMITATIONS: Mac-2-Dos is a disk file transfer utility pro

gram: it is not a communications program, nor is it a Macin

tosh emulator, it DOES NOT permit Mac programs to run on

the Amiga.

* Plus S3.D0 sJiipping'riandhng." Plus S5.00 shipping/handling

CO residents add appropriate sales tax.

The FASTEST Hard Disk Backup Utility!

"Many in the Amiga community consider Quarterback V2.2tne standard

of our community.... My overall impression of Quarterback is smooth

and complete.... For the average Amiga narddrive owner, Quarterback

is still the utility of choice."

- Steve Dock, The Amiga Sentry. March, 1989

".. .Quarterback is the program I've chosen to keep my hard disk backed

up.... Given the added power and lower price of Quarterback, it would

be my first choice for a hard disk backup program."

- Matthew Leeds. Commodore Magazine. June. 1989

"The fastest of the lot. Quarterback V2.0 copied my 4.3 megs to five

floppies in (our minutes and fifty seconds. The user interface is smooth

and intuitive, the process painless and reliable, and the speed a good

sight better than even second runner up.... There are just enough

gadgets around to make things easy, and not so many as to make them

confusing. This is the program we use to back up our hard disk and

Bernoulli data," - MarkR. Brown, INFO #26. May/June. 1989

Only $69.95 Plus S3.00 slipping and handling. CO residents add sales tax.

Coming Soon! QUARTERBACK TOOLS
A collection of nigh-quaiity user-friendly utilities.

nil

Will
.(Will

mill

""I'limn*

CO

Transfers MS-DOS

and Atari ST files

to and from

AmigaDOS!

It transfers both binary (pure data) and ASCII (text) files.

Let D0S-2-D0S be your PASSPORT

to the world of foreign disk formats.

Only $55.00
Plus S3.00 snipping and handling, CO residents add appropriate sales lax

Central Coast Software

424 Vista Avenue

Golden. Colorado 8040

Phone 303/526-1030

FAX 303/526-0520

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

INFO Sept/Oct 1989
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News & Views

COMPUTER

COALITION

IBM. Compaq, Cray. Hewlett-

Packard. NCR, Sun. Tandem.

Unisys, and Apple Computer

have joined forces 10 help

ensure the long-term competi

tiveness of U.S. computer com

panies. The coalition, called the

Computer Systems Policy Pro

ject, will lobby government pol

icy-makers and will look into

what cooperative efforts could

aid the U.S. computer industry.

BIBLE ON DISK

1" he King James Bible is

now available in an Amiga

version. It conies on seven disks

and includes a 290K subject ref

erence file. A shareware reader

is included which features a

search function so that refer

ences can be located in a matter

of seconds. When installed on a

hard drive, the em ire Bible

(New and Old Testaments) will

occupy about five megs of

space. $25 (foreign $35) from:

Fred Herrmann. 10006 Coving-

ton Dr.. Huntsville, AL 35803."

NEW FACES AT

CBM

Commodore's new presi

dent. Harry Copperman,

seems to be a man of his word.

One of his first stated goals was

to bring in some key people lo

fill crucial Commodore man

agement positions, and lo create

new positions of responsibility

over areas critical to Com

modore's survival and growth.

A Hurry of new upper-

management hirings indicates

he's intent on keeping his

promise.

Brian C. Weyman has been

hired as vice president of world-

INFOmania vJTame 1ame x ips

Here are some secret "side doors" and "back doors" to your favorite

C64 and Amiga games, discovered by INFO readers!

C64
Ghostbusters: When you're prompted for

your name, type in OWEN, then when it

asks whether you have an account, answer

yes. When you are asked for your account

number, type the word LIST and you'll

start the game with 720,000 instead of

10,000. -Jerry Wallace

Power Struggle: Hitting F5 will end a

turn more quickly. - Justin Bell

Airborne Ranger: There is a quick way

of resurrecting your man if he is killed in

action. When the award screen appears

and prompts you to insert your Roster

Disk, just push the button and leave the

game disk in the drive. It will then ask you

to retry or cancel. Hit cancel and your

ranger will be saved, returning you to the

assignment screen. - Stanley Hess

AMIGA
The Duel - Test Drive II: While driving,

pushing the "1" key will degrade the graph

ics and turn off the cliff-jumping scene

(replacing it with the usual crash). The

clock still counts down at the same speed.

but the display updates more quickly, so

you can achieve a better speed.

- Gary Bunker

Major Motion: Using both the mouse and

joystick at the same time will give you

more power for ramming other vehicles.

- Chris Gott

Leisure Suit Larry: To go directly to any

location, push ALT/D and then type (TP).

The computer will ask which room you

would like to go to. Enter a three-digit

number from 008 to 045. Sample rooms:

017 - Hooker's Room: 043 - outside the

hot tub; 024 - disco. - Aaron Foster

// you've discovered hidden "secret

tricks" in your favorite game, share them

with other INFO readers! We're not inter

ested in strategy tips, but true "side

doors" or "back doors" that work to your

advantage, or let von do something weird

and wonderful. If we print your tip, we'll

include your name and send you a world-

famous INFOManiac Kit! Don't forget to

tell us which machine the tip is for! Send

to: INFO Mania, PO Box 2300, Iowa City

IA 52244.

wide manufacturing and pur

chasing, a new position. Wey

man. 46. was previously vice

president of worldwide electron

ics strategy and implementation

for the Xerox Corporation. He

joins Commodore after 28 years

of service at Xerox in various

manufacturing management

positions in the U.S. and Europe.

Most recently he was vice presi

dent in charge ai Xerox's South

west U.S. manufacturing and

distribution operation.

Jaime Figueroa has been

named as director of sales for

Latin America, another new

position. Figueroa. 36, previ

ously was dealer operations

manager for IBM Lalin America.

Commodore also has a new

Vice President of Marketing. C.

Lloyd Mahaffey is a former

director of educational market

ing For Apple, and most recently

served as the director of their

Federal Systems Group, charged

with marketing computers to the

government

The resumes of these new

Commodore executives read

like a "Who's Who" of comput

ing, and their combined years of

experience should make a real

difference in Commodore's

future.

14
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News &V:lews

LIBRARY OF

CONGRESS

Commodore is sponsoring a

touring exhibit called "To

Make All Laws." which is a cel

ebration of the 200th anniver

sary of the Library of Congress.

The exhibit will feature historic

documents and an interactive

videodisc display based on an

Amiga 2000. The lour, which

starts in November, will visit 30

big city libraries over the next

two vears.

CSERVE BUYS

SOURCE

CompuServe has purchased

[he ailing Source Telecom

puting Corp. The Source ceased

operations on August first and

FREE TAPE

f you'd like to see what

the Macintosh is capable

of in the desktop video

department, here's your

chance to find out and, at

the same time, glom onto

a free 15-minute VHS

videotape at Apple's

expense. Apple is offer

ing a free copy of "The

World of Apple Desktop

Media" to anyone who

asks through Sept. 30.

Call 800-446-3000, or

write Apple Desktop

Media Tape, Apple Com

puter, PO Box 751630,

Memphis, TN 38175-

9967.

its 53.000 subscribers arc being

offered a S20 usage credit to

become CompuServe members.

CompuServe has installed addi

tional customer service tele

phone lines to answer questions

from Source members, and a

customized "welcome" menu

will appear to help Source sub

scribers net accustomed to

CompuServe. The Source,

which began 10 years ago. has

had several o\\ ners. Most

recently it was sold by Reader's

Digest to a New York venture

capital firm. In its heyday. The

Source reportedly had some

SO.000 subscribers and several

hundred employees.

DIGITAL DIGEST

" here arc a lot of people

combining digital com

puter and amateur radio tech

nology for applications like

packet radio and slow-scan TV.

Their newsletter is Digital

Digest, a bi-monthly publication

that provides all the latest poop

on these topics. In the single

sample issue we've seen, there

were specific articles concern

ing Cd4 and Amiga products, as

well as many more general arti

cles concerning packet radio

networks, lest equipment, and

other digital radio topics. There

arc even ads for radio-related

C64 and Amiga hardware and

software. Subscriptions arc S16

(S22 foreign) from: 4063 N.

Goldenrod Rd.. Winter Park. FL

32792.

■ ■•■*

■ ■■El

■ ■■■■

Free Spirit Software <Pfnt1P+ H+ f 11 Cf
58 Noble Street -L IIIIId UJ ±jlloV
Kutztown PA 19530 J
215-683-5609 The further adventures of Captain Brad Stallion.
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News &Views &

. . . continued

lews

4TH QUARTER

'"'-■■ ommodore has announced

Wf that, due to the apprecia

tion of the dollar, sales for the

fourth quarter ending June 30,

1989. are expeded to be below

the sales of S215 million

reported in the June quarter last

year. Earnings are expected to

range from a modest profit to a

modest loss. Commodore noted

that with 75 percent of sales

generated overseas, the

strengthening of the dollar

against other major currencies,

especially the Deutsche Murk.

cost them sales in Europe. The

squeeze works both ways, since

the change in exchange rates

will have only a small favorable

effect on product costs due lo

the delayed impact and more

limited strengthening of the dol

lar versus the currencies of Far

Eastern countries where compo

nents are sourced. On a "local

currency" basis, however, sales

arc expected to show an

increase in most countries.

Results for fiscal year 1989 will

be announced in August.

1989 income will substan

tially exceed [he S48.2 million.

or $1.5] per share, reported in

fiscal 1988. Although strength

in the U.S. dollar could con

tinue to affect near-term results.

CBM says that "pricing actions

and product cost savings should

impact profit margins favor

ably." Further, they say that

"Commodore's growing pene

tration of the professional sector

will contribute to increased

growth in the latter half of fiscal

1990."

Commodore slock dipped

five points from 18 1/8 to 13

1/8 a share in the wake of the

announcement at the end of

June, and buy/sell activity

increased fourfold over normal

tradina volumes.

Rumor Mill

DISCLAIMER: The following are

among the most entertaining rumors

we've heard the past couple of

months. They are presented for your

entertainment and amusement only.

Please do not make any important

decisions based on these rumors, as

many will prove to be inaccurate or

just plain false.

We understand that a major Com

modore dealer is putting together a class

action suit against Commodore, charging

CBM with unfair business practices.

What's the beef? This dealer says Com

modore has been selling Amigas lo a mail

order firm at a price that allowed them to

be sold to the public for less than dealer

wholesale cost.

Two of Discovery Software's top pro

grammers have left to found a new soft

ware company. It's called inncrprise.

We hear Commodore may have got

ten upwards of 8,500 letters advocating

thai they adopt Loren Lovhaug's proposed

C64/C128 support program (read details

in his interview in INFO #26).

It always seems to happen anytime

you upgrade anything. The new Super

Agnus chip apparently has some subtle

differences that will keep some games

from running properly.

QLink has demoed a new program

that will allow QLinkers to play SID files

while online and chatting in People Con

nection. It should be available for down

loading by the time you read this. Now

when will they add a mail editor with real

editing functions? And how about an

Amiga version of the terminal software?

Phoenix Electronics has new clout,

having been taken under the wing of

Applied Technologies' Micro R&D divi

sion.

Exciting new product: an inexpen

sive, compact video digitizer that will cap

ture up to ninety seconds of compressed

color video and stereo audio to a floppy

disk in REALTIME!! Coming soon to an

Amiga near you.

Hewlett Packard may be getting

closer to that rumored Commodore buyout

we told you about last issue. It seems

some H-P execs visited West Chester on a

"fact-finding tour" recently.

Good luck and best wishes to Guy

Wright, who we understand is about to

show up on the masthead of Amiga Plus

magazine as Contributing Editor.

We understand the folks who make

the Trumpcard may be the first out with a

hard disk patch for ReadySoft's A-Max

Macintosh emulator. The first of the "offi

cial" patches will probably be for CBM*s

A2090 and GVP's SCSI controller.

CBM Europe is officially blaming the

strong dollar for lower-than-expecled 4th

quarter "89 sales in Germany, but we note

that there's also a new President of Com

modore/West Germany.

One Commodore insider blames the

reportedly high failure rate of early Amiga

500s to a too-high speed bump in the

Commodore parking lot. It seems the

trucks took it at a high enough rate of

speed to shake chips and wires loose. He

reports the problems disappeared when

the speed bump was leveled out.
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News &V:lews

COMMODORE IN

THE MEDIA

People ask us why INFO

reports sightings of Commodore

computers on film, on televi

sion, and in print. Well, we like

In flunk ilia! the exposure Com

modore products get in the

media can have a positive effect

in the marketplace. If that

explanation doesn't work for

you. just think of it as "Com

modore Trivia."

Watch and you might catch
"Leviathan" and "I'm a Satel

lite" on MTV. Each had por

tions created using an Amiga

and A-Squared's Live! digitizer.

I -n an episode of the Fox

show The Reporters called "Lil-

tle Big Man" a Commodore

64C was shown in the subject's

room.

Jim Sachs" Cf)4 demo "Time
Crystal" appeared on ABC's

special Electronic Time

Machine: 1939 to 2039, as did

several Amigas.

1 he movie Food of the
Gods, Purr 2 has an Amiga

computer and monitor in the lab

where animals grow big from

ingesting a special liquid. Our

spotter notes. "They picked an

appropriate computer because

the Amiga is growing bigger

and bigger, too!"

he PBS show Motor Week

shows an Amiga 1000 and 2002

monitor almost every week, sit

ting behind reporter Lisa Bar

rows.

he Indiana Jones exhibit at

Disney's MGM Studios is. at

least in pan. controlled by iwo

Amiga 2000s.

If you saw the underwater

monsler flick DeepStar Six you

probably noticed the Amiga

1084 monitors in just about

every computer scene.

n the NBC-TV movie

B ionic Sho wdo wn 1 he

lab/operating room set featured

an Amiga 1000. an Amiga 2000.

and a 1084 monitor displaying

patient information and bionic

scans, with great animation of

arrows, leg pins, and 'nuclear

capillaries,'

in the Tom Hanks movie Big

there is a scene in Tom's office

that shows a Commodore 1702

monitor. Unfortunately, it's con

nected to an Atari S00 com

puter!

If you saw ihe campy SF
epic film Earth Girls Are Easy.

you probably noticed the promi-

nenily-displayed Amiga 2000.

. lie PBS children's show

Zoobilee Zoo has an Amiga

1000 (covered with multi

colored polka dots, no less!) in

Talkaloo Cockatoo's house.

Thanks to Commodore spot

ters Sue Albert, The Tinman,

Jack Ulrich, Wayne Lorentz,

Stephen Guilliat. Mark Had-

land. Christopher Morley. Kim

Boolhroyd. Tony Garcia. Louis

W. Vidal. Ted Craig Jr.. Bill

Brenn, Jim Biggs. Ben Bing-

ham. Robert Eber. Jeff Persyn,

Rob Dangel. Doris Latimore,

David Ferguson. David Twigg-

Flesner. Minh Pham. George

Knochel, and David Agee.

// you' ve spotted a Com

modore product in the media,

report it to INFO Sightings, PC)

Box 2300, Iowa City IA 52245,

or on QLink and PLink send

EMail to INFO Mag. If it's the

first we've heard of it, we'll

print it here and give you credit.

Such a deal!

PROS
M

oet Herb and Pip, our crazy heroes, as they

prospect for big, blue balloons in the fiendish

caves of Xor. Once our heroes have found all the

balloons they must make good their escape from

the caves. Enjoy the hilarious escapades of Herb

and Pip as they dynamite their way through vast

cave walls, send rocks falling from dizzy heights

and roll giant spheres through long, dark passages.

Each game comes complete with a fantastic free

balloon.

Prospector in the mazes of Xor isavallable in totally

slap-bang-up-to-date 1989 style for your Commo

dore Amiga N0W1 Game designed by Astral Soft

ware and developed by Hidden Treasures - the team

that brought you StarRay

AMIGA ONLY $39.95
IF YOU DO NOT

FIND PROSPECTOR
AVAILABLE AT

YOUR LOCAL

DEALER CONTACT

OUR U.S.

REPRESENTATIVES

LOGOTRON
RECREATION tm

EUROSOFT INT. INC

70W0ODFIN PLACE

ASHEVILLE. NC 28801

1-BOD 678 7S7O Locotron Uk Ltd; Dales Brewery, Gwydir Street, Cambridge, CB.1 2LJ
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OUTSTANDING VERY GOOD SATISFACTORY POOR DREK

BUNDLING
Brbderbund lias put three of
[heir best C64 lilies in one pack

age and is offering it ai a special

price. Called The Family Soft

ware Library, you get Bank

Sired Writer (wordproccssor).

Type! (typing tutor), and Where

in Europe is Carmen Sandiego?

{one of the best educational

games) all in one package for

569.95. 17 Paul Dr.. San Rafael.

CA 94903. 415-492-3200.

NEW AND ONLINE

If you've ever heard or read

abbut France's Teletel phone

network, you'll be glad to

know that the same type of ser

vice is now being offered by

Miniie! Services. Basically,

Miniiel connects companies

and users on a global basis via

a simple to use standard

graphic interface. For example,

a user in Omaha can hit a cou

ple of keys (the interface is

menu-driven, and uses only 8

keys) and be talking to a crois

sant vendor in Paris or a game

SIG in New York. In many

cases, you won't just be talking

to another computer, but to an

actual, living and brcalliing

human. We understand that in

France, this sen'ice is more

popular than TV. and we have

to admit it sounds intriguing.

For users, the software is free,

and there is no sign-up fee or

monthly minimum, with

charges being levied by the

particular company you con

nect to. Companies wanting to

become part of the network

should contact Miniiel. 2900

Wesiehcster Ave.. Suite 101.

Purchase. NY 10577. 914-694-

6266.

A A A A A

f\ /"V f\ A-v f%

HOMETOWN, U.S.A. $39.95
Publishing International, 333 W. El Camino Real.

Suite 222. Sunnyvale. CA 94087. 408-738-4311

lo, Hum! Here's another paper toy program. Sure, it's

simple to use, with most commands needing only one

keystroke. And right, it's got a decent manual with all the

graphics screens illustrated. Yeah, it lets you formal a

disk, isn't copy protected, works with the major printers

and interfaces, and supports two drives. But what about its

lack of support for the 1351 mouse? Huh? HUH?

See, I'm tough, but... ah... hmmm-m-mm. Take a look

at these sixteen quaint buildings with dozens of windows,

doors and architectural details. Gee! The buildings are in

H.O. model train scale. And those texture fills... and the

graphics editor not only lets you create or redesign build

ings, but you can paste objects over in transparent or

masked mode. Son of a gun! This may be one of the

cleverest creativity programs to come down the pike in

many a moon.

There's a dandy book provided that suggests using

assembled buildings as gift boxes or tree ornaments, and

it's filled with ideas for classroom projects, plus assembly

hints. The C64/128 program is in B&W. but think color

paper, color ribbons, and hand coloring. The Amiga ver

sion works only from within Deluxe Paint Will or Photon

Paint 2.0. This opens enough possibilities for texture fills,

digitized photo surfaces, sizing, and laser or color print

outs to boggle the Ami-gination.

Need I mention the great holiday gift potential of

Hometown. U.S.A, or how grateful a teacher would be to

have this donated to a school? - Sue Albert

jftwame

COMMUNES
A new set of C functions tai

lored for communications is

now available from Lattice. The

Communications Library

includes support for XMO-

DEM. YMODEM. KERMIT,

and ASCII, along with other

telecommunication functions

such as aulodi a I/answer, error-

checking, and ihe like. The

Library itself is S250. and the

source code can be hat! for an

additional $250. 2500 S. High

land Ave., Lombard. IL 60148.

312-916-1600.

CASHING IN
Kf'S Software has put together

an Amiga inventory/cash regis

ter system that lies into the The

Accountant, iheir popular busi

ness accounting package. For

$699 you get an MMF Indus

tries ECD-200 cash drawer and

a Star DP6840 4.5" receipt

printer. 1301 Seminole Blvd.,

Largo. FL 34649. 813-584-

2355.

COLOR MATCHING
If you've ever tried to produce a

particular shade on a color

printer, you've doubtless dis

covered that what you see on

the screen is usually completely

different from wlial prints out.

Ontological Survey has released

a disk of IFF screens containing

swatches of color, each labeled

with the RGB values needed to

produce it. By printing the

screens, you can make yourself

a chart and thus know how the

various shades translate from

printer to screen. Paletle

Printer is S29.95. PO Box

17488. Milwaukee. Wl 53217.

it*
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AFFORDABEE110W

CSA HAS TAKEN AWAY THE LAST

EXCUSE YOU HAD FOR NOT

UPGRADING YOUR AMIGA:

THE PRICE! ONLY $399 INCLUDING CPU

MIDGET RACER

68020/881 -2 33MHZACCELERATOR

FITS ALL AMIGA COMPUTERS

The Midget Racer delivers the speed of a 68020 processor while remaining software compatible with processor intensive

applications like Video, Animation, Ray-Tracing, Desktop Presentation, CAD, and Spreadsheets.

By replacing the 68000 CPU with a plug-in 68020 daughterboard and including a co-processor socket which directly

accesses the 68881 or 68882 at speeds up to 33MHZ, the Midget Racer provides flexibility and power without the need for

special operating software.

Now you don't have to spend a fortune to give your AMIGA the speed and

flexibility of 32-BIT power! Easily installs in any A500, A1000, or A2000.

SO, DON'T LET AN EXCUSE STOP YOU FROM UPGRADING! CONTACT YOUR

LOCAL AMIGA DEALER OR CSA FOR MORE DETAILS.

COMPUTER SYSTEM ASSOCIATES

7564 Trade Street

San Diego, CA 92121 (619) 566-3911

Give Your Disks a

The Disk Mechanic
The Disk Mechanic requires a 512K Amiga and Kickstart version

1.2 or later. We are now shipping Version 2.5: registered owners

should contact us for upgrade details.

Lake Forest Logic Inc.
28101 6 Bollard flood

lake Forest. IL 60045

(312)816-6666

lune-up
The Disk Mechanic is a

comprehensive collection of disk

management tools for the Amiga.

The package includes a disk

optimizer, hard disk back-up program,

file recovery program, disk editor,

and a dozen CLI utilities.

With the TuneUp disk optimizer you

can increase floppy and hard disk

performance up to 500%.

Deleted files and corrupted disks

can be recovered with the Disk Repair

program.

DoubleBack makes the task of regular

hard disk back-up fast, easy, and

safe.

All this and more for only $89.95 suggested

retail price. Dealer inquiries welcome. Amiga

is a trademark of Commodore-Amiga. Inc.
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ANIMagicfrom Aegis.

MAKING IT MOVE
Aegis sent a copy of their latest

animation software. AniMagic

($99.95) is a special effects gen

erator and ANIM editor with all

sorts of gee-whiz options. The

range of effects is spectacular,

including everything from shat

ters to fiips to confetti, and

color effects like masks and

translucency are also possible.

Paths for the effects can be

specified and animations can be

cropped lo fit any screen size.

The ANIM editing functions arc

no less complete, featuring A-B

rolls, color editing and palette

optimization for smooth transi
tions between segments of an

animation. 2115 Pico Blvd..

Santa Monica. CA 90405. 213-

392-9972.

PRO SYNTH
The Other Guys arc releasing

Synthia Professional, a 16-bit

synthesizer and sound proces

sor. It uses 8 synthesizers lo cre

ate 16-bit instruments with CD

quality (4000Hz to 50,000Hz).

Special effects like echo,

reverb, shifting, and phasing

can be added to your samples,

which can be as long as

available memory permits.

MIDI utilities are provided for

transferring your finished

instrument files between the

popular Savors of samplers.

$395. 55 N. Main St.. Suite

301-D. Logan, UT 84321. 801-

753-7620.

ABLE AND WILLING
Inovatronics, publisher of Paw-

erWindows, arc releasing

CanDo, a sort of super desktop

presentation utility. Designed

mainly for putting together

graphics (including Full screens,

brushes, and even AnimBrushes

from DPciint III) and sounds.

the interactive program will also

let you display texi fields. It

operates using an event

metaphor, and complex manipu

lation of the defined events into

full automated and/or interac

tive presentations is the main

point of the package. Il supports

ARexx and is fully multitasking.

Price is $149.95. 8499

Greenville Ave.. Suite 209B,

Dallas. TX 75231. 214-340-

4991.

An IFF clip-art rose and an Aegis Draw version

created by 3D Options.

3D OPTIONS $49.95
Rainbows Edge Productions 4412 4th Avenue,

Brooklyn. NY 11220, 718-439-0299

»?D Options claims to be able to convert IFF bitmapped

images into structured drawings. And. within certain

restrictions, it does.

You provide 3D Options with an IFF bitmapped image

in any standard Amiga display format except HAM. Line

art in two colors works best; other IFF images must be

processed down to a line art representation for best

results. This two-step procedure can be done with 3D

Options* Reduce Colors and Edge Find options. These

options are adequate, but if you already have stand-alone

image processing software such as Butcher or PIXmate,

they will provide a lot more control.

To convert the image into a structured format, you sim

ply select the Auto Pilot option from the Process menu, sit

back, and watch. After no more than a minute or two, the

screen will be blank and the process will be completed. At

this time you can select the Draw File option to see how

well the structured file matches your expectations. You

can now save the file in VideoScape, MCAD. Aegis Draw,

DXF, PostScript and/or IFF file formats. Since 3D

Options also reads a subset of some of the the supported

file formats, it can also be used to transfer structured

images between these programs.

3D Options fills a major gap in Amiga utility programs.

It will be of particular benefit for desktop publishing

applications. I awarded the program only three stars pri

marily because of a number of irritating bugs and the poor

quality of the documentation. Both of these problems are

currently being addressed. - Morton A. Kevelson
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Compatible with Dpaint III animation...

Display and Animation Language

"If an Oscar were to be

presented for Technical

Excellence in Amiga

Graphics, the winner would

certainly be (the envelope,

please) - The Director.. an

exciting, unique program..

likely to become a classic.."

Steve King,

Commodore Magazine

April 1988

"I must give The Director top

marks for ease of use and

capability. For the novice or

serious presentation creator,

this package is unequaled. It

belongs on the shelf of

anyone who considers

himself an Amiga graphics

connoisseur."

Oran J. Sands III,

Info Magazine

June 1988

... And that is only the beginning. In addition to giving you frame by frame control

over multiple Anims, The Director can add page flipping, sound, text generation, and

mouse or keyboard interactivity to your presentations. Create anything from the

simplest slideshow to the most sophisticated desktop video production.

Script your production with an easy, Basic-like vocabulary. The Director provides

powerful image and memory management, blitter, text and effects control. A freely

distributable player program, the Projector, is also included.

• Use IFF images in any standard resolution including HAM and overscan

• Preload images, Anims, fonts and sounds up to your memory limit

• Basic-like vocabulary: For/Next, Gosub/Return, If/Else/Endif

• Arithmetic expressions, random number generator, variables

• Execute AmigaDOS commands from your scripts

• Fades, Dissolves, Blits, Wipes, Stencils

• Page flip full or partial screens

• Text string and file input and output

• Keyboard and mouse interaction

• Drawing and palette commands

• Digitized soundtrack module

• Supports IFF Anim playback

• PAL compatible

• Not copy protected

$6995

DEMO DISKS

$10.00 each

Probe Sequence (512K)

RGB{1 meg)

NEW! DIRECTOR TUTORIAL VIDEO $3995

A step by step guide to using The Director. The tape takes the novice through

AmigaDOS CLI commands, script editing, adding effects to slideshows, and page

flipping animation. The more experienced user will learn double buffering, effects with

Anims, the sound module, the array, and advanced techniques.

TOOLKIT tor THE DIRECTOR $3995
The Director Toolkit is a disk packed with features and enhancements to expand the

capability of The Director. There are new wipe routines, a palette selector, a pie chart

generator and much more. The new and enhanced BUT Utility has a powerful interface

to help create Wipe, Dissolve, and BUT operations. It also automates the process of

moving an object over a background, generating a complete working script

This disk is intended to be used with The Director software.

• New wipe routines

• Enhanced BLIT Utility including object movement over backgrounds

• Standard file requester callable from Director scripts

• Screen save from Director scripts

• MIDI input module

• Standard Anim compressor

• Pie chart generator Check or money order payable to:

• Sine and cosine functions /S.

• Card game example

• Palette selector

• Text displayer

• And more!

Please add S3 shipping and handling

California residents add 6Vi% sales tax.

Right Answers

Box 3699

Torrance, CA 90510

(213)325-1311
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INFO's Guide to the Best From the Rest

OBITUARIES
Commodore Magazine has announced

that their October issue will be the last.

Despite the fact that the it was a house

organ and toed the company line, we've

always enjoyed the magazine and wish

Jim Gracely, Sue West, Mike Rivers,

and all the rest of the staff our best.

They've done an admirable job over the

years.

We were also saddened to learn that

Robo City News has ceased publication.

Editors Mitch Lopes and Kayvan Pejooh

raised RCN from the First Amiga User

Group's newsletter to a nationally dis

tributed magazine. We'll miss it.

As of this writing, a replacement for for

mer editor Guy Wright had not yet been

named. We'll keep you posted. The Jufy

issue starts another of AW's extremely

elaborate contests. Last year it was a

treasure hunt. This year it's a murder

mystery set in the Saratoga racing

scene, to be continued in the August

issue. As magazine contests go, we

have to give AW the top spot for imagi

native concepts. The cover article goes

into considerable detail, and even opin

ion, on hard drives. There's a useful

ancillary piece on accelerator boards.

Amazing
Amazing's June issue has a separate

technical section partitioned off in the

center of the book, something I hope

they continue. It makes wading through

the techie stuff much easier when it's all

in one place. INFO'S own David Martin

delves into Amiga disk structures. It's

easier to understand than some similar

attempts I've read, and provides some

useful details. The issue also announces

that Amazing's Buyer's Guide will be

published four times a year. The menu

item by menu item review of Soft-Logik's

PageStream either ignores or glosses

over the problems with the program.

stating "there are no major bugs left". I,

for one, am getting tired of the Bandito

and his attitude problem. He comments

at the end of his June column that "you

can't always expect reviewers to give

you a straight answer - after all. they

want to keep getting free games. Get a

recommendation from a friend or go see

the game being played in a store." Yeah,

right. Like a store doesn't want to sell

you a game. Any game. And I don't see

any game reviews in Amazing. Perhaps

a game publisher declined to send the

Bandito a free game and he's tasting a

bit of the sour grape?

THE AMIGA

A short editorial about Amiga video

leads off the June issue, and that

segues into a World of Commodore Los

Angeles report. They weren't impressed

with the show. A review of Populous,

which is one of the two best entertain

ment titles released this year (Sim City

is the other}, doesn't seem to realize

how important a breakthrough the game

is. The reviewer likes it, but apparently

doesn't understand that the game is a

system simulation, instead treating it as

a souped up wargame.

AMIGA USER
INTERNATIONAL

While this magazine is produced in Eng

land, it is making an appearance on

some newsstands here and there in the

US. fit is owned by the same company

which now owns Transactor.) It has the

splashy look and large quantity of color

we expect from British mags, though the

content is more substantial than most.

The July issue offers an interesting look

at A-News, a French language Amiga

magazine which Commodore/Europe

fought hard over trademark and copy

right issues - somewhat typical of Com

modore's historical "cooperation" with

the press. Several of AUI's reviews are

of products, particularly games, not yet

available on this side of the Atlantic, but

you can bet they will be making an

appearance soon. Of special note is a

review of a videodisk controller package

from Ariadne Software which looks like it

will bring the Amiga into the laserdisk

arena in a big way. By the way, we

noticed that Nancy Picard, who was the

marketing director for Discovery Soft

ware is now the assistant editor of AUI;

our best to her. [40 Bowling Green Lane,

London EC1R ONE England]

The July issue's cover story on GUIs

{Graphical User Interfaces) actually

mentions the Amiga. The piece covers

the popular flavors of GUIs and is well

worth reading just to gain an overview of

what's going on in the industry. On Intu

ition's evolution, the article says it was

the first multitasking graphical interface,

and actually puts it in historical perspec

tive with the Mac's system, "if the Finder

is the father of desktop computer GUIs,

Intuition is arguably the father of Multi-

Finder." Good to know that Byte does

recognize the Amiga's contributions.

Commodore
MAC A Z I N E

As for the last couple of issues of Com

modore magazine, in June the results of

the annual Amiga/C64 graphics contest

are printed. The images show unde

niably that computer art and artists are

coming into their own. There's also a

funny piece by Gary Fields on how to tell

if you're an Amiga addict. (It's none of

your business, but yes, I can stop any

time I want. I just don't want to.) The

July issue has a feature on actually

making money with all that Amiga video

hardware and software you bought. It

offers some practical advice from people

who are doing it, along with a detailed

list of available software.

Features editor Keith Ferrell talks to sev

eral game publishers about their favorite

games in the Fall issue (which made its

appearance while Spring was still

blooming). It's interesting that none of

them name their own titles. In the same
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issue, there is a review of Deluxe Paint

III with only two pictures, and they're

both in black and white! The reviews --

and there are a lot of them -- are better

than we've come to expect from Com

pute!, but are still less critical than they

could be. A good example is Ervin

Bobo's positive opinion of Aussie Joker

Poker, generally acknowledged as a

prime candidate for the worst game of

all time.

COMPUTE'S

The paper gets cheaper, the type-ins

more repetitive, the reviews more banal,

and yet there's a glimmer of hope: an

interesting, though too short, feature by

Cheryl Peterson in the July issue about

multi-player fantasy games on the net

works. There's also a fascinating side

bar in the main feature on music which

tells about David Courtney, a musician

who has written a program for teaching

and composing Indian music on a C64.

The thing even prints Sanskrit music

notation!

We had heard some disturbing whispers

about the Phoenix replacement power

supplies for the A500 and then came

across a positively alarming article in the

weighty July tome of CS. Apparently,

when the CPS-500 power supply is con

nected to a UPS funinterruptable power

supply) and a 500, and the UPS kicks in,

all three units fry. Granted, that's a rare

configuration, but it's something A500

owners should be aware of, and if you

have a CPS-500, be sure to read the

article.

The July issue's editorial is Yet Another

Pep Talk about the continued strength of

the 8-bit market. We suppose they have

to do that periodically, but Run's heart

doesn't seem to be in it any more. The

magazine itself has cut back to

extremely cheap paper and gone from

perfect binding to staples. The complete

lack of new non-game commercial titles

doesn't add much credence to their

arguments either. Lou Wallace's cover

feature on laser printers is worth a read,

though.

In his June ViewPort column, Larry

Phillips makes a convincing case for

building a standard, user-configurable

file requester into the operating system.

Oddly enough, after reading the piece, I

found out that AmigaDOS 1.4 will

include a standard requestor, though it

won't be user-configurabie. A must-read

piece for video artists by Derek Grime

contains a simple bit of advice too often

overlooked in this age of easily accom

plished digital effects: "Don't let the gim

micks get in the way of the message."

We've all seen too many overdone

videos, and it's good to hear Grime's

voice of reason. Of special note in the

June issue is a print demo of Radical

Eye's LaTeX, which comes as a part of

AmigaTeX. It is an important, under

used, and sadly unrecognized text pro

cessor with book-oriented layout capa

bility.

If you're interested in getting started pro

gramming under GEOS. there's a clear,

well-written introduction to it by William

Coleman in the June issue. The same

issue contains a how-to, complete with a

diagram, on installing an EPROM in an

REU. If I hadn't read it in Transactor, I

wouldn't have believed it possible. The

Title of the Bi-month award goes to

Adrian Pepper's "A glob Function for

Power C". It doesn't have anything to do

with chunks of Jello, but I like it just the

same.

JLjULJI

The July issue (1.6) takes a look at

Amiga music and includes a useful

chart-style buyer's guide. Publisher Eyo

Sama's desktop publishing column is of

particular note this issue. It explains one

very complicated method of rotating

images and text in Professional Page,

which doesn't yet have that direct capa

bility. I have to take exception to the

needless scaremongering in Christopher

Kohler's piece on the necessity of

screen filters. He cites some uncon

firmed studies of health and vision prob

lems supposedly caused by sitting in

front of a CRT. The whole article comes

across as little more than an advertorial

for the NoFtad screen filter (a fine prod

uct, and one we use here at INFO, but

hardly the salvation of mankind).

n&ws

Mark brought back issue 1.4 from the

developer's conference and I think it's

mostly a case of too much effort for too

little result. The issue is all interface and

no substance, punctuated by occasional

visits from the guru. Because publication

was delayed for so long, what news is

included is months out of date and the

few programs are things that have been

in the public domain long enough for

most people who follow such things to

have already seen. Issue 1.5 is

promised soon.

JUMPDISK
Congratulations are in order for

Jumpdisk on their third anniversary

issue. Disk magazines have come and

gone over the past thirty-six months,

and Jumpdisk is the oldest, never miss

ing an issue and nearly always coming

out on time. The last couple of issues

have been a little light on the entertain

ment, but usefully heavy on the utilities.

The July issue sports a simple to use

pageflipping animation program. There

aren't many bells and whistles but if

you've been wanting to try your hand at

putting together an animation, this will

help you do it. There's also a payroll

program designed for small businesses.

While the initial setup requires some

variable input, it looks useful and fairly

straightforward.

- Tom Malcom
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VIDE

BOOTC
by Oran J. Sands III

All right recruits,

Listen up! Welcome to

Camp Pixel. I'm

Sergeant Sands, your

mother for the next few

pages. You're here

because you want to

get started in video

graphics, and I'm here

to make sure you do.

So wipe those smiles

off your mugs

and stay sharp!

This is Basic Training. It's where you'll learn the

basics. (Am I going too fast for you, Private?)

We'll cover the things you'll need to properly

start using the Amiga as a video workstation.

You'll be shown the techniques you'll need for hand-to-hand

combat with both the software and the hardware you're

likely to encounter out there in the field. I'll introduce you to

a full range of hardware in order to get the job done. Some

times you'll be on your own out there, and it's my job to see

that you'll be able to survive. I'm going to walk you through

the choices you need to make and show you how to pick

which weapon to use and when.

Ten-HUT!
At ease men! I'm Captain Video and

I'll start your training today. As your

Sergeant has no doubt told you, there

are many things you'll need to know in

order to survive in the video production

jungle. Your Amiga is well suited for

batile in the video arena. Television is a

visually-oriented medium (it's called a

medium because it isn't rare and it's

hardly ever well-done — that's a joke,

son) and the Amiga, above all other

computers, can serve its country with

excellence and with pride.

YOUR GUN
When getting started, it doesn't mat

ter whether you have an A500. AKHK),

A2000, or a A2500. The differences arc

minor and they all perform the same
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STE? I: Digitize STEP 2: Edit

functions. The main difference between

a .22 rifle and an M-60 machine gun is

how quickly you can gel the job done. A

sharp eye and a lot of knowledge goes a

long way. The one thing to remember is

that you shouldn't run out of bullets... I

mean, memory. And men, you can never

have enough. Most video battles, how

ever, can be won with L.5 lo 2

megabytes of RAM. More RAM,

though, will let you sleep easier at

night.

DELUXE PAINT

You need to start out with a graphics

program. One way or another you need

to create, alter or affect graphics, and

the common denominator is a good

paint program. In this man's army we

use Deluxe Paint (normally Rev. 3.0).

Just hike down to your quartermaster

and order I, Program. Paint/Deluxe.

Rev 3. There are other paint programs

out there, but few will give you the con

fidence you need when caught in a

crossfire.

Men. I can't emphasize enough the

need to establish a close relationship

with your Deluxe Paint. Your Deluxe

Paint is your friend! You will sleep with

your Deluxe Point! You will name your

Deluxe Paitttl You take care of your

Deluxe Paint, and it will take care of

you! With the new built-in animation

features, you can use Deluxe Paint to do

just about every task you run into. It's

truly an all-encompassing entrenching

tool. And the techniques you'll leam

with Deluxe Paint will drastically speed

up your learning of other packages.

VIDEO OUTPUT
Once you've got a graphic, you'll

need to get it recorded on tape. Assum

ing you've already got the necessary

recording equipment (any home VCR

will do), you'll need to purchase a video

output device. This is supplied in two

forms:

External video adapter. There are

several lo choose from. Read the Video

Roundup reviews to decide which is

best for you. These connect to the RGB

port of the Amiga and will provide at

minimum a composite video output. At

best you'll get S-VI-IS outputs as well.

None, however, allow simultaneous use

of your normal monitor in RGB mode.

Genlock devices. These little boxes

will not only provide you with a com

posite video output, but will also lei you

overlay your graphics over the top of

any composite video signal from other

sources. Since that's a need you'll run

into eventually, it's not a bad idea to get

one now and kill two birds with one

stone. All genlocks allow use of your

Amiga monitor in RGB mode.

DIGITIZERS
Once you've gotten the hang of

putting your pics on tape, you'll want to

branch out. To do that you'll need to

enhance your present meager artistic

talents. You can supplement your skills

with the proper surveillance equipment.

There are two types to be familiar with.

Digitizers, Video. Non-realtime. At

present, the state of the art in non-real

time digitizers is DigiView, the first and

still the best in its latest incarnation.

Rev. 3.0/Gold. II' you don't need to cap

ture an image instantly, then this is your

choice. It can be used with both color

and black and white cameras, but don't

put your life on the line with the color

option. Stick with the black and white.

FrameGrabher.s, Video, Real-time. A

framegrabber will instantly capture a

frame (or field) of video. This is of

great value when confronted with

images from videotape, camcorder,

color camera, tuner, etc. If it moves,

then framegrab it!

Your need for real-time digitizing and

your budget will determine your choice

of digitizer. Non-real-time digitizers are

much cheaper than framegrabbers.

What you do with your digitizer is

what's important. If you can't draw the

image you need, you can probably copy

it. Use the digitized image as a starting

point for a new image. It will dramati

cally increase your throughput.

The basic video soldier can do 90%

of his work armed with only these few

things: An Amiga of any type. Deluxe

Paint, a genlock, and a digitizer.

Regardless of which models you

choose, these will serve you well. It's

how you use these tools that separates
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STEP3: Cleanup STEP 4: Create additional elements

the men from the boys. (Excuse me,

ladies, I mean separate the pros from the

amateurs!) It' you learn how to wring

the last drop of functionality out of your

hardware and software, you'll save

yourself time, money, and embarrass

ment, as well as earning yourself a rep

for being the best! Excuse me, soldier?

Do I detect a little disbelief1.' Maybe an

example would help.

GOING INTO BATTLE
Let's say your client demands a TV

graphic of his product, the new Dodge

Turbo Viper. He'd like to point out the

various features and styling touches of

the new car. If possible, he'd like to

move the pointer while he talks about

them. First off. you have several prob

lems:

A. You can't draw worth spit! The only

artist in your family uses crayons on the

walls.

B. You don't own an animation pack

age.

C. He wants it tommorow!

You could run out and buy more

equipment, you could master a new pro

gram or two by tomoiTow. or you could

run off to South America for the rest of

your life. Well, soldier, here's what you

will do:

STRATEGY AND TACTICS
First, digitize the car from the client's

brochure. You just saved yourself untold

hours of artwork. Second, clean up the

artwork with Deluxe Paint. You did

remember to digitize in a few colors

less than 32 didn't you? Because you'll

need some free colors for titles and the

pointer.

You can create a pointer on your

spare screen. Now grab it as a brush. Go

back to the first screen and save the

brush. Next, load in your fouls and

select one for use. Selcci a color that's

not used for the car image. Go back to

your spare screen and type out the

words "Turbo Viper". Grab them as a

brush. Now select a few colors as a

range and spread the color red from

black. While we still have the brush of

the text active, we can just outline the

brush with at first the red then a darker

red until we have the last and darkest

red. Select each color and then press

"O" for outline. Thai's all you need to

do.

Now move the brush back to the first

screen and place your text brush where

you needed it. With the main image

done, all you need is for Mr. BigWig to

narrate while you tape it. What about

the real-time pointer he wanted? Load

the pointer brush you made. Notice how

nicely it moves with your mouse. Now

re-position the handle of the brush so

it's about an inch or so offset. Moving

the brush off-screen is now quite easy.

Get rid of the normal mouse pointer by

hitting the DELETE key. Now hit F10

to remove the menu and tool bars, and

you're home free.

Your client can move the pointer

around as be wishes, even moving it

offscreen when necessary. Sure it's

primitive, but it looks great, didn't cost

you a cent, and shouldn't have taken

you a hour or more to set up. If your

client needed a non-realtime pointer you

could*ve animated the brush motion

using Deluxe Paint 3.0's animation fea

tures.

The secret here, soldier, is to work

smarter, not just harder. The basics will

always give you 90% of what you need

to get the job done. Don't go looking

around for a program for just that spe

cial touch without first considering what

it is possible to do with your basic

armament. Don't call for an air strike

when a small patrol will do.

But working smart is also knowing

when that air strike will save you lime

and expense. And knowing what types

of other offensive weaponry are

available will help decide what tactics

to employ and when. So. for the more

difficult cases, let's discuss the more

complicated and specialized software.

ADVANCED ARMAMENT
Titling Software. You'll need to create

a lot of graphics that, when closely

examined, mostly consist of text. Pretty

text, carefully manipulated text, but

mostly just text. This is one of those

limes to call in the experts to do the job:

programs written just to handle text on

the screen. These tend to cost more than
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usual, but they can't be beat for beating

back our common enemy... time! The

professional video soldier would usu

ally call for Pro Video Gold. It uses

anti-aliased fonts, hi-res screens, and

some of the cleanest fonts this side of

the Warsaw Pact. It's rock-steady and

reliable, a program you wouldn't mind

sharing a foxhole with. And just over

the horizon is Broadcast Titler, a very

promising newcomer, though not com-

bat-seasoned yet (but keep your eyes

on it).

A full-function titler will be able to let

you set up screen after screen {called

pages) of text and combine them with

background graphics and transitions

(flip, wipe, scroll, pull, etc.) between

the screens. Look for quick transitions,

clean fonts with a variety of sizes of

each typestyle. and ease of use.

A text slide program is a smaller ver

sion of a titler. It usually will help you

in creating the text screen, but forces

you to save it for displaying via a sec

ond program, possibly sold to you as a

package. While functional and perhaps

a little cheaper, it's slower in the long

run and just not as efficient.

2D Animation Programs. Perhaps one

of the more useful but also somewhat

more complicated pieces of software to

have in your arsenal. The ability to

move brushes (small pieces of artwork)

across the screen at a rate and along a

path of your choosing can liven up what

would otherwise be a flat, boring

graphic. Some packages also allow the

creation and 'morphing' of flat objects.

The first program to allow this was Ani

mator by Aegis, and it is still one of the

easiest and most capable programs of

this type. Recently, however, several

programs have come out that offer these

functions and more. Fantavision and

Zoetrope are two such programs, and

bear close examination. 90% of your

animation needs could be met with

these programs (although 1 must admit

that the new Deluxe Pain! US can serve

in this capacity very well). One caveat

is that many of these programs do not

work in interlace mode, but more on

that later.

3D Rendering!Animation Programs.

These are perhaps the nuclear weapons

of the Amiga battlefield. Complicated

and time-consuming, they can neverthe

less have tremendous impact on a client.

To see your company logo spinning or

flying over a 3D background can be

quite a rush. But don't just fall in love

with technology for technology's sake.

These programs have a steep learning

curve and a lot of time will go by before

you can create anything resembling pro

fessional work. Even when you reach

thai point, you'll still spend hours and

even days having the computer render

ing all the frames for the animation.

Obviously a time to pull out the big

guns and strap on your 68020's and big

RAM cards!

HAM Point Programs. HAM (hold-

and-modify) paint programs are very

flexible and often loaded with features

unvailable to the user of a traditional

paint program. This is because you may

use all 4096 colors available in the

Amiga's palette. Because such an

unlimited palette is available, you can

find yourself faced with option glut --

just too many choices. Using a HAM

paint package demands discipline and

forethought for good results. While the

pictures can be truly awesome, the num

ber of other software packages that can

use HAM images is very small. Stick

with a standard IFF program first, then

add a HAM program later.

UTILITIES
There are many small but incredibly

handy programs that you shouldn't be

without if you're doing graphics on a

steady basis. Consider them the Swiss

Army knives of the graphics world.

The Director. No video professional

would be caught unarmed without this

program. It's simply the tool you use to

create custom applications. Once at ease

with it, you'll rarely use any other pack

age for everything from simple slide

shows thru complex animations. It has

the ability lo use all resolutions and

palettes, and to mix in animations cre

ated by other programs, plus sound.

With the addition of the Director

Toolkit, it's even more powerful. If

other programs won't do what you

want, then it's a good bet you can do it
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VIDEO GLOSSARY
// you think you want to start dab

bling in video, you might as well know

what you're talking about. Use these

terms to impress your friends and

convince your mate that you really do

use the computer for something other

than games. More importantly, you'll

be able converse with other video

professionals and know what you're

talking about.

ANALOG - There are two types of

signals in this world, analog and

digital. Analog means that the sig

nal can vary smoothly and may

assume any level between what

ever maximum and minimum levels

are used. Signals for video are

usually analog in nature, but sig

nals inside your computer are digi

tal, (see DIGITAL)

BLACK BURST - A composite video

signal that incorporates the follow

ing, at minimum: all vertical and

horizontal sync timing information,

color burst, and black video. The

signal is actually a color signal,

although the picture it produces is

completely black. It contains all

that is needed to genlock a video

system, which is its primary pur

pose for existing.

BROADCAST QUALITY - A phrase

that is about as easy to define as

"user-friendly" and just as over

used and misunderstood.

COMPOSITE - A video signal that

contains both picture information

(color and brightness) as well as

sync information (horizontal, verti

cal, and color subcarrier). A non-

composite signal has only picture

information and no sync.

CHROMA/LUMA - Short for "Chromi

nance and Luminance," the two

main ingredients in a video picture.

Chrominance is the color hue and

saturation information, while lumi

nance is the brightness information

for the picture. S-VHS VCRs have

separate chroma/luma outputs for

a cleaner display. A composite

video signal has these two ele

ments encoded together, which

unfortunately causes some by

products that create distortion.

DIGITAL - A type of signal that has

only two levels of voltage, usually 0

volts and 5 volts.

ENCODER - A device that will take

the components of a video signal

and produce a composite video

signal. Usually encoders accept

RGB analog non-composite sig

nals and sometimes chroma/luma

signals.

FRAME - A complete video image

comprised of all 525 scanlines. It is

displayed in 1/30th of a second.

With interlace, it is made of two

fields.

FIELD - One-half of a video frame.

With interlaced video, it contains

either all of the odd-numbered or

all of the even-numbered scan-

lines. Each field consists of 262.5

scanlines, is displayed in 1 /60th of

a second, and is interleaved with

the other field.

GENLOCK - (video term) A process

whereby one video device is syn

chronized to another, usually by

feeding the sync information from

one to another, either separately or

in a composite video signal. The

device must be capable of this

function for genlocking to occur.

GENLOCK ■ (computer term) A pro

cess whereby a computer's output

video is synchronized to an exter

nal video source. The end result is

the computer's video overlaying

the video, producing a combined

picture.

GLITCH - This is a real video term

used for quite some time to

describe a momentary disturbance

of the video signal.

INTERLACE - A video mode whereby

the raster lines are alternately dis

played on the screen, odd num

bered lines first and then the even

numbered lines. Each set of lines

is sandwiched between the previ

ous set. All commercial broadcast

video is done this way. It must be

used to perform proper NTSC-spec

video. Non-interiace video is the

most common type of computer

video output, wherein all lines are

displayed in numerical order, one

after another.

KEYER - A video device that allows

one signal to be overlaid upon

another. (This is a great oversimpli

fication.) All computer genlock units

perform this function.

NTSC - National Television Standards

Committee. These people drew up

the standards that define television

as we know it in the United States.

The standards contain the specs

for all timing intervals and levels.

Uses 525 horizontal scanlines at

60 fields per second.

PAL - Phase Alternate Line. Another

way to put together a video signal,

used by the British and several

European countries. Primarily a

newer version of NTSC with a few

"fixes" and more resolution. Uses

625 horizontal lines at 50 fields per

second.

RGB - Abbreviation for Red, Green

and Blue, the primary components

of a video signal or color computer

display. Video RGB is usually sup

plied in noncomposite form (no

sync or color information, just lumi

nance).

RF - Radio Frequency. A type of

video signal like that produced and

radiated from your local TV station.

An RF signal is intended to be

received by a tuner which will

demodulate the signal back into a

standard video signal. This is the

type of signal that is attached to

the VHF or antenna terminals of a

VCR or TV.

SYNC - Short for "synchronization."

Sometimes called "synch" by the

those overseas (who we can for

give) and the uneducated (who

oughta know better). It includes the

vertical and horizontal timing and

scanning information as well as the

color phasing info.

SUBCARRIER - A 3.58MHz signal

used to convey color information

within a video signal.

VIDEO - A term describing a type of

signal, used most often to describe

the picture information of television

or the practice of creating video

signals. Common usage today is to

call anything that has a picture

"video," a sloppy and dangerous

practice.
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with this. Although il is more of a pro

gramming language than a program, it

is very flexible.

Butcher. There comes a time when

you need to change your graphics in a

way your paint program won't allow.

Rather than wish for more features, you

can just call for the Butcher. With it you

can turn a picture into shades of gray, or

reduce the number of colors in the

palette, or merge several colors

together, or remove those annoying sin

gle pixels from a digitized photo, or

exhange one color for another in the

palette, or... well, you get the idea. If

you can't plan ahead, then ask. the

Butcher to cut out those mistakes.

Pixmate. Same type of program as the

Butcher, but faster on many operations

and offers several more functions. The

downside is that it isn't quite as intu

itive to use. You should have both pro

grams to give you a full complement of

abilities.

Directory Utilities. Let's face it.

you're gonna get KP duty eventually, so

get a directory utility program 10 expe

dite cleaning up those disks and rearran

ging those files. Copying. listing, delet

ing, reading, and showing files is infi

nitely easier with a D.U. Get one from

the public domain, such as Utilimaster,

or buy one like CLimute or Diskmustcr.

DEBRIEFING
That's about il for this session, but

before we break for the mess hall. I'd

like to leave you with a few tips and

hints from an old soldier who's been

there and made it back.

Interlace. If you are doing work for

video, then choose those resolutions

that force the interlace on. i.e.. 320x400

or 640x400. Although you can record

non-interlace signals, you won't be able

to edit them, genlock to them, or other

wise combine them with standard

NTSC video signals, which are always

interlace. Besides, many TVs won't dis-

PRODUCTS

MENTIONED:
Deluxe Paint III

Electronic Arts

1820 Gateway Drive

San Mateo CA 94404

415-571-7171

Pro Video Gold

Shereff Systems

$150

$299.95

15075 SW Koll Parkway. Ste G

Beaverton, OR 97006

503-626-2022

Broadcast Titler

Innovision Systems

PO Box 743

Hayward CA 94544

415-638-8432

Fantavision

Broderbund

17 Paul Drive

San Rafael CA 94903

415-492-3200

S300

$60

Zoetrope

Antic Software

544 2nd Street

$140

San Francisco CA 94107

415-957-0886

The Director

Right Answers Group

PO Box 3699

TorranceCA 90510

213-325-13-1

Butcher

Eagle Tree Software

PO Box 164

Hopewell VA 23860

804-452-0623

Pixmate

CLImate

Diskmaster

$70

$37

$50

$40

$50

Progressive Peripherals

& Software

464 Kalamath Street

Denver CO 30204

303-825-4144

play non-interlace pics without jittering.

If your program only supports non-

interlace modes, then run Setlace (a

public domain program) before running

the program. This will force the output

of the Amiga into interlace. A small

jerkiness in the display may result, but

it's betler than the alternative.

Overscan. Overscan modes are great

if you can use them, but they have their

cautions. Don't use an overscan mode

more than 3X4 (or 768 in hi-res) pixels

wide when using the video for broad

cast work. It forces the horizontal tim

ing to exceed NTSC specs. If you digi

tize in this size, that's OK: just load it

into Deluxe Paint and then choose a

screen size smaller than that (i.e. their

"video" size 704x480). Saving it after

that assures the correct size. If you're

Irving to create a picture that covers the

screen from side to side, use 704 x 480

(or 352 x480) DPaint's default "video"

size. That's adequate for coverage and

is somewhat smaller in filesize when

storing.

File Storage. Concerned about file

sizes? Use a palette with as few colors

as possible and make the backgrounds

as plain as you can. With digitized pics,

repaint areas that have heavy dithering

and remove unnecessary material. With

pics with a constant background color.

overscan mode doesn't give you any

advantage and increases the file size.

Color choices. When choosing colors

or customizing palettes, make a point of

keeping the color saturation levels at or

below 15% of the possible maximum

i that's 12 out of 15). This will ensure

less color bleed in the pure colors, espe

cially red. Try to avoid a 100% white,

and use 15% whsn possible. Titles to be

genlocked over video will stand out bet

ter if outlined with a contrasting color

such as black for while letters (the new

brush outline feature in Deluxe Paint III

is great for this). If your white lettering

looks "rainbowed". then change it to a

light beige or blue. The added color

value will not change the look of the

letter but will stop the "rainbow", To

avoid "crawly" edges, try to avoid tran

sitions from color to color that are

greatly different in contrast (brightness

levels). Reduce the "stairstep" look on

your fonts by placing pixels of color

halfway between that of the background

and that of the letter — gel that anti-

aliased font look for free!

Well, men. that wraps up today's lec

ture. Sgt. Sands will escort you to your

barracks. Careful study of the official

manual of arms on the next few pages

should answer your remaining ques

tions.

Dismissed!
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VIDEO
HARDWARE ROUNDUP
TbyOran J. Sands III

1
oday s explosion of video equipment for

consumers has dramatically increased the number

of persons wanting to use the Amiga for video

applications. At the same time it has broadened the range

of what users can pay for Amiga peripherals. Make sure

that you pay no more than you need for the functions you

desire; on the other hand, don't pay too much for features

that you don't need. In order to help separate the wheat

from the chaff, here's our roundup of video-related

hardware accessories for the Amiga. Remember, you

usually do get what you pay for!

VIDEO ENCODERS
All Amigas produce a standard RGB

analog non-composite signal that looks

great on a monitor but can't be directly

fed to a VCR or television. To correct

this oversight you need a way to create

an NTSC composite video signal from

the RGB. The usual broadcast color

encoder would cost you /-<S' thousand

dollars! Fortunately there are several

less costly alternatives for the Amiga

owner. The usual video encoder for the

Amiga can provide at minimum an

NTSC video composite signal, and at

best provide an RF (VHF) signal for

TVs, as well as S-VHS outputs. Unless

otherwise noted, none of these units

allows simultaneous use of your Amiga

monitor in RGB mode.

C-VIEWI & II

$49.95 *tSt+

C Lid.. 723 E. Skinner. Wichita. KS

67211.316-267-6321

C Lid. makes a number of video

adaptors, some with composite video

oul and some with separate

chroma/Iuma signals. The most out

standing feature is their size — all units

are housed within a single DB-23 con

nector shell. This also restricts the

amount of circuitry, which is the main

reason for the rather low-quality video

output and the low cost.

ENC-1 $395 not tested

Communications Specialties Inc..

89-A Cabot Ct.. Hauppauge, NY

516-273-0404

RGB lo composite encoder.

1788.

A520 VIDEO ADAPTOR

$49.95 ***

Commodore. 1200 Wilson Drive. West

Chester, PA 19380.215-431-9100

Commodore's own encoder provides

both a composite signal and an RF sig

nal. It is designed to slide along the

tabletop and connect to the RGB port.

The outputs are composite video and a

Channel 3 or 4 RF signal. An audio

input is included so you can hear your

Amiga as well as see it on a standard

TV. The output i.s clean, although the

color portion of the signal is somewhat

low (which isn't an altogether bad thing

for most users). A handsome design that

works well.

CMI VI-500, VI-2000, /RF

$79.95 ($99.95 w/RF) ****

Creative Microsystems, Inc..

19552 SW 90th Court. Tualatin,

OR 97062. 503-691-2552

These units provide a color composite

signal and separate chroma/Iuma out

puts for use with either the 1702-style

monitor inputs or S-VHS. There is an

enclosed steel box version for the 500.

1000. or 2000. and a special "card" ver

sion for the 2000 video slot. The cir

cuitry is the same for all. A second ver

sion of the VI-500 and VI-2000 units is

available with RF channel 3 or 4 output

in addition to the others. The output is

clean and very accurate on all levels.
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GENLOCKS
Computer genlock units give you the

ability to combine your Amiga graphics

with another video source. Units vary in

the quality of the video signal, flexibil

ity, and features. Some are intended

only for use in the Amiga 2000's video

slot.

MINIGEN

$224.95 -kirk
Progressive Peripherals & Software.

464 Kalamath St.. Denver, CO 80204.

303-825-4144

This unit is new and should be for

sale as you read this. Based on the cir

cuitry of the Progen (see next review)

the MiniGen provides a very clean and

accurate signal and genlock function at

a budget price. It does not provide an

RGB-to-monitor connection, but gives

you a video in and a video out via RCA

jacks (which are set a little too close

together). The video out signal is

switchable between the incoming video.

the Amiga, or the combined picture. The

MiniGen is packaged in a long skinny-

box which attaches directly to the RGB

port of your Amiga, but it has no way of

being securely attached. At this price

the MiniGen is the genlock of choice

for the quality-conscious amateur user

on a very tight budget.

PROGEN

$499.95 *■*-*-*
Progressive Peripherals & Software.

464~Kalamath St., Denver. CO 80204.
303-825-4144

The ProGen is a simple yet high-

quality genlock suitable for professional

work. It connects to the RGB port by a

3" ribbon cable. This lets the unit

"hang" off the back of the Amiga, which

is a bother. It uses BNC connectors for

the video in and video out signals. The

signal quality is very good. The overlay

function can be turned on and off by a

separate connector that can be wired to

the parallel port and software selected,

or be selected via hardware switches.

The driver software is supplied in two

versions, the difference being which set

of hotkeys is used to trigger the func

tions. Both run "in the background"

which allows use with programs such as

Pro Video Gold or Broadcast Tiller.

Several output modes are available. An

excellent genlock for the price.

AMIGEN

$179.95 *i<+

Mimetics, 10750 Stevens Canyon Rd..

#2, Cupertino, CA 95014.

408-741-01 17

The Amigen is one of the least expen

sive genlocks on the market. At this

price almost anyone can afford a gen

lock. The Amigen is a small case that

securely attaches to the RGB port and

allows your monitor to be connected

(although only with a special cable not

supplied with the unit). There is no way

to turn off the overlay feature of the

Amigen; it's on all the time. The video

in and video out connectors are RCA

phono style. This unit's signal quality is

adequate for home and hobbyist use. but

definitely not for the serious amateur or

professional.

SUPERGEN

S750.00 **•*

Digital Creations, 2865 Sunrise Blvd..

Suite 103. Rancho Cordova, CA 95670,
916-344-4825

The SuperGen costs more but has

more to offer as well. The quality output

is controlled by a pair of sliders that

allow you to control the overlay. You

can dissolve the picture from video to

Amiga or fade the overlay on and off if

desired. There are two identical outputs

from the SuperGen which allow feeding

the signal to a separate monitor for pre

view while usins the other to feed a

The MiniGen

genlock from

Progressive

Peripherals

& Software.

recorder. An external "key" signal is

provided for those that can use it. Many

programs can drive the functions of the

SuperGen by software. The unit is con

nected to the Amiga by a long, shielded

ribbon cable, allowing placement of the

controls where they'll be handy. All

connectors are BNC.

SCANLOCK $995 not tested

Vidtech Corp., 2822 NW 79th Ave.,

Miami, FL 33122, 305-477-2228

Switchable NTSC and S-VHS gen

lock with independent faders for Amiga

and video inputs, and claimed glitch-

free editing. Optional power supply for

overloaded Amiga systems. PAL ver

sion available for SI00 more.

GEN/ONE

$849.95 ****

Communications Specialties Inc..

89-A Cabot Ct.. Hauppauge, NY 11788,

516-273-0404

The Gen/One is an attractively cased,

higher priced genlock that has a very

clean signal but few bells and whistles.

It attaches to the Amiga RGB port with

a very short cable, making placement of

the box difficult. The front panel houses

switches for seven modes and selection

of output as well as adjustments for the

individual red. green, and blue compo

nents of the Amiga signal. The Amiga

signal's horizontal phase and subcarrier

phase in relation to the input signal can

be adjusted (this is not the same as sys

tem timing delay adjustment). A

chroma/luma output is also available.
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Magni 4004

genlock with

4010 remote

control unit.

MAGNI 4004

SI 695 *****
(SI995 with 4010 remote control)

Magni Systems. 9500 SW Gemini Dr..

Beaverton. OR 97005. 503-626-8400

This is the king of the genlocks. It's

manufactured by a broadcast company,

not a computer company, and it shows.

The signal could hardly get any better.

The Magni 4004 consists of two cards

for the A2000. one for the video slot

and one for an IBM slot (in order to gel

power, not data). They connect together

and may be connected to an external

remote control box. Outputs are video

out. external key out. Amiga only out

(for preview purposes), and black burst

out. It has several different modes of

operation which should assure its ability

to Tit your particular use. It is also capa

ble of being operated via software con

trol, and that software is included.

Unfortunately, it depends on using the

function keys for "hotkeys," which may

conflict with whatever other software

you may be using. The manuals are

complete but a bit inaccessible. Profes

sionals may wish to wire up their own

remote control, which is very simple.

Timing into a professional system will

have to done with external delays: no

such adjustments are provided.

AMIGA 2300

S499.00 ***+

Commodore, 1200 Wilson Drive. West

Chester. PA 19380. 215-431-9100

The 2300 genlock is Amiga's follow-

up to the late, unlamented A1300.

Unlike that unit, thouah. the 2300 is a

very nice design. It is intended for use

only with the Amiga 2000. and slides

into the video slot. The 2300 has RCA

connectors for the video in and out, and

a switch that will allow your monitor to

display the Amiga picture, the video

input, or the Amiga overlaid with the

video input, just like the old 1300 did.

Intended (by Commodore's own admis

sion) for the home user. The signal qual

ity is clean but levels are not to spec.

IMAGE MASTER

$2200 not tested

Neriki (Distibuted by Compu-Art), PO

Box 712. Victoria Station. Montreal,

Quebec H3Z 2V8. Canada.

514-483-2080

Professional-quality rack-mountable

genlock features a variety of controls,

inputs, and outputs. Connectors are all

BNC. Unit requires external sync. Two

other models of similar quality are

planned, one in the $3000 range, and

one in the SI000 range.

VIDEO DIGITIZERS
While the rest of the computer world uses

flat-bed scanners to input artwork into a

computer, the Amiga mainly depends on

video sources anil digitizers, devices and

software that will convert a 7V signal

into an IFF or HAM file. Unlike most

flatbed scanners, they can produce won

derful color images as well as providing

the flexibility of digitizing live three-

dimensional objects. Some need as much

as a minute to digitize from a video sig

nal. Others (known as framegrabbers)

need only HSOth ofa second.

PERFECT VISION

5219.00 irk-k

Sunrize. 3801 Old College Rd.. College

Station. TX 77801. 409-846-1311

This framegrabber grabs b&w video

frames in realtime, and can digitize

color frames in non-realtime when used

in conjunction with camera color filters

(included) or Sunrize's optional RGB

color splitter (SI20. also compatible

with Digi-View). This is the least expen

sive realtime framegrabber on the mar

ket. Does overscan, but does not do hi

res width. Can grab sequences of frames

for "Max Headroom" type animations,

and has a nice four-frames-at-once pre

view mode. Our unit seems somewhat

level-sensitive, but the quality of the

output is very good.

FRAMEGRABBER

S699.95 *#*■&

Progressive Peripherals & Software,

464 Kalamath St.. Denver. CO 80204.

303-825-4144

The Framegrabber is a full-range

framegrabber. operating in all resolution

modes, with HAM and overscan as

well. It digitizes in 1/30 of a second

(one video frame) so your source of pic

ture may be videotape, color camera, or

TV tuner. The software has built-in

timelapse recording features, multiple

exposure and animation capabilities

(ANIM standard). A trifle expensive.

but a do-everything unit for the video

pro. New Framegrabber 2.0 software

with numerous new and improved fea

tures is due by the time you read this.

LIVE!

S299.95/A 1000. S399.95/A500,

S450.00/A2000 **+
A-Squared. 6114 LaSalle Ave.. Suite

326. Oakland. CA 94611.415-339-0339

The LIVE framegrabber was origi

nally designed to digitize a picture as

fast as possible and then display the pic

ture on the Amiga monitor as an IFF

file. This approach forced them to opti

mize the picture processing for speed.

not accuracy, and it shows. The resul

tant pictures don't look much like the

original. On the other hand, you can use

Live! to create some really neat "MTV"

style colorization effects in real-time —

an Amiga video processor, so to speak.

Other developers have written software
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to use the Live! unit for such effects as

well. Inexpensive for a framegrabber.

and it has its uses, but not for digitizing

critical work.

VD-1 $1000 not tested

Impulse. 6860 Shingle Creek Pkwy..

#1 10. Minneapolis. MN 55430.

612-566-0221

24-bil framebuffer will grab full-color

images in 1/30 second. Includes Dia

mond paint program.

DIGIVIKW GOLD 3.0

$199.95 •*■**■*

NewTek. 115 W. Crane, Suite B3,

Topeka. KS 66603. 913-354-1146

The first and still the best in video

digitizers. DigiView's hardware was

recently upgraded to perform better

with the 2000 and 500, and the software

has also undergone a bit of rework. For

its price, no Amiga video user should be

without it. DigiView digitizes from still

subjects -- no instant framegrabbing

here. Works best with black & white

cameras, but color cameras can be used.

FRAMEBUFFER

$1289.00 *7l'7H-

Mimetics. 10750 Stevens Canyon Rd..

#2. Cupertino. CA 95014, 408-741-0117

Mimetics has the first framebuffer

available for the Amiga. A framebuffer

is a device that will create a video dis

play with a larger palette and often

higher resolution than native Amiga

modes. The Mimetics framebuffer uses

16.7 million colors and has a resolution

of 746x484. The Framebuffer is also a

framegrabber, but it needs two frames

of video to digitize a video signal. This

can cause an annoying jitter if the pic

ture has much motion, although the

software can compensate for this. The

documentation supplied with the unit is

sketchy. This unit is a card that fits into

a standard 2000 expansion slot and has

a composite video output. Problem is,

there is very little software available to

create 24 bit files at present; the most

notable is Seulpt-Animate 4D. This situ

ation is aggravated by a lack of a 24 bit

file standard. The unit seems slow in

converting data into a picture, but the

image is very nice.
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Color control

requester in

NewTek's

DigiView

Gold.

COMING SOON
This group is reserved for equipment

that's been announced hut hasn't made

it to market yet. We won't insult you by

mentioning possible release dates.

FRAMEGRABBER 256 $699.95

Progressive Peripherals & Software,

464 Kalamath St.. Denver. CO 80204.

303-825-4144

This is a special version of the

Framegrabber that will create 24-bit

RAW files and be able to display

monochrome pics in 256 gray scales.

Attaches and functions much as the

same as the current Framegrabber. Spe

cial color modes for medical/scientific

applications.

PVA PROFESSIONAL

VIDEO ADAPTOR $ N/A

Commodore. [200 Wilson Drive, West

Chester, PA 19380,215-431-9100

Announced at the '88 Spring

Comdex, the Professional Video Adap

tor is Commodore's answer to every

one's desire for higher level graphics. It

should provide a larger palette and

instant frame grabs as well as some spe

cial "digital" effects. This is a two-card

unit that takes up an expansion slot and

the video slot in an A2000. It"s been in

alpha testing for the last two years.

VIDEO TOASTER Si595

NewTek. 115 W. Crane. Suite B3,

Topeka. KS 66603. 913-354-1146

The Video Toaster, of course, is the

box everyone's been waiting for. The

Toaster will be a video special effects

unit, using the Amiga to control it. The list

of what it will do has grown with each

press release and public demonstration.

Current specs include four software-

selectable video inputs, and a wide range

of software-driven professional ADO

effects. If it does half of what New Tek

says it will and only half as well, it should

be quite a deal for the price.

VMACHINE/SUPERGEN 2000S

SI 595.00

Digital Creations. 2865 Sunrise Blvd.,

Suite 103, Rancho Cordova, CA 95670,
916-344-4825

Recently announced by the makers of

the SuperGen is their new video work

station, which will be based on an S-

VHS compatible genlock unit with an

expansion port for the connection of

special modules for framebulTering with

higher resolutions and palettes, digitiz

ing in 24-bit color, and special effects

processing. Special 24-bil paint soft

ware is also to be offered.

VIDEO OUTPUT

FRAME BUFFERS

This is merely a generic notation for

all of those 24-bit graphic video output

boards everybody keeps telling me they

are working on or considering. Not a

one of them has made it to market. One

possible problem is that there is no soft

ware for the Amiga, like the profes

sional TIPS or Lumena packages, to use

with them. Of course, no one will write

software until there's hardware, so it's a

Catch-22 situation for the lime beine.
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BRYCE EXPANDS HIS

AMIGA

ART: Gregory Conley

CONTINUITY: Mark R. Brown

1) Turn off your computer and unplug all peripherals. 3) Remove case mounting screws ClOO through C150.

6) Carefully unplug the keyboard connector cables.

Note their orientation. 9) Locale and carefully remove the CPU chip.

13) Insert board gently into empty CPU socket.

18) That's It! Your Super Mega Expander is now

installed! (Your computer may run a bit warmer

than before. That is perfectly normal.)

Gregory Conley can be contacted by writing: Gregory Conley, 17320 Laverne Avenue, Cleveland. Ohio 44135
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Just when you thought you'd finally res

cued Daphne from the dragon, along

comes Singe's owner (talk about pecu

liar taste in pets!) and kidnaps her again. For

tunately for the player, the irritations of the

first Dragon's Lair have been addressed and

eliminated. DL II can be installed on a hard

drive, is compatible with the 68010. 020, and

030, multitasks peacefully, and can be linked

with DL I for a total of nearly 20 minutes of

continuous playing time. The load times have

been improved, so you won't have lime for a

six-course dinner between rooms any more,

and "flipping" can be turned off so that you

only have to play each room once. There's also

a help mode that displays directional arrows at

the bottom of the screen to show where you

need to be (a reviewer's dream come true), and

your current position can now be saved.

The artwork {done by Jeremiah. Timothy,

and Michael O'Flahertyl in the screens that

I've seen retain the flavor of the originals,

though I find them more detailed in a subtle

sort of way. From everything I've seen, the

sequel will outshine the original.

- Tom Malcom

DRAGON'S LAIR

PREVIEW

Visionary/Media Technology

15235 Shady Grove Rd.,Ste. 100

Rockville.MD 20850

301-926-8300

ARCHIPELAGOS

*****

Logotron/Britannica

345 Fourth Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

415-546-1866

Archipelagos is such a departure from

the ordinary that the concept alone is

worth the five star rating. At the

beginning of the game, you find yourself on a

watery, deceptively peaceful, alien world pop

ulated by strange animated trees and even

stranger creatures. There is a large black obelisk

dominating the landscape, and some standing

stones here and there. The trees are spreading a

red poison across the land. To escape, you

must build land bridges to connect the stones

to the obelisk: that is the only way they can be

destroyed before the poison spreads.

The first few of the 10.000 levels of

Archipelagos are very easy, with the stones

already connected to the obelisk, but as you

progress through these island worlds, mere

survival becomes a frenetic challenge. (I've

spent a week trying to get past level 25.) The

graphics are wonderful, the music compelling.

and movement around the archipelagos fluidly

smooth, with some of the best scrolling I've

seen. It's probably not for everyone, but its

Otherworldly feeling makes Archipelagos a

game I will keep coining back to.

-Tom Malcom
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You're Ace Harding, private eye, and il

worries you that you seem to be mak

ing a habit out of waking up in strange

bathrooms, this time in a seedy hotel/casino in

Las Vegas. As in the first Deja Vit. time is of

the essence. You have only seven days to

explore the City of Excitement, avoid the

thugs following you. and solve the mystery of

who absconded with Tony Malone's ill-gotten

gains. Otherwise, you'll have to cough up the

112.000 big ones yourself before ruthless

gangsters play craps with your face.

DVH retains all the atmospheric intensity

and period charm of the original, as well as the

trademark point-and-elick ICOM interface.

There are windows and icons for everything —

graphics, inventory, text, and movement are all

visible at a glance and accessible with a click.

ICOM has developed probably the most

playable interface for graphics-oriented adven

tures.

Deja Vu //'s colorful, intuitive interface and

gripping, mysterious storyline combine to

make this game another solid winner from

Mindscape.

-Judith Kilbury-Cobb

The dealer stacks the bet in front
of you.

Your ham
Hearts a
The trJ

ts of a Four of
of Spades. ,
hand is

DEJA VU II:
LOST IN LAS VEGAS

ICOM/Mindscape

3444 Dundee Road

Northbrook, IL 60062

312-480-7667

FRIGHT NIGHT Microdea!

576 South Telegraph

Pontiac, Ml 48053

313-334-8729

Fright Night is one of the rare examples

of a movie being made into a game that

actually captures something of the fla

vor of the original. The plot of the film was

nothing that hasn't been done before

(teenagers trying to destroy the vampire who

has moved in next door), but it was done with

humor and style, along with the requisite blood

and gore special effects.

The game has you taking the part of the

vampire and that, of course, means you have to

find victims in order to survive. Those poten

tial victims are. unfortunately, bent on your

destruction. Survival becomes more and more

difficult as the nights pass.

The graphics are exquisitely detailed, depict

ing the gloomy, elegant rooms of a Victorian

mansion, and the sound effects perfectly cho

sen. There isn't a lot of depth to this arcade

adventure, but so many little touches add to it

(like a belch after you finish with a victim!)

that it moves from horror to humor. And that is

what makes the game so playable.

The humor of Fright Night is strictly junior-

high, but most of us enjoy a little junior-high

silliness now and then. - Tom Malcom
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FOR YOUR

While I wait for the ultimate golf

simulation. Jack Nicklaus' Greatest

18 Holes of Major Championship

Golf (is that a mouthful of title or what?) will

help me wait patiently. Though it is easily the

best-playing of all the golf simulations I've

seen, the graphics are still not what they could.

or should, be. The play system is the same

three-click method used in Accolade's Mean

IS, with a full-sized power bar up the left side

of the screen. It's a good syslem. allowing line

conirol over not only the power of [he shot, bin

also permitting deliberate hook and slice. 1

only wish I had that much control over my

real-life golf game!

There are three courses included (and addi

tional course disks are coming), one of which

is made up of the Golden Bear's choices of the

best holes from tournament courses. In fact, a

picture of Jack appears at the start of each hole

and he offers advice on how to play it. I only

wish there were some way to turn him off: the

advice is good, but it slows down the play con

siderably. The best choice yet for people who

like to play real golf.

-Tom Malcom

JACK NICKLAUS Accolade

550 S. Winchester Boulevard

San Jose, CA 95128

408-985-1700

GUNSHIP MicroProse

180 Lakefront Drive

Hunt Valley, MD 21030

(301) 771-1151

Nearly four and one half years ago,

MicroProse announced GUNSMP, The

Helicopter Simulation, Two years later,

when it finally shipped for the C64, it was state-

of-the-art, and earned our highest rating (sec

INFO #13, Jan/Feb '87, pg. 15). Now, after

another 2 year delay, we have GUNSHIP tor the

Amiga. What a letdown. Compared to winged

ITight simulations like FALCON, FIA-IH

INTERCEPTOR, and JET, GUNSHIP for the

Amiga is flat and uninspired (and these have

been around for some lime now). The graphics

are standard issue cockpit fare (less realistic

than most). The audit) consists of some rudi

mentary monophonic engine, weapons, and

explosion sounds, (and if any of these sounds

arc sampled, they sure fooled me). Put simply,

GUNSHIP looks like an IBM game, sounds like

an IBM game, and plays like an IBM game.

Lei me point out, for those who don't already

know, that this is not a compliment. The game

play is pretty detailed with several mission sce

narios, and MicroProsc's typically detailed

manual and keyboard overlays, but after four

years, GUNSHIP could have been, and should

have been so much more. - BD
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GREAT HALL

St John's Dau, Sexi

You trade the bright sunlight for the dark interior of King Lot's

Great Hall. It is a large room with a dark, timbered ceiling. King

Lot is enthroned on a massive chair in front of an

intricately-woven tapestry. He is surrounded by his courtiers.

fvS^^

The picture stirs, Its surface riwles, the old nan's figure swells out toon
the flat canvas and he steps forth to stand before you.

He regards you solennly, his Ions nose quivering with disapproval, "I !an he
till on the people of your benighted world nane Father line", he intones, "You
have been chosen - though really, I fail to see uhy, - to aid in the defence
history against the evil linelords. They are nine in nuifter, and all their
will and anupp is hpnt tn ttniild titw fai» thpip nun vile Pink. Yoim taik is to

HflflE: PITLDCHRM

HlVEff: 1?
rERRBIH
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ARTHUR

Infocom/Mediagenic

3885 Bohonnon Drive

Menlo Park, CA 94025

415-329-0800

Lioosely based on the Arthurian legends, this adventure
follows the young Arthur on his quest For Excalibur. On

screen mapping, richly detailed graphics, a myriad of puz

zles, and the best parser in the business are only some of the

strengths of this excellent adventure. Don't, however, expect

to walk through Arthur easily even if you know the legends

by heart. Infocom has taken enough poetic license with the

old tales to make this a difficult game for even the most

diehard Kins Arthur Tans. - JKC

TIME AND MAGIK

DataSoft/EA

1820 Gateway Drive

San Mateo.CA94404

415-571-7171

1 his illustrated text adventure encompasses three separate
episodes from the struggles of the Guardians to protect hoth

Time and Magik (hence the title). The text parser compli

cates movement through its somewhat vague directional dis-

criptions. but the illustrations are plentiful and beautiful, and

they genuinely complement the mystical mood of the story.

An included clue book and multiple undo function help

make adventuring forward and backward in time a little eas

ier. These three enjoyable adventures will fill your free time

with magik for quite a while. - JKC

KINGDOMS OF ENGLAND iklkik
Incognito

34518 Warren, Suite 149

Westland, Ml 48185

313-462-2148

1 have never seen a game so badly in need of a tutorial. The
manual is filled with incomprehensible technical details,

and nothing on how to go about playing the game. And as

far as payability goes, this game makes Defender of the

Crown (which it unsuccessfully emulates) look like

Arkanoid. Though it's almost completely mouse-driven,

the controls are about as intuitive as the theory of relativ

ity, sometimes using the left button and sometimes the

right, but with no consistency. The graphics are beautiful,

but graphics alone aren't enough to make this medieval

wargame worth booting. - TM
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THE LAST INCA

Free Spirit

PO Box 128

Kutztown, PA 19530

215-683-5609

1 he Last Inca crosses an interesting new setting for an
illustrated text adventure with an English teacher's worst

nightmare. The new scenery is a great change of pace, dun

geons do gel musty after a while, though there's still the

obligatory evil wizard lurking in the background. The Last

Inca suffers needlessly from too many grammar boo-boos

and too much sloppy spelling - fatal flaws in a text adven

ture. The few graphics are an eye pleasing addition: I only

wish there were more of them.

-JKC

8
0 jar
Q bar of gold
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north the plain continues as far as the 6ye can see. To the
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village.

\
@I aM standing on the rocky beach hearing[the sound of thef
[)ocean playing it's eternal music. Beside we is a holef
[^resseMbling an entrance to a cave.

ACoMHand) go souths Jl

FAST BREAK

Accolade

550 S. Winchester Boulevard

San Jose, CA 95128

408-958-1700

1 his one- or two-player 3-on-3 basketball simulation
comes without free throws, but incorporates just about every

other aspect of the game from play-calling to substitutions

to fouling out. The animation is smooth, and gameplay is

fast and furious whether you use mouse, joystick, or key

board controls. But 1 found it sometimes difficult to keep

track of my active player, and the menu-based play calling is

an intrusion on the otherwise continuous action. Still, this is

a typical high-qualily Steve Cartwright effort, and basketball

fans should find it good for many rollicking hours of

squeakball fun. - MRB

VEGAS GAMBLER

California Dreams

780 Montague Expressway, #403

San Jose, CA 95131

408-435-1445

Oetter than any collection of gambling games I've played,

Vegas Gambler gives the feeling of the real thing. Moving

between roulette, video poker, video blackjack, and a very

nice slot machine, you can take your winnings with you. (I

won $3100 at roulette and promptly lost it all at blackjack.)

The speed of play is very fast, the graphics properly garish

(I particularly like the unusual and pretty facecards), and the

games full-featured enough that the average casino visitor

won't miss anything. Good, solid stuff. - TM

BRAXTON
GOING
FOR 2
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FOR YOUR AMIGA

INDIANA JONES

& THE TEMPLE OF DOOM
Mindscape

3444 Dundee Road

Northbrook, 1L 60062

312-480-7667

1 his is yet another example of cashing in on a hoi movie
title by throwing a substandard game out the door and hop

ing to sell a few copies before word gets around that the

game is about as much fun as watching nails rust. Indiana

Jones is a dull, average arcade adventure. Its only saving

grace is the mildly diverting minecar sequence, though I

would have liked it more if the crude graphics had been bet

ter Amiga-tized. OK only if you're obsessive about collect

ing positively everything connected with the movie. - TM

TITAN

Titus

20432 Corisco Street

Chatsworth, CA 91311

818-709-3692

1 he longer I played this arcade screamer, the more I liked
it. The fast-scrolling, large playfields may make you a little

queasy if you're prone to motion sickness, but this multidi

rectional adaptation of Breakout is just as addictive as its

single-direction predecessors. The first couple of screens are

easy enough to let you get the hang of it, but the difficulty

level (and necessity for strategy) quickly escalates. Crisp

graphics, a good soundtrack, and lightning speed make Titan

a good choice to spend too many hours with.

-TM

BATTLE SQUADRON PREVIEW

Innerprise

128 Cockeysville Road

Hunt Valley, MD 21030

301-785-2266

r\ll I've seen of this arcade game is a videotape play
session, but it was written by the same people who did

Discovery Software's Ilyhris. While the resemblance is

strong, the background graphics are much more detailed,

with something of the flavor of Blade Runner. There is one

especially nice scene where there are little vehicles passing

through a transparent overpass lube. The game also features

a cooperative two-player mode. If the final product is as

tasty as the demo. I expect to waste a lot of time with it.

-TM
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ROBOT READER:

THE THREE BEARS
Hiiton Android

P.O. Box 7437

Huntington Beach, CA 92615

714-963-4584

R>.obot Reader: The Three Bears is an educational game

which makes the claim of teaching kids to read by having

the computer read a story to them. The graphics are big and

colorful, but don't rely on this to teach your kids to read or

to be interested in books. The "game" part consists of click

ing on requested words within the story. The computerized

voice produces pronounciations that are somewhat recogniz-

ible as human speech, but they are a poor substitute for the

interaction of a story read by mom or dad. - JKC

She saw three bowls of ' poivicUre ■on

the table. She tasted the porridse in

the great big bowl. "This is too hot*'

DINOSAURS ARE FOREVER

Polarware

1055 Paramount Parkway, Suite A

Botavia IL 60510

800-323-0884

LJiinosaurs Are Forever is another in the Electric Crayon

series of computer coloring books. Using a simple paint pro

gram-type interface kids can choose from 26 dinosaurs to

color and recolor, or print out the designs to color with non

electric crayons. DAF will delight young dinosaur fans and

start them off with the basics of using a real paint program.

Also included is a disk of "dinosaur' sounds to go with each

pic to enhance the dino painting experience. I'd just like to

know how they found out what dinosaurs sounded like.

-JKC

UNCLE D'S CON

SOUND TRATION
Aloha Fonts

PO Box 2661

Fair Oaks, CA 95628

916-631-9633

1 his is what educational games on the Amiga should be.
It's entertaining, colorful, and fun to listen to. Taking the old

Concentration theme and adapting it to teach kids anything

from numbers lo animal sounds is a common sense

approach that should be used more often. Using masterfully

digitized sounds (including the best pig snort I've ever

heard!), the child matches what he hears with nicely drawn

graphic images. It couldn't be simpler or more fun. - TM

COM- BDUND^Tfi flTXON
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From

The Makers

of Don BEuth's Dragon's Lair™

Come TWO Exciting new Games:

Vortex from the author of C64 ZOOM™

and

Datastorm from the author of Sword of Sorian

Now available through your

Local Amiga™ Dealer

ga is a trademark of Commodore-Amiga. lie Dragon's L
and Blulh Group. Lid are trademarks owned by and used
unOerhcensBlromBlijthGroup.Lin 1983. 19B6S 1987

ulh Group. Lifl. Character Designs 1983 Don Bluth

All rights reserved Zoom and Sword ol Sofl
are trademarks of

Discojery Software in|i

VISIONARY is the newest addition to the Media Technology group of companies!

(800) 677-0700 [U.S. and Canada]
[Have Visa or Mastercard ready]

This is an order only line. Call (301) 926-8300 for general information.
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Variable speed instant replay

■ireatness isn't awarded, it's earned.

Vayne Gretzky has spent thousands

>f hours on the ice, practicing his

;kating, passing, and shooting skills.

He's earned his reputation as the dominant

orce in professional ice hockey today.

\\ Bethesda Softworks, we've spent countless

lours developing WAYNE GRETZKY HOCKEY.

Ve've captured the strategy, the game play and the

lard-hitting action of major league hockey. And we

Jeliver a dynamic simulation that recreates the action on

he ice and the strategy from the bench. From the

idrenaline rush of a breakaway goal to the tension of

Judden Death Overtime, it's all here.

Digitized fight videos!

VAYNE GRETZKY HOCKEY.

'bu'll discover that we've earned our reputation too.

SflrUDififc
TM

Creators of GRIDIRON^, the award-winning football simulation.

Now you can order Visionary and Bethesda Softworks products directiy through our toil-free 800 number:

(800) 677-0700 [U.S. and Canada]

[Have Visa or Mastercard ready]

This is an order only line. Call (301) 926-8300 lor general information.

To order Visionary and Beihesda SoftworKs producls, call the toll-free order line, visit your local retailer, or write to: Customer Service, P.O. Box 7877, Gailhersburg, MD 20898.
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Boardgame conversions don't get any

better than this. Translating a classic

game to computer format is loo often

spoiled by adding too much or taking too

much away from the original. The people at

Virgin/Mastertronic have done a perfect bal

ancing act. preserving the feel and play of the

original while adding such enhancements as

computer opponents and game variations. And

having the computer keep track of who has

how many armies where eliminates the aggra

vation of Shoving those little blocks around the

board, too.

The constraint of not being able to show the

entire world map at once is handled very well

with two methods of scrolling. With complete

joystick control and the computer handling the

dice rolls, automated attack continuation, and

moving armies around, play is much quicker

than with the boardgame. though not so fast

that it seems rushed.

I fondly remember marathon Risk tourna

ments from my college days, and I don't have

any doubt that there are going to be some late

night sessions here in the INFO offices playing

this wonderful new version. - Tom Malcom

RISK

*****

Virgin/Mastertronic

18001 Cowan Street

Irvine, CA 92714

714-833-8710

MENACE Psyclapse/Psygnosis

2150 Executive Drive

Addison.IL 60101

312-620-4444

I have often regretted not giving the Amiga

version of this game five stars, so it's

with considerable pleasure that I can hon

estly give them to this incredible translation.

I'm beginning to think that Psygnosis doesn't

really use programmers at all: it's some sort of

magic.

The graphics aren't, of course. Amiga qual

ity, but are nevertheless extremely good. The

animation is very fast, and the scrolling seam

less. The game itself consists of six levels of

the best arcade action I've ever played. Guid

ing a small ship through the series of alien

landscapes, you must destroy wave after wave

of baddies, and if you manage to destroy an

entire wave, you can pick up extra weapons.

You'll need them, because at the end of each

level there's a super creature to destroy in

order to get to the nest level.

Menace is a textbook example of how to

write an arcade game. Everything about it,

from the soundtrack to the last detail of the

background, adds to the experience. This is a

game that will stay on your top shelf for a long

time to come.

-Tom Malcom
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FOR YOUR C64

Qi.x is one of my all-time favorite quar

ter-eaters, and my name was often on

the arcade version's vanity board.

Unfortunately. C64 Qi.x is a disap

pointment. My first objection is philosophical:

the box calls it "The 'Computer Virus' Game

(TM)." 1 don't think cashing in on the current

virus epidemic is in particularly good taste.

The marketroids score another low with this

slogan.

I also don't like the garish pattern fills of

this adaptation, [hough I suppose it could be

considered an "improvement" over the clean,

solid colors of the original.

But the major problem is that this version

plays like molasses. 1 couldn't find an arcade

that still had a Qi.x machine on the floor to

refresh my memory, but I swear the line draw

ing, especially in Fast mode, crawls when

compared to the arcade original. I own a PD

version of the game that plays at twice the

speed and feels much more like Qix to me.

I really wanted to like this game a lot. But I

don't.

- Mark R. Brown

QIX Taito

267 W. Esplanade Plaza

N. Vancouver BC V7M 1A5

Canada, 604-984-3344

TOTAL ECLIPSE Spotlight/Cinemaware

4165 Thousand Oaks Blvd.

Westlake Village, CA 91362

805-495-6515

Set inside an ancient Egyptian pyramid,

this graphic adventure is one of the first

releases on Cinemaware's new Spotlight

Software label. Though the locale is entirely

different, the solid-modeled graphics are remi

niscent of Epyx' Space Station Oblivion.

The plot revolves around finding and

destroying the Shrine of Ra in order to fore

stall a curse that will bring about the end of the

world. Movement through the pyramid is joy

stick-controlled, with keyboard commands for

other operations. The biggest problem I have

with the game is navigation. While the game

always tells me what room I'm in. I find I

sometimes have trouble disiinguishing walls

from floors and ceilings. Some of the objects,

too. are difficult to recognize. More explo

ration. I'm sure, will help my perceptions. And

I do intend to continue my explorations. A nice

touch is the inclusion of a map with the pack

aging.

I like Total Eclipse very much, particularly

the way the 3D graphics draw the player into

the game. It's fun. too. to play a game that has

a scenario in a location seldom visited by com

puter games. - Tom Malcom
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Mtcroprose is known for publishing

highly detailed simulation games,

and Destroyer Escort is no excep

tion. It puts you at the helm of a World War II

destroyer protecting a North Atlantic convoy

of ships from enemy planes, ships, and sub

marines. There are six missions to choose

from, each with its own perils.

The graphics are well-drawn, but after about

five minutes I found myself frantically looking

for a way to turn off the incessant sound

effects. There doesn't seem to be any way

except the volume control on the monitor. The

combination joystick and keyboard controls

are reasonably intuitive, and a little easier to

get the hang of than some simulations I've

seen. The battle sequences are as frenzied as

you would expect, and I like the option of

launching automatic attacks.

The biggest problem I see with Destroyer

Escort is that there really isn't much to distin

guish it from several others of the genre. The

level of sophistication is admirable, but I think

computer games have pretty much milked

World Warll dry.
- Tom Malcom

DESTROYER ESCORT Microplay/Microprose

180 Lakefront Drive

Hunt Valley, MD 21030

301-771-1151

AXE OF RAGE Epyx

600 Galveston Drive

Redwood City, CA 94063

415-366-0606

I like a game that doesn't take itself too

seriously, and this one has enough

whimsy to make you laugh out loud. It's

an arcade adventure set in a prehistoric time

filled with such creatures as Knuckle Drag-

gers. Mutant Chickens, and my favorite, Pith-

Doff Man. (There's also a Gargantuan Phlegm

Launcher, but 1 don't even want to think about

confronting that.)

Though the hack and slash plot is shopworn.

the implementation is first-rate and the graph

ics, animation, and sound effects are great fun.

I particularly like the ways your character (and

you have the option of being cither male or

female) is killed off. like windmilling his (or

her) arms just before falling into a pit or hav

ing his (or her) head bitten off by a large pur

ple creature.

The package includes a paste-on tattoo to

wear while you play, and the short manual

conveniently includes maps and tips for play

ing. I still don't like the complex joystick con

trols games of this kind use. but Axe of Rage is

so entertaining that I'll put up with it this time.

Fun stuff.

-Tom Malcom
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BAAL

Psyclapse/Psygnosis

2150 Executive Drive

Addison, IL 60101

312-620-4444

11 obody does arcade adventures better than Psygnosis, and
it's nearly impossible to believe thai they've been able to

translate the already-classic Amiga game to the 64 so

faithfully. The graphics, including the animated monsters.

are all intact. I did find one bug: occasionally it's possible to

fall through a platform at the base of a ladder. Otherwise.

the game plays just as well (and just as obsessively) as the

16-bit original. An incredible feat of programming - don't

miss it. - TM

HOSTAGE
Mindscape

3444 Dundee Road

Northbrook, IL 60062

312-480-7667

PREVIEW

s ince Tom discussed the questionable "let's save the

hostages" theme of this game at length in his review of the

Amiga version in issue #26, I won't dwell on it here. The

pre-release copy of C64 Hostage we received looks and

plays great, with marvelous British-style music, graphics,

and sound effects. The quick, responsive gameplay rivals

the Amiga version. Dodging spotlights and gunfire was

never so much fun. Action fans won't be disappointed in

this one - look for it soon at a Store Near You. - MB

DELTA

ECHO

MIKE

WIZARDRY III:

LEGACY OF LLYLGAMYN
Sir-Tech

P.O. Box 245

Ogdensburg, NY 13669

315-393-6633

Ljegacx ofLLylgamyn is part three in the classic Wizardry

adventure series. A new generation of quesiers has taken up

the adventures of the Knighl of Diamonds, which requires

converting characters from Wizardry I to use in Legacy. This

game follows the style of the original - ii plays well but

looks dated. There are no sound effects and the graphics are

minimal. Legacy harkens back to the Golden Age of

adveniuring when battle was by menu and graphics got

eaten by trolls. - JKC

LI 4 CDHSRTR5
El 4 CDHSHIHS

SPHHHHHK'S OPTIGHS

Fulfill I PIHHHY 1IHKE BHCK
UISE HIUH IITEH

# CHHRHCTEH HHHE CLHSS HC HITS STflTUS
1 SPHHHHHK
B KHLTEH
3 SEPHHEHIH
4 KUHIK
5 MHHDIDH
G GHLIHHHIH

G-FID 1
H-FIG H
G-HHG IB
H-FIG 1
G-HHG 1
H-FIG R

8 ??????
8 ??????
8 ??????

8 ??????
8 ??????
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PROJECT FIRESTART

Dynamix/EA

1820 Gateway Drive

San Mateo, CA 94404

415-571-7171

/Vs graphic adventures go, this two disk space opera plays

much better than most. It does suffer from a hackneyed plot

(the one with mutant creatures loose on a spaceship that

we're all too familiar with), and I could do without the

graphic closeups of bloody victims, but the atmosphere the

game conjures up is enough to compensate. The game and

its graphics are very detailed; I especially like the little

touches of animation in some of the ship's computer

screens. Project Firestan is definitely worth your time.

-TM

KEITH VAN ERON'S

PRO SOCCER
Microplay/Microprose

180 Lakefront Drive

Hunt Valley, MD 21030

301-771-1151

K.eith Van Eron is probably the best-known pro soccer

player in the U.S., and his influence shows in this game's

detail. The manual is chock full of helpful tips & tricks for

soccer players both on-screen and on the real-world soccer

field. The game itself plays very nicely, with fun music,

smooth and quick animation, intuitive play, responsive

controls, and great graphics. There's even an "instant

replay" option! All it needs is rowdy spectators. Soccer fans

should eat up this winner from Microprose. - MB

NAVY SEAL

Cosmi

415 North Figueroa Street

Wilmington, CA 90744

213-835-9687

A,atmosphere is everything in this game. Most of the action

takes place underwater or has you trying to get underwater

by parachuting out of a plane or jumping out of a helicopter.

The underwater graphics are well done and nicely detailed,

though I wish the sound effects were better. The main

problem I have is that compass directions keep changing

arbitrarily. It's intended. I'm sure, to add to the game, but it

quickly becomes tiresome to have to check the compass and

change direction every couple of seconds. If you have a

penchant for underwater derring-do. Navy Seal delivers

plenty of wetsuit action. - AF
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This ad was created In PageStream, with EPS logos

and clip art Imported, printed at twice this size on

an HP LaserJet then reduced by half.

Here's our latest list ofgames recently announced by your favorite

game companies. Games that we've actually received are marked with
an asterix ('"). For even more exciting new game news, check the Show

Reports and Game Review sections in this issue.

A KAI C* A Mindscape: Star Trek V - The
Final Frontier, Afterburner, Gaunt

let II, Shinobi, Deja Vu II* (Icom)

Polarware: Dinosaurs Are For

ever*

Psygnosis: Blood Money', Beast,

Aquaventure

SSI: Red Lightning

Taito: Operation Wolf*, Bubble

Bobble*, Renegade*, Qix

Titus: Titan*

TSA Media: Light Force*

Accolade: Fast Break*, Grand

Prix Circuit*

Aloha Fonts: Uncle D's Con

Sound Tration

Britannica/Logotron: Archipela

gos, Eye of Horus

California Dreams: Vegas Gam

bler

Cinemaware: TV Sports Basket

ball, It Came from the Desert,

Death Bringer, The Kristal, Total

Eclipse (Spotlight), Dark Side

(Spotlight), Speedbali(Spotlight),

Federation (Spotlight)

Epyx: Axe of Rage*, ishido, Cali

fornia Games U

Hilton Adroid: Robot Reader:

The Three Bears *

Incognito: Kingdoms of England*

Infocom: Arthur*

Interplay: Dragon Wars

Interstel: D.R.A.G.O.N. Force,

Witch World, Scavengers

Lucasfilm: Loom, Indiana Jones

and the Last Crusade

Microdeal: Ringside, Slots &

Cards

Microillusions: The Flintstones,

The Jetsons, Jonny Quest,

Scooby Doo

Microprose: Gunship, Spiderman

& Captain America: Dr. Doom's

Revenge (Paragon), Eliminator

(Hewson), Exolon (Hewson),

Netherworld {Hewson), Oriental

Games (Microplay), Savage

(Microplay), Stunt Car (Microplay),

3-D Pool (Microplay), Xenophobe

(Microplay), Weird Dreams

(Microplay)

C64
Artworx: Tank Attack*

Cinemaware: Total Eclipse*

(Spotlight), Dark Side* (Spotlight),

Deathbringer (Spotlight)

Electronic Arts: The Magic Can

dle * (Miles Computing)

Epyx: World Karate Champi

onship *, Devon Aire *, Axe of

Rage*, Mind-Roll*

Interstel: Empire

Lucasfilm: Indiana Jones & The

Last Crusade

Microillusions: Fire Power*

Microprose: Destroyer Escort*

(Microplay), Spiderman & Captain

America: Dr. Doom's Revenge

(Paragon), Eliminator (Hewson),

Exolon (Hewson), Netherworld

(Hewson)

Mindscape: Shinobi, Afterburner

Psygnosis: Menace*, Baal*

Sir-Tech: Wizardry II: Legacy of

Llylgamyn *

Taito: Sky Shark*, Qix*

Titus: Titan*

vl.l

The PostScript interpreter for the Amiga

Print EPS-

Encapsulated

PostScript-

clip art

on your

Preferences

printer.

PixelScript (formerly PrintScript) vl.l

costs S149US, and requires 1 meg RAM;

hanl disk and 1.5+ meg RAM recommended.

Pixelatlons, inc.

P.O. Box 547

Noithboro, MA 01532 USA

508-393-7B66

All product names mentioned are the trademarks

of their respective companies.

IT'S 11:30 PM, AND THE

FATE OF THE GALAXY

RESTS IN YOUR HANDS.

YOU NEED AN EDGE...

You need RapidFirtf*1, the automatic

firing weapon for your favorite video

game. Just plug RapidFire*1 in

between your computer and any

joystick, mouse, trackball, or other

controller. Then get ready to

dominate with up to 10 shots per

second of fire power! RapidFire""

works with the Commodore Amiga™,

64, 128, and Atari"" computers and

video games. $19.95 plus shipping

and handling. Order from Ampex

Systems, (404)263-9190. Dealers

contact DDM Technologies, PO Box

921722, Norcross, GA 30092 Phone

404-879-5607

RapidFire™
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By David W. Martin

COMPUTER

DISEASE

vCat Vl.l Anti-Virus Boot Block Cataloging Projpat

ANTI-VIRUS $19.95
DevWare, Inc., P.O. Box 215.

La Jolla. CA 92038. 619-673-0759

V.I.P. $49.95
Discovery Software. 163 Conduit St.,

Annapolis MD 21401. 301-268-9877

Computer diseases are unwanted

programs that can cause annoy

ing or deadly symptoms in your

computer system, such as displaying

annoying messages or reformatting

diskettes. They can infect your com

puter system, diskettes, or even individ

ual programs. Computer disease takes

two general forms on the Amiga: boot-

block and program-based (Trojan

Horses and worms).

Many public domain programs deal

with the problem of controlling boot-

block viruses, and are available free of

charge from most BBS systems. But

there are at least two commercial prod

ucts that help people control viruses and

make computer use a little bit safer.

V.I.P.
V.I.P. (Virus Infection Protection) is a

bootblock catalog program designed lo

create a database that contains boot-

block information from your diskettes.

It reads and stores boot sectors for

viewing, printing, or writing to disk. If a

bootblock is ever corrupted by a virus,

V.I.P. will allow you to write a replace

ment copy of the bootblock onto the

damaged diskette from the V.I.P.

database. The program includes a help

lisk contains STfflSffll AUGAM5 boot cod

Even thousli his disk contains standard AiiigaDOS V1.2/V1.3 boot code,
you should SAVE the boot block if this is a sane disk. Gams

occasionally store information on the boot block which is not related
to the boot code but is data the ganes need in order to rim.

SAVE

AHIGAMS

RESTORE COHFARE

INSTALL MITI-VDUIS

VKH

HOBOOI

QUIT

DevWare's

Anti-Virus

bootblock

cataloging

program.

feature for users who hate to read manu

als and supports six languages (includ

ing English).

V.I.P. does not provide protection

from Trojan Horses or worms in its cur

rent implementation, and when I con

tacted Discovery Software they seemed

to not even be aware of these forms of

computer disease. Since V.I.P. only han

dles bootblock viruses, and because of

serious competition from DevWare\s

Anti-Virus and many PD programs. I'd

suggest you pass on \ A.P.

ANTI-VIRUS
DevWare's Anti-Virus protects against

both bootblock and worm infections and

offers a lot more features than V.I.P.

(There is. by the way. no known way to

defend from a Trojan Horse program

except to be aware of them on an indi

vidual basis.)

Anti-Virus has a catalog program

[vcat) similar to VJ.P.*& that stores boot-

blocks in a database so that you can

recover damaged boot sectors if the

need arises. It even stores the Amiga-

DOS standard bootblocks. something

that I could not get V.I.P. to do.

Other Ann-Virus utilities include:

vcheck (similar to \intsX), vinstall

(which installs a visual boot block that.

if damaged, shows that something has

altered the boot sector), vreboot (clears

the Amiga's RAM and reboots the

machine) and vtrojan (checks files for

worm infections by comparing a

database containing original file sizes

with files on the cataloged disk). Vtro

jan is not meant to be run on boot up,

but is used to check disks periodically

for viral infection. (This is a classic-

example of confused terminology, how

ever. DevWare continually refers to a

parasitic worm infection as a Trojan

Horse", a technically incorrect usage

that is. unfortunately, becoming more

and more common.)

Anti-Virus will be a welcome addition

to anyone's software library and comes

highly recommended. It is also the only

program I have seen. PD or commer

cial, that offers protection against worm

parasites.

EASY DECISION
If PD software has not been the

answer to your computer security needs.

then check out Anti-Virus. It's up-to-

date and offers some interesting options

for protecting your personal and com

mercial diskettes.
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QUANTUMLINK GEMS

3 GEOS UTILITIES

With Blue Pencil 1.0 you can analyze your GeoWrite files

and get a total word and sentence count, words per sentence,

words per page, and more. This version doesn't work on large

documents, but the author is planning a more extensive ver

sion in the future. [Location: CSS/ Geos Arena/ User Applica

tions/ Part 2: By Charles E. Kinney]

Switcher 13 allows you to change from GEOS application

to application without going through the desktop, which saves

you plenty of time and disk space. You only need to have the

desktop on your exit disk. There are two versions of Switcher

for GEOS VI.3 and GEOS V2.0. [Location: CSS/GEOS

Arena/ User Application/ Part 2; By Charles E. Kinney]

Print/mile allows you to select your printer type from within

your favorite application, especially useful for those of us who

forget to choose our printer type in the first place! j Location:

CSS/Geos Arena/ User applications/ Part 2: By Charles E.

Kinney|

TICTOCKTOE

Okay. kids, imagine for a second that you are playing in the

World Cup Finals of Tic Tac Toe. Wouldn't it be more exciting

if the players had to move within 10 seconds? That's just what

Tic Tock Toe does! If your time runs out in this two-player

game, your opponent gets to move again. [Location: CSS/

Software Library/ C64 software/ Game World/ Arcade/ Just

for Kids: By BillBonner]

FLIP-FLOP

Flip-Flop is a marvelous board game. (Let the computer

teach you to play the game by pressing return twice at the

name prompt!) To win. you need to get four of your color in a

row. You can move in any direction and jump any man on the

board. To complicate matters, your pieces can change to your

opponent's color when moved. You can play your friends or

sharpen your skills by competing against the computer. | Loca

tion: CSS/ Software Libraries/ Browse C-64 Software/ Game

World/ Stuff and Nonsense/ Brain Teasers and Puzzles: By

Charles BaylesJ

AUTHENTICALC II

A revised version of a neat program which has the look and

feel of a handheld calculator. Great for times when your calcu

lator's batteries are dead or you just left it in the office. For

C128 computers in HO column mode. | Location: CSS/ Browse

C-128 Software/ C128 Applications/ Other: By Robert

Woodall)

- Saul Cohen

The programs listed here are available

on QuantumLink and American People-

Link, and on other networks, local BBSs,

and on public domain disk collections.

You don't have to belong to these online

services to obtain these programs. But if

you're interested, you can get information

about signing up for these network

services by calling:

QUANTUMLINK:

703-883-0788

AMERICAN PEOPLELINK:

312-648-0660

file i analysis

#*# Total Counts ***

Total Words: 141

Total Sentences: IT

Total Paiaqfaphs: 16

Total Pages: 1

Total Graphics: 9

copyright ■ Student Software

Jii - ■ 'i-jj : dTT] . :£-■:. \\ ;

GEOS info

desktop info

select printer

select input

Printline

91 K bytes used (5 K butes

0 c=
54

PrintMott TICK TOCK TOE

c=
64 &4 S4 64

FLIP-FIOP FLIP-FLOP.DOCS flUTHEHTICflLC DD.&L'JE.PENCIL

1
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. .. continued

8-BIT PEOPLELINK
By special arrangement with Commodore, version 4.4 of

RAMDOS (file #10145, section 4) and RAMTOOLS (#10147,

section 4) are now available for downloading from PLink's

Commodore Club. Other special files from Commodore are

POUND (#10149) and GLOBE (#10155 and #10156), all in

the same utility section.

GRAPHICS

GGK1NGFISHER (#10028. shown) by T. Preston Chesser

captures the beauty of this magnificent bird. GGCOASTER

(#9965. shown) by JHT is a very realistic drawing of the fa

vorite after-work libation of many of us. Other graphics worth

mentioning are GGBLEPHANT GRASS (#10029). and

GGSCHLOSS CASTLE (#10014. shown), two very fine graph

ics by T. Preston Chesser.

A new conversion utility, Steve Emsley's PIXELPACKER

(#10119) will convert any of 24 different graphics formats to

either standard JJ orGG formats.

DOGSPSA.SDA (#10025). TAROTPSA.SDA (#9987). and

CATSPSA.SDA (#10141) are Kathleen Wright's latest Print

Shop graphics. If you saw her FAUNA files, then you know

you will want to have these in your collection.

SID MUSIC

Some of the finest new SID music uploads include BobbyE's

FAROUT.SDA (#9958), a most ethereal stereo interlude visually

expressed by one of DOOM'S excellent graphics; Slip Note's

rendition of BUGLECALLRAG.MUS (#10075): J.A. Grau's ver

sion of DIVERTIMENTO.PIL (#10123). with graphics by the

composer: SPRING.SAL (#10148) from Vivaldi's "The Four

Seasons" by David Pike, with a .WDS explanation of the mu

sic: BUFALOSTANCE.SAL. Neneh Cherry's latest hit SIDed

by McFar and CLR: and L OUT/KELLY (#10101). a fine ren

dition by True of a very funny song. And don't miss the up

graded version of Weird Al's SIDTITLE VIA (#10105).

UTILITIES

Section 5 now includes version 7 of CCGMS (#9908), a

graphics terminal program for the C64. This program works

well on local color BBS's, even at 2400 baud. It includes both

Punter and Xmodem protocols. It is well worth having if you

do a lot of local telecommunications.

C128 owners will be interested in a program called CALEN

DAR WARE (#9992 in section 12). which not only prints

monthly calendars to your printer, but also figures out your

hiorhythm for any given day as well as other useful bits of in

formation. SIDLIBRARY (#9998 in section 10) will help you

keep track of all your SID files (with their proper extensions)

in the 128 mode. And finally, the C128 GRAPHICS ASSAULT

SYSTEM (#10106) is available in section 10 as well. Used in

40-column mode, you can work with sprites. Koala files. Doo

dle files, and 8K Hi Res files. It is written by Bruce Bowden.

-BobUmfer|CBM*BOB]
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AMIGA PEOPLELINK
Here are some recent AmigaZone arrivals that prove the

world of Amiga public domain and shareware software is still

as hot as it has ever been, and that there's no lack of talent out

there when it comes to writing innovative, spectacular soft

ware that doesn't cost a fortune to acquire!

MANDELVROOM2.ZOO [#18,059]

Perhaps the best-ever program to explore the brooding com

plexity and astonishing beauty of the mathematical formulae

known as the "Mandelbrot Set." MandelYroom is everything

anyone could ask of a piece of software: solid, fast, a gorgeous

multitasking interface with shaded gadgets, dozens of example

files, and instant HELP for every gadget and menu item. Kev

in Clague has pulled off a masterpiece of programming.

JRCOMM94.ZOO [#18,045]

The last "public release" of this great terminal program, be

fore it becomes registered shareware at version 1.00. JR-

COMM is innovative and stylish, offering just about every fea

ture a modem addict could want. All popular download proto

cols. ANSI emulation, activity log files, and much more.

While different looking than most terminal software. JR-

COMM is worth supporting, and its author. Jack Radigan, real

ly knows his stuff.

JAZZUENCH.ZOO [#18,012]

While you're waiting for Commodore to release the 1.4

Amiga operating system, here's a public domain "replace

ment" for WorkBench that incorporates a lot of features and

ideas that might show up in 1.4. With JazzBench you can view

files as icons or text. Display icons for files and drawers that

don't have them. Shrink (iconize) windows. Windows "ex

plode" when opened. Lots of other toys to play with here.

GPRINT.ZOO [#17,807|

If you own an Epson FX-compatible 9-pin printer, this file is

a "must-have." GPrint. invoked from the CL1. delivers highly

optimized printouts of 2-coIor IFF pictures that are simply as

tounding. No more jaggy, clunky, blocky looking printouts!

GPrint will give you clean, crisp, precise results with a mini

mum of hassle. Peter Cherna. GPrint's author, must have im

pressed the folks at Commodore too. They hired him to work

on the print routines for 1.4!

CHARPIC.ZOO [#18.097]

This is a program I've wanted for a long time! It will an

alyze a medium-res 640X200 two-color (one-bitplane) IFF

picture and convert it into a text picture comprised of ASCII

characters. The character picture may be saved as either a text

file or as a bitmap file. It's great for converting IFF art into

text graphics that you can upload to your favorite BBS. and

opens the door for whole new artforms. like the text-picture

DPaint HI animation included in this ZOO file by the pro

grammer. Kelly Day. Weird. - Harv Laser [CBM*HARV]

[MandelVrooM V2.8 by Kevin C

ID* di»ason-fanili|r |

>iuhb\ Sac iww/ijj Cll: '

iicfit directory tfifr
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Macros:
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Length:
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O Z colors

O 4 colors
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J 16 colors

G Interlace

Hiscellaneous Capture filters

® Strip hiffli bit C ANSI codes
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THE VIEW FROM INSIDE
an Interview With Gail Wellington

by Mindy Skelton

At INFO, we believe in the Freedom of the Press. We also believe in

the responsibilities of the press. Therefore, the views expressed in this

interview are the unexpurgated opinions of the interviewee, and do not
necessarily reflect those of INFO Publications.

This issue, we take a rare look inside Commodore

with Gail Wellington, Commodore's General

Manager, Worldwide Software and Product Support.

Ms. Wellington,

who studied

Mechanical

Engineering

at Northeastern University,

first became involved with

computers as a user, then

transferred her expertise as

a technical author in the

field of mechanical

engineering to writing

manuals for computers,

and eventually began

writing application

software. During her eight

years with Commodore,

Ms. Wellington has been in

a position to watch

transatlantically over the

birth and growth of the

C64 and the Amiga. We

were pleased to be able to

ask her to share some of

her experiences and

insights with us.

INFO: How did you join Commodore?

WELLINGTON: I went to work eight

years ago as a technical author for Com

modore UK. I moved up to head the

software development activities, even

before the hardware was shipping for

the 64. I went on to manage a support

group for our national distributors. I

was loaned out to the States for five

months to oversee the launch of the

Amiga, went back to Europe to launch

the Amiga there and then, two and a

half years ago, I moved back to the

States. Although I am American, that

was the First time since I went to work

for Commodore that I had been based in

the States.

INFO: There are not a lot of women

executives in the computer field. Has

being a woman in a predominantly mas

culine area been difficult for you?

WELLINGTON: No. On the contrary,

it's been quite easy. The reason that

there are not more women in executive

positions in any area of science or tech

nology is that women are not encour

aged as children to focus on those areas.

My mother was shocked when I

switched from wanting to be a school

teacher to wanting to study mechanical

engineering. 1 remember my little sister

(who is now the Vice President of

Planning and Development at the

Philadelphia Zoo) asking why I didn't

do something sensible like gel married.

Culturally we weren't encouraged to get

involved with the sciences. Even today

female children are not encouraged to

participate in computers, partially

because of the types of software that are

written and partially because it's just

not "in." It's unfortunate.

I feel that, especially in a growth

industry like the computer industry has

been in the past few years, there were

just not enough good people. People

didn't stop to think "Is this a man or a

woman?" They just wanted to know if

the person could gel the job done. If you

were good, being a woman helped you

stand out and worked to your advan

tage.

When women are looking for a career

path, I tell them to look for a fast-

growing field. Your talents will be much

more appreciated there.

INFO: You've been with Commodore

since the early days of the C64. Do you

have any interesting stories about Jack

Tramiel?

WELLINGTON: I worked for Jack for

a long time. People ask me how I felt

when he left and my reply is. I fell like

a kid whose parents got a divorce — you
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have to be careful ol" what you say with

some of the relatives.

I do remember sitting with Jack in a

meeting where we were discussing

financial matters and someone said that

a particular country was going to have

money left over at the end of a quarter.

That's not a good thing, because you

end up paying more taxes. We were

wondering what to do with it, when

Jack reached over in the corner, got a

brown paper bag and just held it open in

front of the man.

I think the computer industry is better

off for our friendly rivalry with Atari.

No one bets on a one-horse race. If

there was only one company, no one

would talk about it at cocktail parties or

over lunch in the cafeteria, and it's talk

like that that sells computers.

INFO: Your title leaves room for a lot

of possibilities. What are your actual

duties?

WELLINGTON: One of my most visi

ble jobs is developer support world

wide. I have technical people who work

for me and handle the actual questions,

but my function is to work with devel

opers, integrate them into the Com

modore culture, help establish policies

that make it easier for them to work

with us. and develop software and third-

party hardware for Commodore's pro

prietary technology.

The "Worldwide" is literal. Even

though I work out of West Chester. I'm

in Europe six or seven months a year.

I've demonstrated the Amiga in over

fifteen countries, but I haven't added a

new one in a while. If anyone has a sug

gestion (I haven't been to Australia.

New Zealand. Austria, or Denmark, for

example). I'll be on a plane as soon as

they invite me.

INFO: Weren't you even invited to

speak in the USSR?

WELLINGTON: Yes. about the lime

the Amiga was launched in Europe,

about three years ago. I spoke to both

the Soviet Academy of Science and the

Academy of Science and Technology

and demonstrated the Amiga. Com

modore can sell Amigas in Russia, but

because of the COCOM regulations

which restrict the export of technology.

they must be individual use licenses.

This means we have to apply to the

United States Government and tell them

where every machine is going.

INFO: What part did you have in Com

modore's acquisition and development

of the Amiga?

WELLINGTON: I first heard about the

Amiga in January of 1985, after Com

modore had acquired the technology. I

was asked by Commodore UK to start

thinking about software developers in

Europe. In March of 1985 I was asked

to come work in the Commodore Amiga

facility in Los Gatos as the liaison

between the technical people who were

finishing the Amiga in California and

the sales and marketing people here in

West Chester.

I participated in the preparations for

the Amiga launch, and was involved in

[he development of the disk-based demo

thai explained multi-tasking (Fred the

Baker and Rose the Florist).

One of the things I'm most proud of

is that I was the producer of the com

puter-based ballet sequence at the

Amiga launch. I worked with Island

Graphics who did the actual animation.

It was a very moving experience for me

when I saw that on stage with the bal

lerina. 1 still get tears in my eyes when 1

look at a video lape.

One of my favorite stories about the

Amiga launch concerns my responsibil

ity for the three machines in the orches

tra pit which were all equipped with

prototype genlocks. Everything was

linked together through these three gen

locks. There were only five genlocks in

the world, and we had them all (two

were backups). After the run-through

the night before the launch. I stayed

until after one working with the techni

cians to perfectly balance the colors and

images on the three big rear-projection

screens. The next morning at the final

run-through, two of the three genlocks

**Other computers

talk about

multitasking,

but we've been

doing itfor

four years."

didn't work any more. We had to rush in

a technician with the other two gen

locks, a soldering iron and a scope to

get everything up and running again.

Once they were working. I sent some

one back to my hotel for my clothes. I

was not going to let those machines out

of my sight before the show.

Still, 1 had the easy job. I wasn't

responsible for Andy Warhol.

INFO: Was there a big launch party in

Europe too?

WELLINGTON: Yes. It was held in

March of 1986 at the old opera house in

Frankfurt, Germany. Again it was a

black tie event but we felt we couldn't

just repeat the New York show, so we

came up with a new production. We

were going to use actors who would

pretend that they knew about computer,

but when it came to the dress rehearsal,

they were just awful. Right on the spot

we paid them off and brought in our

own marketing director and interviewed

her. She was fine, but when those sev

eral thousand people came in for the

launch, we had never run through the

entire show from beginning to end.

INFO: Your globe-hopping gives you a

unique perspective. Would you say the

Amiga is more successful in Europe or

America?

WELLINGTON: I'd have to say the

Amiga has a larger market share in

Europe. About 70% of our sales are out

side North America. Pait of that is

because of the positioning ofCommodore
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**It9s notfair to

second guess.

Everybody's

fallible, and

every company

is fallible."

in those countries. In the United States

Commodore is known principally as a

homo computer company, and we have

had to work to change that. In Europe,

Commodore has a more diverse reputa

tion and is a bigger part of the business

community. We sold PC compatibles

overseas for quite a while before they

were available here. Commodore is

often among the top three or four PC

clone manufacturers in Europe. In Ger

many for example, the C64. Amiga 500,

and Amiga 2000 are three of the top

five computers sold.

I think the fact that we have always

had a dealer channel in Europe has

played a big part in the difference in the

perceptions of the company. The

machines were not sold as home hobby

ist machines, but as the first business

micro. There were business software.

vertical markets, network software, and

scientific applications using the IEEE

interface. This software was available

six or seven years ago.

INFO: Do you think there's still room

in the business market for Commodore

to make a significant impact?

WELLINGTON: Absolutely! We have

some very specific strengths, not the

least of which is that we are a known and

dependable word to the more than ten

million C64 users. Also the Amiga is a

reliable, inexpensive multi-tasking unit.

Other computers talk about multitasking,

but we've been doing it for four years.

INFO: Is Commodore really planning

to stop producing (he 64?

WELLINGTON: Let me put it this

way: Commodore has a firm policy that

as long as people want one of its prod

ucts in an economic quantity we'll con

tinue io make it. We tried to stop pro

duction on the VIC 20 three times and it

just kept going. The marketplace said

"Don't stop."

Long after the Pius/4 was no longer a

visible computer here in the United

States, it was still being sold in coun

tries like Mexico and Hungary and

other places. Markets vary.

This is a good example of not looking

at the global picture. If people say the

market for the 64 is declining in the

Slates, they may not be aware of the

international picture. In countries like

Poland the Commodore 64 is just starl

ing to take off. Political changes in the

whole Eastern Block region and loosen

ing of economic restraints there are

really opening the region, and the C64

is very popular.

One of Commodore's strengths is that

it's not a single-market company. Ii is

tak i ng advantage of its internal ional

market.

INFO: There have been problems at the

user level with after-sales support, even

with Commodore's support network.

Does Commodore have any new plans

in this area?

WELLINGTON: Its hard. We make

some people happy and we disappoint

some. It's difficult when you have a

product that's as popular as ours. Mr.

Copperman, the new president of Com

modore USA, is very committed to

after-sales support and I think you'll see

some pro-active steps in that area in the

next few months, including some key

high-level appointments to address

some of the concerns there. Let me say

that Commodore is not unaware. We

would like to be doing better, and will

be taking steps to improve things.

INFO: A number of people we've inter

viewed have made suggestions for

things Commodore should have done or

not done. Would you care to offer any

rebuttal?

WELLINGTON: Yes. Monday mom-

ing quarterbacks can always win the

game. It's hard to respond to that kind

of a question. Let me offer an analogy. I

can remember when I first was working

for Commodore in the UK and seeing

decisions that didn't make sense to me.

Almost invariably it became clear to me

within a few months why a particular

decision was made the way it was.

Unless you can see the whole picture

and understand the entire situation, it's

not fair to second guess. Everybody's

fallible, and every company is fallible.

When people comment or judge without

knowing the entire situation, which

often we cannot make available to third

parties. I think facts get distorted.

INFO: Do you have any thoughts on

the future of Commodore?

WELLINGTON: We're investing in

ourselves. The black days are behind us.

We are building for the future, which

we sec as twofold. We know we have

strengths in the consumer marketplace.

We don't intend to walk away from that,

but we also have a powerful technology

platform which can be sold for profes

sional purposes. Whal I think our goal

is, both short-term and long-term, is to

consolidate, keep, and expand our con

sumer market, and grow another aspect

of our professional market on the busi

ness side.

We're feeling very optimistic about

the future.

INFO: Is there anything you would like

to say, in closing, to INFO readers?

WELLINGTON: Thank you for your

support! Users can be our strongest

allies. Obviously they care enough not

only to buy our products, but to buy

INFO to keep in touch with new devel

opments both from Commodore and

from all of our good third-party people.

The most important thing I can say is.

thank you for buying Commodore and

talking about it to your friends.

We do listen: probably more than you

think we do. Without you. there's no

reason for us to be here.
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MOVES

National Type Foundry has moved from earthquake-

prone Torrunce. California to the marginally safer Sacra

mento. The new address is PO Box 255427 #265. Sacra

mento, CA 95865. The new phone number is 916-489-1651.

Virgin Master!ronic has relocated at 18001 Cowan St.,

Suites A & B, Irvine. CA 92714. The new phones are 714-

833-8710 voice, 714-833-8717 FAX.

CHANGES

MicroPros*: has bought Telecomsoft, the British company

that developed such classic games as Starglider and Carrier

Command, which have been unavailable since the demise of

Rainbird Software. The games will be marketed under Micro-

Prose's Medalist International label, and new game releases

are planned as well. 180 Lakefront Drive. Hunt Valley. MD

21030. 301-771-1151.

Free Spirit Software has picked up distribution rights for

VizaWrite Classic, the C128 wordprocessor. and the compan

ion spreadsheet. VizaStar. VizaWrite sells for S59.95 and

VizaStar for S69.95. 58 Noble St.. Kutztown, PA 19530. 215-

683-5609.

Inkwell Systems is bundling its Amiga lightpen with

Glacier Technologies' Spritz paint program. Cost is S159.95.

1050-R Pioneer Way. El Cajon. CA 92020. 619-440-7776.

Zuma Group, developer of fonts and video titling soft

ware for the Amiga, has decided to take over marketing of its

products from Brown-Wagh. 6733 N. Black Canyon Hwy..

Phoenix. AZ 85015. 602-246-4238.

WordPerfect has reduced the price of its monolithic word-

processor from $329 to S25O.

VERSIONS

Seems iike there's a new version of Blue Ribbon Bakery's

Who.'What.'Whcn.'Wiiere! desktop organizer every issue. It is

now at 1.3 and you can upgrade for Si0.00. 1248 Clairmont

Rd., Suite 3D, Atlanta, GA 30030. 404-377-1514.

OOPS

Well, we managed to screw up not one. not two. but three

prices in our Fun with Sound & Music article last issue.

Must've been a really bad week. Anyway, the real prices are:

Perfect Sound S89.95. A.MA.S. Sl69.95.'and Audio Master II
S99.95. Thanks to Anthony Wood at Sunrize Systems for set

ting us straight.

FUN CATALOGS

With the renewed interest in Batman and other comic book

characters being generated by the new Michael Keaton Bat

man movie, we thought you might like to know about one of

the very best sources of books about comic books. Bud Plant

has been stocking the bookshelves of comic book collectors

for years with such goodies as compendiums of classic Krazy

Kat and Popeye comic strips, graphic novels like Frank

Miller's Dark Night Batman series, and collections of Euro

pean and Japanese comics. He even offers trading cards, art

portfolios, and posters. The latest 150+ page Summer 1989

catalog will cost you one buck. Bud Plant. PO Box 1689.

Grass Valley CA 95945. 916-273-2166.
If. on the other hand, you are into old movies - really old

movies — we suggest you take a look at the Blackhawk cata

log. Their name used to be Blackhawk Films, and their spe

cialty is really old. really rare films on video - for example.

Harold Lloyd comedies. Lillian Gish melodramas, and the

classic 1925 Russian film The Battleship Potemkin. They also

offer low-priced collectors' sets of such things as the films of

Cary Grant, episodes of TV's The Saint, and the entire Thin

Man series of films from the 30's. Best of all, their prices are

very reasonable. The current 32-page catalog is free for the

asking. 5959 Triumph St.. Commerce CA 90040. 800-826-

2295.

Of course, nobody can get too many books, either, and a

good source of closeout titles is Barnes & Noble. They have

many stores across the country, but they also ship a zillion

catalogs to almost everyone everywhere. Some of the books

they offer are weird (like the recent offering. A Stress Analy

sis of a Strapless Evening Gown), but all are great bargains

(would you believe the Columbia History of the World for

only $9.95?) If by some chance you've managed to not get

your name on their list, you can write them at 126 Fifth Ave..

New York NY 10011.

GOOD BOOK

If you have trouble finding a book that will keep you occu

pied for more than a few hours at a time. I suggest you run

down to your local bookstore and order a copy of The New

Physics (Cambridge University Press), edited by Paul Davies.

This voluminous tome contains everything anybody any

where knows about the latest developments in physics, from

quantum mechanics to cosmology and including everything

in between. And don't worry — by the time you finish this

500-page book (and pay off the S50 it cost you), scientists

will have dreamed up even more keen new stuff, and they'll

have another book ready.
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TOSHIBA 321SLC $899.00
Toshiba

9740 Irvine Boulevard

Irvine, CA 92718

800-457-7777

It's a tearful day here in editroidland. The 321SLC 24-pin
color printer I've had as a loaner from the nice people at

Toshiba finally has go back from whence it came. (Actu

ally, it's going back because I've had it so long I'm only

weeks away from having a common-law relationship with

it.) It has perlonned so faultlessly and so reliably that I had

been taking it for granted. Its output is clean, crisp, color

ful, and versatile enough to suit just about any purpose.

The 32ISLC has a wealth of built-in options, all dis

played and user-configurable on a small LCD window on

the front-mounted, easily accessible control panel. Conve

niently, it will retain whatever default configuration it's

programmed with for as long as it's plugged in.

Versatility in text printing is the 32ISLC's strongest

point. It can accept two credit card sized font cartridges at

once, automatically recognizing them and adding their con

tents to the three built-in typefaces showing on the menu.

Fonts can be selected via the front panel menu, or through

software. I have found, though, that some software has a

tendency to reset the printer, negating whatever font has

High-Speed font:

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQF

abedefghiJklmnopqr

1 234567890 !@tt$%~5

The Elite typeface

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW

abedefghijklmnopqrstuvw

1234567890 -=\!@#$ST&*(

The default Couri

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQF

abedefghi jklmnopqi1

1234567890 -=\!@#$

Sample outputfrom Toshiba's 3215LC

previously been selected. There are so many options that

changing fonts, pitches, color, and the like can be a little

confusing to figure out at first, but some time spent with

the manual and setting up macros in your wordprocessor

will give you unparalleled variety in your final output.

Touches of color for emphasis are more effective than any

underlining or bolding can hope to be. It supports graphics

resolutions up to 360 x 360 dpi, and while it's not the

fastest printer on the market, it's not the slowest either,

with letter quality (and that really is letter quality, not just

near it) printing at 72 cps and draft at 216. There is a Pref

erences driver for it, and it's also directly supported by

WordPerfect. In addition to the font cartridges, there are

also emulation cards available if you need to make the

printer behave like an Epson or other such.

I have only a couple of small complaints with the

machine. While there are sound baffles on the cover, the

321SLC is still the loudest printer in the INFO offices.

Though it has excellent paper handling ability. I do wish it

had a bottom feed. Finding ribbon cartridges can be a little

difficult, though a good office supply can usually order

them. Color ribbons are more expensive, but luckily the

printer will also accept plain black ribbons for everyday

printing.

Overall, the 321SLC is the best dot matrix printer I've

had the pleasure to use. While the color output is not up to

HP PaintJet quality, it is nevertheless very good, and text

quality is exceptional in any font you choose. It has done

everything I've asked without giving me a lot of grief in

the process. I'm going to miss it. A lot. - Tom Malcom
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AGE OF DISSENT
Easily ihe best company name

of the bi-monih. we ran across

dissidents while researching last

issue's Fun with Sound feature.

The company markets two

rather specialized sound-

oriented products: MIDI Sam

ple Wrench and SpeakerSim.

The Sample Wrench is a richly

featured multitasking MIDI

sound editor which supports

MMA Standard Sample Dump

samplers, and that support is

accomplished by using libraries

so that when new samplers

come into existence, all that's

needed to support them are new

libraries. A sensible approach. It

does things I've never even

heard of, like automatic zero

crossing detection. DC offset

compensation. and 3-way

adjustable parametric section. In

other words, ii looks like a

strong contender for the Ulti

mate Sound Editor. SpeakerSim

1.1 is a CAD iool specifically

written for loudspeaker design.

Its list of features, too, goes on

and on. The package includes a

multitude of graphing options,

along with data files for many

popular existing speakers. Cost

for SpeakerSim is SI 12, and

$279 for MIDI Wrench. 730

Dawes Ave., Utica, NY 13502.

315-797-0343.

3D IN MIND
PAGErender 3D is the latest in

Mindware's line of 3D and ani

mation products, and a quick

look shows it to be their most

feature-laden product yet. The

list of features is a long one.

including such conveniences as

a choice of four coordinate sys

tems (Cartesian. spherical,

cylindrical, or tetrahedral). and

four drawing modes (solid,

solid outline, hidden line

removal, and the inevitable

wireframe). The size of the

image is limited only by

available memory and the dis

play is scrollable, with the

option of saving any part of it as

a separate IFF frame. The pack

age also provides automatic

scripting, and through the

included PageScript I output

generator, will produce encap

sulated script files that can be

printed on a PostScript laser

printer. It's compatible with

Mindwarc's PAGEflipper Plus

FIX and retails for $159.93. 110

Dunlop St. W., Box 22158. Bar-

rie. ON Canada L4M 5R3. 705-

737-5998.

ULTRA HYPER
Intuitive Technologies' Ultra-

Card is an innovative hyperme

dia product similar to Apple's

HyperCard. The concept is that

you create frames and combine

these frames in a stack: each

frame consists of objects which

can contain data and/or trigger

action when you click on them.

You supply the action informa

tion for an object by writing a

script in the built-in language

called UltraTalk. If you'd hketo

try it out. there's a freely-

distributable demo version

called UltraCard BROWSER

that's being made available on

many of the online services.

The full implementation is S50

(+ S5 shipping) from: 2700 Gar

den Road - Suite 6. Monterey.

CA 93940. 408-646-9147

CLUE ME IN
SSI sent us two clue books for

their AD&D series of roleplay-

ing games. One is for Heroes of

the Lance and the other for

Hillsfin: We only wish we'd had

them before we did the reviews.

SI.95 each. 675 Almanor Ave.,

Sunnyvale. CA 94086. 408-737-

6800.

The Jet Masterfont editorfrom C. Ltd.

FONT DESIGNER
We just received a copy of C

Lttl.'s new font editing package.

Jet Master ($79.95). Ii looks

very complete, and while it will

work nicely as a stand-alone

font editor, the package is

aimed specifically at owners of

HP LaserJet printers. The soft

ware will allow you to convert

Amiga fonts to HP LaserJet Soft

Font format (or vice versa) so

they can be downloaded to the

printer. A disk of fonts is also

included to provide a jumping

off place for designing your

own. 723 East Skinner. Wichita.

KS 67211.316-267-3807.

DE HELP FOR

DPAINT
We knew it was just a matter of

lime before RGB Computer &

Video Creations came out with

DeluxeHelp lor Deluxe Paint

III ($49.95). It's the latest in

their ongoing series of interac

tive tutorials for popular soft

ware titles. This one is a two-

disk set, with one disk covering

painting techniques and the sec

ond delving into animation.

Also new from RGB is Deluxe-

Help's Advanced Techniques -

Textures & Backgrounds for

Deluxe Painl II, which shows

how to create organic back

grounds and textures (such as

marble, wood. gold, and the

like) tailored for presentation

graphics. Price is S34.95. You'll

have to supply your own copy

of DPaint for both titles. 3944

Florida Blvd., Suite 102. Palm

Beach Gardens, FL 33410. 407-

622-0138.

INSECT SPRAY
Users of Benchmark Modula-2

will be glad to learn that Arant-

Garde Software is shipping a

Source Level Debugger to use

with their programming lan

guage. The package uses ten

different types of windows to

show you how your program is

doing: source, disassembly, reg

ister status, break point list,

symbolic data, lo name a few.

The debugger is completely

mouse-driven. Price is S149.95.

2213 Woodburn. Piano. TX

75075.214-964-0260.
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I $1995.00VIKING
Moniterm

5740 Green Circle Drive

Minneionka, MN 55343-9074, USA

(612)935-4151

J he Viking I is a 19-inch high-resolution monitor for the

Amiga 2000. Built by Moniterm for high-end users of

desktop publishing and business applications, it uses a

paperwhite Pa94 phosphor to provide flicker-free viewing

in 320x200, 640x400, and a new enhanced high-resolution

1008x800 mode.

In this office, where playing games is legitimate work

and joysticks are standard equipment, a large monochrome

monitor symbolizes the dreaded corporate company policy

maker bureaucratic papershuffler. So. naturally it came to

reside in the production office, where, from what the others

can gather, I believe Professional Page to be a derivation

of Pong. They collaborated on the story that it would make

working on page layout less tedious.

I inventoried the box and found there was a board to

install and software with specialized tools for the monitor,

resetting the WorkBench, and a new Preferences program.

Later I found I needed Commodore's Enhanced Chipset if I

was to achieve the enhanced mode. For all intents and pur

poses, at that moment I became this issue's Bryce strip.

There were cables and connectors strewn about my office

like crepe paper at a high school pep rally, "Pull "em out!

Put 'em in! YEA CHIPS!" I have a simple suggestion for

all — have someone else set it up. The board was easy, the

cables "stupid proof," and the chips will be standard with

WorkBench 1.4, but I agonized over a startup-sequence

that would not initially recognize my Bernoulli drive..

Once installed, the A2024 JumpStart script loads updated

libraries, saves the necessary information to RAM, and

then reboots the system, (which may set off a false alarm

from virus checkers), but does not survive a cold boot.

The monitor will let you run any program in the standard

modes, though the lack of color shows it was never meant

to do paint, animation, or game programs. Viking I is at its

best with text, spreadsheet, and CAD/CAM types of pro

grams where color is of little consequence. In enhanced

mode, the monitor has almost twice the amount of informa

tion as 640x400 on screen. Twice the text means you may

not have to scroll through your spreadsheet or set up two

separate data entry fields. If you work daily with the afore

mentioned kinds of software, this will be a welcome prod

uct for your flicker-tired eyes and scroll-weary fingers.

For the most part, what I run is Professional Page and

Transcript with quick jaunts into paint programs. Since the

Viking I connects via its video card. I just left my Com

modore 1081 monitor hooked up and off to the side. I ran

everything in standard high resolution. This gave me a

huge screen with no annoying flicker, and a smaller color

reference screen. (I used to ingest caffeine until my jitter

rate equalled the 1081 "s interlace flicker.)

The problems I ran into were software-related, like cus

tomizing the startup-sequence, packages that would not

work in enhanced mode, and some graphics programs with

preset zooms that no longer magnify as large as you need.

These will no doubt change over time as software compa

nies realize the new needs of their customers.

We are glad to see this type of product for the Amiga

from Moniterm, a company that i.s already established in

the IBM and Macintosh markets. They strategically entered

our market just ahead of the release of XWindows and an

Amiga-based Unix system. They also beat out Com

modore's hi-res monochrome monitor. This will, no doubt,

give them an edge in the Amiga high-end, high-res monitor

race. I know we will be seeing lots of Moniterm and Amiga

logos side by side in the future.

- Megan Ward
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A-MAX $199.95
ReadySoft

30WertheimCt.,Unit2

Richmond Hill. ONT L4B 1B9 Canada

416-731-4175

LVeadySoft's A-Max Macintosh emulator turns any

Amiga into a Macintosh clone. Though this is not a multi

tasking system, the good news is that even a plain vanilla

Amiga running A-Max will often out-perform a standard

Mac, and a 68020-equipped machine will run rings around

it.

The emulator hardware is just a plastic box to house a set

of Macintosh ROMs, which you'll have to supply yourself

(about $200). Old 64K Mac ROMs will work, but I

strongly suggest you invest in I28K ROMs. The cartridge

plugs into the Amiga's drive port and sticks out six inches

behind it. Tt can, however, be hung off the back of an exter

nal drive.

The A-Max software gives you a great deal of control

over its setup and operation, as you can see from the setup

screen shown here. You can adjust how much RAM the

Mac will use (any left over can be used as a recoverable

Mac RAMdisk), parallel or serial printer configuration,

screen colors, etc. You can even opt for your Epson-

compatible printer to emulate an Apple Imagewriter. A-

Max can run in any of a number of screen configurations,

including standard Mac screen size. I found the most useful

to be 640x400 interlace mode. It will also work with a

flickerFixer or Viking I monitor.

I advise that you invest in a native Mac drive if you are

planning on doing any serious work. A-Max uses its own

custom disk format in your Amiga drives, but you'll still

need to read Mac programs and Mac data disks. Though

you can transfer disks to A-Max format using a Mac and a

transfer program, it's a labor-intensive process you won't

want to go through often.

Most of the software I booted ran fine, from desktop

publishing packages to the Excel spreadsheet to Microsoft

Word. There are a couple of things that A-Max will not do.

It will not access your hard drive, though ReadySoft is

working on compatible drivers for various hard drive con

trollers. Also, it will nol do Mac sound, so you won't get

much mileage out of music and speech programs. (It will

do the system "beep," though.}
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There's a program for transferring data between Mac and

Amiga formats. One of the first things I wanted to do when

I fired up the A-Max was to transfer a bunch of Mac clip

art files to Amiga IFF format. Unfortunately, I hit some

problems. Problem #1: The transfer program only works on

TEXT tiles. I had to change the filetype of the clip art files

I wanted to transfer from PNTG (painting) to TEXT using

the public domain Macintosh file editor FEdii. I could then

transfer the file using the FTF program (after first clicking

the Carriage Return/Line Feed gadget off). Problem #2:

Assuming that you're just transferring a text file, FTF

strips off the Macpaint file header that the Amiga PD

Macview program looks for. So 1 had to add a header back

to my transferred files. I took the WHousc sample Mac-

paint file that is included with Macview and CHOPped it to

128 bytes, then used the AmigaDOS JOIN command to

link it to the front of my translated Macpaint files.

Macview was then able to convert the file to IFF. Simon

Douglas, the author of the A-Max system, says he's work

ing on New Improved file transfer software that will allevi

ate these headaches.

Though I had philosophical problems with converting

my Amiga into a Mac (I felt like Dr. Frankenstein), A-Max

performed well above my expectations. A-Max is an excit

ing, landmark product for the Amiga. If you want both a

Mac and an Amiga. A-Max should make your decision

much easier. - Mark R. Brown

For more information on A-Max, check out

this issue's feature titled Building a Super Amiga.

hi*
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MOUSE IN A-FLAT
The mosi esoteric software

we've received in quite a while

is MIDI-Mice. a program that

lets you use any MIDI device to

control any Amiga program. Il

claims to multitask with any

commercial software, even

games, and to be able to share

MIDI events with no conflict. It

holds up to four MIDI to

mouse/keyboard event maps in

memory at once, and the maps

can be edited on the fly. Can

you imagine playing Ballistix

wilh your MIDI guitar? S85.00

from Tensor Productions. 280

Maihikla. #9. Goleta. CA

93117.805-685-6245.

PAINT BOOK
Steve Anzovin, who is a fre

quent contributor to Compute!,

has released the second edition

of his Using Deluxe Paint. The

book covers versions of Deluxe

Paint for the Amiga, Apple

IIGS. and IBM. A chapter at ihe

end of the book discusses

DPainl III. $23.95 from Com

pute! Books, PO Box 5406.

Greensboro. NC 27403. 919-

275-9809.

STARTING OUT
Micro Systems Software has

bundled together integrated ver

sions of their productivity titles

into The Works! Platinum

Edition. The all-in-one package

includes a wordprocessor (Scrib

ble!), spreadsheet (Analyze!),

telecommunications module

(Online!!, along with a database

engine and sideways printing

utility. The three disk set costs

$295.00. The Platinum Editions

of Scribble! and Online! are

also available separately. 12798

W. Forest Hill Blvd., Suite 202,

West Palm Beach, FL 33414.

407-790-0770.

MATH WARE
Fans of Doug's Math Aquarium,

which includes the INFO staff,

will be happy to know that

Seven Seas Software has

released a Library Disk costing

a mere $13 to go along with the

fascinating mathematical art

program. It includes a new col

lection of images along with the

formulas needed to generate

them. Doug's Math Aquarium

is, of course, required. 35 Cape

George Wye, Port Townsend,

WA 98368. 206-385-1956.

I WANT TO

THANK...
Baudvitle is shipping the latest

accessory disk for their Award

Maker Plus certificate printing

package. The Education

Award Library includes four

new fonts and ten new borders.

Cost is $29.95 and Award

Maker Plus is required. 5380

52nd St. SE, Grand Rapids. Ml

49508.616-698-0888.

BOOKSHELF

STUFFERS
The flood of new book titles

from Abacus continues with

Amiga C for Advanced Pro

grammers, the twelfth volume

in their Amiga Reference

Library series. Cover price is

S34.95. While we haven't seen

a copy yet, Amiga Graphics -

Inside & Out claims to give

comprehensive coverage of the

topic. $34.95, Amiga Virus

Protection Toolbox is a book

and disk combination which

will provide both the informa

tion and software you need to

prevent your Amiga from

becoming infected. Remember,

always practice Safe DOS.

S59.95. 5370 52nd St. SE.

Grand Rapids. MI 49508. 616-

698-0330.

EBWA]

Math magicfrom the latest

Doug's Math Aquarium Library Disk.

HARD DRIVING
A2000 owners can use PC-Style

ST-506 hard drives thanks to

Spirit Technology's HDA-506-2

adaptor card. The thing plugs

into any Zorro slot and then

connects to a 3.5" or 5.25"

drive. A steel rail is also

available lo turn it into a hard

card. (In that case, if you're not

using a Bridgcboard. you can

plug ii into the last slot on the

left and let the drive hang over

the two unused PC slots.)

S259.00. 220 West 2950 South.

Salt Lake City. UT 841155.

801-485-4233.

MULTIPLES
Multiple serial ports seem to he

ihe In Thing lately. Checkpoint

Technologies has just released

the Serial Solution, a Zorro II

card which provides two addi

tional serial ports for the A2000.

One port is standard Amiga 25-

pin, while the other is 9-pin AT

style. Up to five of the boards

are supported by the included

set of drivers. Cost per board is

$299. PO Box 2035, Manassas.

VA221I0. 703-330-5353.

POWERING UP
Micro R & D sent along one of

their gold-painted replacement

power supplies for the A500,

called ihe MW-738D. Carol

promptly appropriated it and

hooked it up to her machine,

where it's been working along

just fine. S109. 3107 W. Hamp-

den Ave., Sheridan, CO 80110.

303-789-0424.

COLOR ROBOT
Providing you have NewTek's

Digi-View and a black and white

video camera. Auto Droid will

let you do hands-free color digi

tizing. It's a little motorized

color filter wheel that operates

through the Digitize Auto menu

item within Digi-View. $59.95

from MicroSearch, 9896 South

west Freeway, Houston. TX

77074.713-988-2818.
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BUILDING A

by Mark R. Brown, Technical Editor

obody seems to be making a big deal over

this, so I guess it's up to us to point it out:

Commodore is the only company building a

personal computer that can be configured to

run IBM/PC, Macintosh, and Amiga software all in one

box. Once the software gets through beta testing, it will

also be able to run Unix. (There are even emulators that

will let it run C64 and CP/M software, sort of, but why

muddy the issue?) This makes the Amiga the most

powerful — and, more importantly, the most useful —

personal computer you can buy.

f course, it takes a bit of extra

gear to be able to do all this.

Though the odds are good that

very few people will undertake to build

an Amiga system that can do absolutely

everything, we thought it might be fun

to see what it would take (and how

much it would cost) to put such a sys

tem together.

IT'S GENERIC
We're not going to put together a

system for any particular application

here. We're just building a generic "Su

per Amiga." We won't even be plug

ging in a primer. When you talk appli

cations, you'll still have to add in the

cost of whatever additional software

and hardware you'll need for what you

have in mind.

Then, too, we're working off a "wish

list." We haven't actually put together a

Super Amiga system, so there may be

some hidden caveats or incompatibili

ties that would be of prime importance

if we were actually assembling a "real

world" system. When there is more

than one choice for a component, we'll

describe something generic with fea

tures and pricing close to what's really

available. This is a "mind experiment"

if you will, not an Official INFO Rec

ommended System. That said, let's get

10 it.

THE BASICS
First of all, we've got to start with an

Amiga 2000 (SI995 list). Though you

can do some marvelous work-arounds

and expand an A500 (or an A1000) to

incredible limits if you are creative

enough, we already know we want to

expand, and might just as well start with

the box that has the slots and the big

power supply we'll need.

"Why not the A2500?" you may ask.

Well for one thing, the A25OO comes

with Commodore's A2090A hard disk

controller, which is, to put it bluntly, not

the most appealing hard drive controller

on the market. We'll add one with a lit

tle more pizazz later. And the A25OO's

40 megabyte hard drive is just a bit

wimpy for the number of applications

we're planning to run. Also, the 68020

board in the A2500 may not be the co

processor board we want. More on these

topics later.

MASS STORAGE
We want a lot of fast storage for this

system, and after much soul-searching

and deliberation, we decide to go with a

fast 100 meg SCSI hard card with an

1 lms Quantum drive; cost, about

$1600. We're picking a hardcard design

because it leaves the Amiga's 5.25"

drive slot free to take the floppy drive

for the Bridgeboard we'll add later. I'd

really rather go with a removable media

device like a Syquest removable platter

hard drive or a Bernoulli box. but I'm

just afraid that their 20-44 meg capaci

ties wouldn't be up to the demands of

Unix. Maybe we can add one later.

While we're at it, we want to install a

second internal 3.5" floppy drive. Com

modore's is $199, but we can probably

save $40 or so if we shop around for a

third party drive. Because you can never

have too many drives, we'll also add a

low-profile third party external 3.5"

floppy drive for about another SI50.

(We'd only buy Commodore's huge and

clunky A1010 external drive under

threat of death.)

ACCELERATION
Of course, we won't be satisfied with

just a stock 68000 cpu in our Super

Amiga. We want more speed! And

AM1X. Commodore's Unix clone, will

require a 68020 or 68030 co-processor

board with an on-board MMU (Memory

Management Unit). Commodore's own
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A2620 68020-based board looks nice, and it

costs only S1999 with 68881 math co

processor and 2 megs of 32-bit RAM. but we"d

really like to have a 68030 in our full-blown

system. Commodore's new 68030 card, the

A2630. will hold 4 megs on-board, and it has

an external buss connector for additional 32-

bit RAM. but there's no price or availability

date yet. There are several third party 68030

cards available now. and we can pick up a 25

MHz unit with 68882 math co-processor (but

no RAM) for about $1500.

UNIX
We'll need Commodore's Unix operating

system. AMIX. so we'll assume that it's a year

or so down the road and Commodore is actual

ly shipping it. (It's already shipping in Eu

rope.) Here we run into a major snag: Com

modore says they are only planning on ship

ping AMIX installed on the 100 meg hard

drive in the bundled A2500UX Unix system.

The A2500UX will come with CBM's own

68030 card, a 150 meg streaming tape backup

unit, and their new improved A2091 hard drive

controller. That's all fine, and it comes close

enough to the system we're trying to put to

gether that we could probably just start with it

and build from there. But we don't know what

it will cost, or how long we'll have to wait for

it to come to market. So we're just going to

continue menially assembling our own system,

and assume that Commodore will eventually

make AMIX available by itself, or that some

wise third party will introduce an Amiga Unix.

If they do. what it will cost is anyone's guess.

So we'll pick a figure close to what Unix costs

for other computer systems: SI000. After all.

this is just a "mind experiment," right?

MEMORY
With an '020 or '030 board, we'll get more

speed and efficiency out of our RAM if it's

configured for 32-bit wide access. We'd just as

well stock up while we're at it. so we'll get a

full 8 megs. An 8 meg daughterboard for our

accelerator card will cos! us close to $3800.

but the odds are good that it doesn't even take

up an Amiga slot - it mounts on the '030

board. Total system RAM: 9 megabytes.

MS/DOS
In order to run MS/DOS software, we'll

need one of Commodore's Bridgeboards. The

A2088 is only S700. but it emulates a plain

vanilla IBM/PC-XT, which is not a very excit

ing machine. We'll go with the new A2286.

HARD DRIVE: Lots of fast storage is every Amiga owner's
dream, and our Super Amiga is equipped with a SCSI-interfaced fast-

access 100 megabyte Quantum hard drive. We've picked a hardcard

design that sits completely in an Amiga expansion slot, leaving the

drive slots free for floppies.

BRIDGE: Commodore's A2286 Bridgeboard gives our Super
Amiga system IBM/PC-AT compatibility. Its on-board 80286 chip is

not as fast as some less expensive IBM clones, but allows our sys

tem to share hard disk, display, mouse, modem, and other re

sources, and facilitates easy data transfer between systems.
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ACCELERATOR: A Super Amiga system deserves the
best cpu money can buy. Currently that means a 25 MHz 68030

equipped with an auxiliary 68882 math co-processor. In INFO'S

dream machine, a piggybacked 8 megabyte daughterboard filled with

32-bit-wide RAM provides us with superfast maxed-out memory.

DRIVES! Our Super Amiga is equipped with a full complement
of floppy drives. Inside the case are two 3.5" Amiga drives, and the

5.25" slot is filled by the Bridgeboard's 1.2 meg IBM format floppy

drive. Externally, there is an additional Amiga drive plus a 3.5" Macin

tosh drive.

which for S1595 imitates a generic IBM/AT

clone, unfortunately without switchable clock

speeds or any of the other niceties we'd get

from a good AT clone. If we were really con

cerned about MS/DOS performance, we could

just get the less expensive A2088 as the inter

face to the IBM buss, then invest in a PC-side

80386 accelerator card for about SISOO. We

could even wait for Commodore's own 80386-

based Bridgeboard, rumored to be under devel

opment in West Germany, but we'll play it safe

(and save some money) and stick with Com

modore's A2286 AT clone card for now.

We get a 1.2 meg 5.25" IBM-format floppy

disk drive with the A2286, so we'll mount that

in the the 5.25" slot on our A2000. The Janus

operating system software lets us share the

Amiga's hard drive with IBM applications, so

we won't need a separate hard drive. We won't

add any IBM-side expansion RAM yet. We'll

worry about that when we decide what appli

cations we want to run.

MACINTOSH
To gel Macintosh compatibility for our

Amiga, we'll buy the $199 A-Ma.\ Macintosh

emulator from ReadySoft (see review in this

issue). We'll also have to supply the propri

etary 128K Apple Macintosh ROMs and sys

tem software it requires, which can be difficult

to find and will cost an additional SI3O-S2OO.

And we'll add a S250-S3O0 external Mac

drive. Though the A-Max can use the Amiga's

internal drives to read and write a sort of "half-

breed" custom disk format, we need the Mac

drive to read native Macintosh program disks.

Total cost is still under $700, and we've got

ourselves a Mac.

A-Max does a good job of running most

Mac software, even outperforming the Mac it

self in some cases. With our 68030. ii should

really scream. The current model doesn't sup

port hard drives or Mac sound, but ReadySoft

and drive vendors are writing compatible con

troller drivers, so we have high hopes for hard

drive compatibility in the near future.

VIDEO OUTPUT
We'll assume we've got a new Super Agnus

chip in our A2000 (new units are currently

shipping with them installed), and just for fan

tasy's sake we'll assume a new Super Denise

chip and version 1.4 of the Amiga's operating

system, too. (Developers already have them.)

That way. we'll get the new flicker-free

640x400 "productivity mode." though we'll

need a multisync monitor to lake advantage of

it. A generic one will cost us about $595.
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SUPER AMIGA JR.

LI U you are concerned about

price and are willing to forget

about Unix compatibility (which is

the most expensive part of our

Super Amiga system), you can

get MS/DOS and Mac compati

bility squeezed into an A2000

system ($1999) by buying an

A2088 XT-compatible Bridge-

board ($700) and an A-Max unit

with ROMs and Mac drive (also

$700). You really need at least

an extra two megs of RAM

($700) to operate this setup

properly, and you'll probably also

want an inexpensive 40 meg

hard drive just to make life easi

er, which will add another $700

or so to your price. A regular RG-

BA Amiga monitor (not multisync)

runs about $350. Without adding

much to the overall price, an in

expensive 68020 accelerator

card will give your system an ex

tra performance "kick" for $400-

$700. That's a total of less than

$6000 (list) for three computers

in one box, which isn't bad.

We won't worry about super hi-res

1008x800 monitors and such, because

we really don't need them unless we

want to run something like XWindows.

Since we're only concerned with mak

ing our Super Amiga compatible with

the MS/DOS. Mac. and Unix operating

systems for now, and we're not talking

specific applications yet, we'll pass on

such things and let ourselves worry

about them when we decide what appli

cations we want to run.

MISCELLANY
Obviously, we could add lots of stuff

to our Super System at this point - a

modem. PostScript laser printer, net

work card, and so on. (I'm particularly

tempted to include an optical Boing!

Mouse.) But we really don't need any

thing else to achieve our goal. We've

got our basic Super Amiga already.

WHAT WE'VE BUILT
It's lime to take a look at the Super

Amiga system we've assembled. We've

got an A2000 box, and externally we

can see that both Amiga drive slots are

filled, and the MS/DOS 5.25" floppy

drive fills the other external slot. Our

3.5" Mac drive is stacked beside the

Amiga along with a third Amiga drive.

The A-Max cartridge with the Mac

ROMs in it sticks out six inches behind

the external Amiga drive. (We could

have plugged it righl into the drive port

on the Amiga, but that would have eaten

up too much desk space.)

Popping open the Amiga case, we see

there's still a lot of empty space inside.

The 68030 board with its 8 megabyte

daughter board occupies the CPU slot.

The A22S6 Bridgeboard fills a bridge

slot, but the rest of the IBM slots are

still empty. The Amiga slots contain just

one card: our 100 meg Quantum hard-

card. The video slot still has nothing in

it. No matter what applications we

choose to run. we still have room to add

lots of hardware.

The list price of our Super Amiga sys

tem (with multisync monitor) totals a

little over $13,000. If we were good

shoppers, we probably picked up the

works for under SI2.000.

What did we get for our money?

Well, we have a 25 MHz 68030-based 9

megabyte Amiga system with 68882

math co-processor and 100 meg Quan

tum drive, an 80286-based MS/DOS

PC/AT clone with shared hard drive ca

pability, a 68030-based Macintosh sys

tem (with eventual hard drive capabil

ity), and a 68030-based Unix system.

That's four operating systems, and four

extremely high-end machines at our dis

posal, all for a base price that averages

about $3000 apiece. Not bad. And we

never have to worry about not having

the hardware to run any application that

comes our way, because our Super

Amiga system will run everything.

It's a uood feelinu. isn't it?

VENDOR LIST
ACCELERATORS

Commodore, 1200 Wilson Dr., West

Chester PA 19380. 215-431-9100

CMI. 19552 SW 90th Court, Tualatin. OR

97062.503-691-2552

CSA. 7564 Trade St., San Diego, CA

92121,619-566-3911

GVP, 225 Plank Ave., Paoli PA 19301.

215-889-9411

Ronin. PO Box 1093, Alameda, CA

94501,415-769-9325

HARD DRIVE CONTROLLERS
C Ltd., 723 E. Skinner, Wichita. KS

67211,316-267-6322

Cache Systems, 917-A Disc Drive,

Scotts Valley, CA 95066, 408-438-7595

Commodore, address above

Comspec. 74 Wingold Ave., Toronto. ON

M6B 1P5, 416-785-3553

Expansion Technologies. 46127

Landing Pkwy., Fremont 94538,

415-656-2890

GVP, address above

Interactive Video, 11612 Knott Ave.,

Suite 13, Garden Grove. CA 92641,

714-890-7040

M.A.S.T, 3881 Benatar Way, Chico. CA

95928,916-342-6278

Microbotics. 801 Alpha Dr., Suite 335.

Richardson. TX 75081. 214-437-5330

Pacific Peripherals, 46728 Fremont

Blvd., Fremont, CA 94538,

415-651-1905

Phoenix, 314 Court St., Clay Center, KS

67432.913-632-2159

Spirit Technology. 220 West 2950

South. Salt Lake City. UT 84115,

801-485-4233

Supra, 1133 Commercial Way SE,

Albany. OR 97321. 503-967-9075

Xetec. 2804 Arnold Rd., Salina, KS

67401,913-827-0685

EXPANSION RAM

ASDG, 925 Stewart St.. Madison. Wl

53713,608-273-6585

Commodore. Comspec, CSA, GVP,

MicroBotics, Pacific Peripherals.

see addresses above

Progressive Peripherals. 464 Kalamath

St., Denver, CO 80204. 303-825-4144

Ronin. address above

Skyles. 231-E S. Whisman Rd.,

Mountain View. CA 94041.

415-965-1735

BRIDGEBOARDS

Commodore, address above

MAC EMULATOR

ReadySoft. #30 Wertheim Ct. Unit 2,

Richmond Hill ONT L4B 1B9.

416-731-4175
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I love trade shows. Despite hip-

deep hype, nuclear-waste nachos,

deafening noise, and dishwater

coffee, shows present a theatrical com

pression of soap opera, family reunion,

and corporate-flavored flea market. The

crowds were thin and some major play

ers absent at WOC in Los Angeles this

May. but there were plenty of old

acquaintances to schmooze, swell new

folks to meet, and some dandy gadgets

and gewgaws to report on.

to the Gold Disk [416-828-0913]

booth the new Hard Wired games

Denaris and Jinx drew eager players

competing for an A500. For productiv

ity, the Structured Clip Art and Profes

sional Page Template and Design Guide

disks look like terrific time crunchers

for desktop publishers.

Mindware International [705-737-

5998[ demonstrated to the press their

new extremely fast PAGErender 3D

which supports the X-Specs glasses or

anaglyphic redA^lue glasses (included)

and has 3D PostScript output. It's ship

ping now for $159. The search for the

third dimension continued with Mondo

Stereo, a "stereo image construction kit"

that will allow you to paint stereoscopic

depth into any Amiga image while

wearing your 3D glasses. A-Squared

[415-339-0339] wilf distribute the pro-
gnun (under Si00) and a companion

book sometime this summer.

New kids on the block: Access Tech

nologies [512-343-9564] was showing

their exciting utility Digi Works 3D. It

lets you capture font sets and logos with

DigiView, autotrace the outlines, and

convert them into 2D or 3D objects. In

the same booth Rapide [205-533-7743]

announced Tracer, a utility for tracing

2D grey scale DigiView images for

transfer as one bitplane IFF files into

paint programs.

Michtron [313-334-5700] was pro

moting VIVA, the soon to be released

hypermedia CD disk compatible inter

active authoring system.

Microillusions [818-360-3715] built a

womb of their own where an impenetra

ble crowd listened to the effects of the

Music-X demo. They are planning the

release of Dondra and the Hanna Bar-

bera Flintstones and Jetsons... real soon

now. Progressive Peripherals [303-825-

4144] was also playing the waiting

game with their Baud Bandit 2400

modem ($149.95). UltraDesign ($399)

CAD program, tntrocad-Plus ($149.95

or $70 upgrade) and their low cost RS

170A broadcast quality genlock

($219.95).

PAR [206-694-1539] will ship a full

featured icon creator. Icon Magic, in a

few weeks. Free Spirit Software [215-

683-5609} (now distributing Basic 8

programs for the CI28. by the way) was

showing off their new Ami Alignment

System for keeping those floppy drives

in tip-top condition.

I spotted the friendly grin of Jim

Colorful

boxes

created with

Mindware's

PAGErender

3D.

Oldfield at the Abacus [616-698-0330]

booth. Abacus was offering its familiar

line of books and its neat AmigaDOS

Toolbox that includes some unusual

fonts and a free AmigaDos Quick Ref

erence Manual.

Hardware ran rampant. Checkpoint

Technologies 1703-247-0297] intro

duced their dual-port serial card for the

Amiga 2000. Spirit Technologies*

[801-485-4233] ST5O6 hard drive

adaptor for using IBM type hard drives

with the A2000~ ships soon for S259.
GVP [215-889-94111 created a total

hard drive environment in their large

corner booth featuring their new 44

Meg hard drive with removable hard

disk Winchester Cartridges. Vidtech

1305-477-2228] was on hand with the

Scanlock NTSC/S-VHS genlock

(S995). Digital Creations [916-344-

4825] set hearts racing with the rock

solid/crystal clear output from the

SuperGen 2000S (S1595) promised in

90 days.

The business world was not

neglected. OXXI [213-427-1227] was

focusing on Tax Break and A-Talk III

and happy to offer the "back and even

better" Nimbus 1.3 accounting pro

gram. B.E.S.T. [503-684-6655[ was

bragging Plan/It, the polished.
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Minitet,

France's

national

telecom

munications

service,

makes its

U.S. debut.
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debugged, new/improved spreadsheet

formerly known as Maxiplan.

The BIG Commodore Business

Machines [215-431-91001 booth domi

nated the back of the hall with the

largest group of suits and lies and stacks

of beautiful, slick new product

brochures. Spokesperson Gail Welling

ton announced nothing revolutionary,

but did promise an Amiga Logo (soon)

and re-emphasized the re-entry of

CBM into the education market. Com

modore was demonstrating the proto

type of its home-grown, nameless.

hypermedia CD disk compatible interac

tive authoring system (no release date).

Like getting flowers on Monday was

the surprise at finding fresh and clever

products for the deathless Commodore

64 & 128. Mike Smeltzer of Video Byte

[312-851-66671 has developed a fast,

friendly, and full color digitizer (79.95)

for the C64/128 which can capture from

VCR. b/w-color video camera, or live

video. Mike stage-whispered of his gad

get "under development" that will allow

a C64/128 to simulate a FAX for under

$70...later this year for this one. fans.

Software Support International [206-

695-9648] introduced the Maverick YJ

(formerly Renegade) which will install

Geos 2.0 on a L581 disk...Tin

impressed! Soft Disk [318-221-8718]

was selling its third issue of the quar

terly Loadstar 128 disk magazine con

taining a great collection of font utili

ties.

Have loved ones in Australia. Europe.

Africa, or even New York? The new

graphics-rich, color Minitel [914-694-

6266] electronic communications ser

vice is now available to C64/128 users

for no sign-up fee. no monthly mini

mum fee. no prime lime rate increases,

and free software. With a modem and a

credit card you can check out 80 coun

tries starting at S.I7 a minute!

Plasma to the C64/128... games. Vir-

gin/Mastertronic [714-631-10011 will

soon ship War In Middle Earth, a pure

wargame version of the program. The

64 and Amiga versions of Magic John

son's Basketball will appear by mid

summer. Microillusions plans to release

Faery Tale Adventure and Dr. Plum

met's House of Flux at CES this fall.

So it's a wrap, friends. Lots of specu

lation on the low attendance. Was it

poor publicity? Are Angelenos avoiding

the freeways? Could our esteemed edi

tor be right about too many shows, too

close together? Don't have time to spec

ulate...must begin training for the

Amiga Festival...in three weeks! Ciao!

by Tom Malcom

THE BRITISH ARE COMING!

THE BRITISH ARE COMING!

Much as I hale to admit it. I

vividly remember the British

Invasion of 1963. The Beat

les, the Rolling Stones, Herman's Her

mits, and the rest of the British bands

turned the music industry upside down.

Anything with an English accent was

suddenly all the rage and rock and roll

was changed forever. Now there's a new

British invasion and this one is standing

the game business on its ear. The inge

nious inventions of the Brits are

lighlyears beyond most American

games and they're going to change the

course computer games will lake.

Though the attendance at summer

CES was lower than in previous years.

there were still thousands upon thou

sands of people there, even in the rain

and cold that opened the show on Satur

day. First thing. I went to see the people

from Britannica Software [415-546-

1887] at the Palmer House who were

proudly showing off their new imports

from British developer Logotron. Bri

tannica is trying to dispel its image as a

publisher of only educational software

and importing the Logotron games will

certainly go a long way in achieving

thai goal. Logotron's Herbert Wright

showed me Archipelagos and Eye of

Horns. Archipelagos is a rather strange

game where the player builds land

bridges between islands in order to con

nect and destroy a collection of

obelisks. The solid modeled graphics

have a nicely alien feel. Eye ofHorus is

an arcade adventure with beautifully

drawn graphics in the style of ancient

Egypt.
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Mediagenic/Activision [415-329-

0800] had a suite at the posh Ritz Carl-

ton where they and some of their affili

ated labels were showing new games.

Dacey Young of Interplay [714-545-

9001] showed me their new FRPG,

Dragon Wars, which will accept Bard's

Tale characters. She also told me that

Neuromancer Amiga will start shipping

in July. Microillusions'[818-360-3715]

David Boylcs had demos running of the

Hanna-Barbera games they've been

working on. What 1 saw were very true

to the cartoons, particularly The Flint-

stones and The Jetsons, The characters

are the same .size as we're used to see

ing on the screen and Microillusions has

made sure the flavor of the originals is

intact. Look for them to be released

sporadically through the summer.

I had breakfast on Sunday morning

with Paul Deckard from Microdea!

[313-334-8729). They will be releasing

Slots & Cards, a collection of Vegas-

type games including slot machines,

video poker, blackjack, and keno.

Microdea) is also working on a boxing

simulation called Ringside.

A high point of the trip came later on

Sunday morning when I was able to

meet with Peter Molyneux. the British

developer of Populous, at Electronic

Arts" [415-571-7171] suite at the luxuri

ous Mayfair Regent. He has boundless

enthusiasm for the game and showed

me several things in it I hadn't seen yet,

like the Swamp Monster. Then designer

Mike Posehn demoed Deluxe Video III

for me. which looks good enough to

become a top video presentation pack

age. It is all object oriented, making it

both easy to use and very powerful.

Being a longtime fan of 50's science

fiction movies, I was delighted to see

Cinemaware's [805-495-6515] latest

back at the Ritz (which, by the way.

makes the best potato salad I've ever

eaten). // Came from the Desert com

bines all the classic cliches of such B

movies as Them and Attack of the Fifty

Cinemaware's

tribute to

50's SFfilms -

It Came From

the Desert.

Foot Woman with an exceptional sound

track. TV Sports Basketball is nearing

completion and features full five-on-

five play. I was also shown several of

the new arcade games Cinemaware is

releasing under their new Spotlight

Software label. They are among the bet

ter I've seen lately, with Speeclball and

Total Eclipse of special note.

Sunday afternoon brought a trip to the

Shedd Aquarium and a reception hosted

by Psygnosis [312-620-4444]. The first

section of Beast, their latest killer

arcade game, features parallax scrolling

twelve layers deep. The effect is incred

ible. Jonathan Ellis and his gang of

British programmers are justifiably

proud of this one. They were also show

ing the still unfinished Aquaventwe for

the second year in a row. along with the

C64 version of Baal which is astonish

ingly close to the Amiga version.

Sunday evening I went to a screening

of Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade

hosted by Lucasfilm |415-662-1800].

They held a reception afterward at an

elegant new hotel just off Rush Street.

There were two glass cases holding

props from the film, including the grail

and Indy's hat and whip. The game

based on the movie, unfortunately, was

only being shown on a PC but will be

released for Amiga and C64. Loom, a

new graphic adventure with a musical

interface (!) will be out on Amiga.

Monday was devoted to seeing all the

people and stuff I had missed on the

show floor. Noreen Lovoi and Tony

Garcia of Epyx [415-366-0606] showed

me all their new toys. California Games

II looks much belter than some of Epyx*

previous sports collections. It features

only four events, but they have been

done with a little more depth. In a radi

cal departure from their usual fare,

Epyx is also coming out with Ishido, a

beautifully done board game vaguely

reminiscent of Shanghai. 1 saw it on a

Mac II. but it will be released late this

year in an Amiga version. The biggest

news from Epyx. though, is that just

days before the show they sold their

long-awaited new hand-held color LCD

game machine to Atari. It came as quite

a shock, and what Uncle Jack and the

boys will do with it is anybody's guess.

I look forward to going back to

Chicago in July for AmiEXPO. In the

meantime. I'll keep playing the terrific

new British games and hope our Ameri

can designers and programmers can

catch up.
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"Early alpha"

version of

WB1.4

displays many

cosmetic and

functional

changesfrom

previous

versions.

by Mark R. Brown

The fourth annual Amiga Devel

oper 's Conference drew over

300 registered Amiga develop

ers to San Francisco in mid-June.

Though the initial mood was clouded by

recent uninspiring sales figures for all.

once the DevCon got rolling, optimism

for the future reigned.

After a day of registration - which

involved the handing out of four-inch-

thick binders containing DevCon notes

- and a couple of introductory sessions

for Amiga neophytes, the DevCon

opened officially with keynote speeches

by Dr. Henri Rubin and Commodore's

new U.S. President. Harry Coppennan.

In his talk. Dr. Rubin called for simpler

user interfaces and a friendlier user

environment for the Amiga, and hinted

at new features and design changes in

the Amiga's operating system that

would accommodate those goals. An

"early alpha" copy of version 1.4 of the

Amiga's operating system had been

included with the notebooks at registra

tion, and Rubin mentioned a couple of

the improvements that had been added:

AREXX support, and scalable fonts. At

the mention of each, the crowd

applauded enthusiastically. A quick

glance at the schedule as Dr. Rubin fin

ished revealed that most of the DevCon

sessions were devoted to discussing the

changes in vl.4. Rubin also drew gasps

of disbelief from the crowd by announc

ing that Commodore was interested in

backing selected developers financially

if they were developing products that

were important to the Amiga.

Copperman was up next. He

impressed us as having a good grasp of

where Commodore is coming from, and

what their real problems are. "I've been

met with a lot of skepticism." he told

INFO shortly before his keynote

speech, indicating that the "revolving

door" on the President's office at Com

modore has left many people with the

impression that little would or could

ever change at Commodore. He added

that he fell that most of Commodore's

problems were related to a lack of direc

tion and resources. "I've got to hire a lot

of people." he said, indicating that one

would be a new VP whose role would

be customer support. "I feel that we

have to pick just five things and do

them well," he added. In his speech,

Coppennan told the developers that his

five areas of concentration would be:

(1) to improve Commodore's image by

advertising (with a probable $10-$12

million budget, starting this Christmas

season) and "doing business more pro

fessionally." which includes hiring a

full-time person to handle press rela

tions: (2) to concentrate on the Amiga:

(3) to improve distribution by carefully

pruning and rebuilding the dealer net

work and building a new VAR program

for video, music, and other specialized

applications: (4) to develop new mar

kets, like education and government;

and (5) to improve customer satisfac

tion, mostly by improving customer

support services.

After Copperman stepped down. Gail

Wellington briefly took the mike to dis

cuss the new products Commodore has

under development. The A2630 68030

processor card is finished, and sports a

25 MHz 68030 and 2 megs of 32-bit

RAM. expandable to 4 megs on the

board. It runs about three times faster

than Commodore's 68020 card -

available "soon." Commodore also con

tinues with evolutionary changes in its

hard drive controller design. The

A2090B is a half-width boaixAhat eats
up a slot in the A2000, adding auto-boot

capability to the original A2090 con

troller, should that be a major concern

to you. The A209I is Commodore's new

HD controller card. It's a DMA con

troller with a now custom chip and

sockets for 2 megs of RAM. It can also

accommodate a half-height drive on

board, leaving the A2000's 5.25" drive

slot open for other uses. Wellington

indicated the UNIX-based A2500UX -

with 68030. 2091 HD controller. 100

meg hard drive, and streaming tape

backup unit - would be available to

developers real soon now. Fall availabil

ity was announced for the A2232 multi

ple (7) port serial card, which is. by the

way, controlled by a 6502 CPU. The
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A2024 hi-res monochrome monitor is

shipping in Europe, we were told, but

vendor problems interfered with its

introduction in the U.S. The A560 and

A2060 Arcnet cards, plus Novell net

work client software, are also "almost

done", as are the A2350 Professional

Video Adapter genlock/framebuffer and

the A2360 hi-res color graphics card.

The Amiga 3000 was also briefly men

tioned, and was even shown to some

developers (not the press) behind closed

doors. Specs we were able to pry from

privileged parties indicate the prototype

has a 25MHz 68030 on the mother

board, plus 3 megs of 32-bit RAM and a

built-in SCSI controller. No specific

dates were given for the release of any

of the products mentioned, though the

year "1990" was batted around in con

junction with the A3000.

The majority of the three days of

DevCon sessions centered around

changes in version 1.4 of the Amiga's

operating system. The copies given to

conference attendees were an "early

alpha" version which Commodore

spokespeople said were "guaranteed to

crash." They also said that the system

was "not set in stone" and they wanted

feedback on improvements that could

be made before the system was final

ized. But from the first session to the

last, developers seemed pleased with

the vl.4 Commodore had given out --

almost every single complaint or sug

gestion from last year's DevCon has

been fixed or added to the new version.

The sessions covering v 1.4 were

packed with attendees slavering over all

the new features. First and foremost is

new AREXX support, hailed as the

means of true interactive process com

munication, and therefore true multi

tasking, on the Amiga. A new

ASL.library being developed by Charlie

Heath and modelled on the ARP.Iibrary

will provide programmers with standard

font and file requesters, and maybe even

a standardized color requester. Com

modities exchange will add versatility

Harry Copperman,

Commodore's U.S. President

to user input, as well as allowing cut &

paste in CLI windows, and much faster

character-oriented text scrolling. A C64-

style full-screen command editor is

even a possibility. C: directory com

mands have all been rewritten in C lo be

tighter, faster, and more standardized.

Fonts have been made scalable; you

will no longer be restricted to just the

font sizes supplied on the system disk.

The syslem has also been tweaked for

optimum performance; RAM and ROM

are now tested on power-up, and the

operating system customizes itself if a

68030 or 688H2 are detected. The Fast

File System has been expanded to sup

port floppy drives as well as hard

drives. Guru error messages are gone,

replaced by real system error messages.

Preferences has been improved, with

user control over more options. Demo-

ing in the computer room was a new

version of the Amiga's speech handlers.

with an incredibly improved, more

human-like sound and much more user

control over inflection and intonation.

Version 1.4 of the WorkBench is

completely different. Menu selections

now have keyboard equivalents, and

there arc additional new menu items to

create a new drawer without having to

duplicate EMPTY, select all the icons in

a drawer, quit and close the WorkBench.

reformat a previously formatted disk.

and reset the WorkBench. There is a

whole new menu that allows the Work

Bench to show all files in a window,

whether they have an icon or not; it

automatically creates an icon for all

icon-less files. There is another option

to show the files as text by date, name,

and size, much as the files would be

listed in a CLI window. The big differ

ence is, they can still be clicked on like

icons! Icons can also be "drag-

selected": thai is, you can drag a win

dow around multiple icons instead of

having to "shift-select" them, if you

change your mind, a quick click to the

right mouse button before you release

the left cancels the operation. Icons will

also come up faster with vl.4, which

creates a single master icon file of all

icon images in a drawer.

WorkBench even looks different.

Window and screen fonts are user-

selectable. Disk icons no longer appear

on the screen background, but in a siz

able window of their own. The window

"fuel gauge" is gone, replaced by disk

and drawer information displayed in the

window's title bar. Scroll bar arrow gad

gets have been thoughtfully grouped in

the lower right corner for convenience.

and there is a new "Parent" arrow gad

get up by the front/back window gad

gets that returns you automatically to a

window's parent window, if any.

Though designs are not finalized, the

final window design could even incor

porate shaded 3D gadgets. There is even

a new editable background pattern for

the WorkBench screen! As an enhance

ment to the normal startup-sequence,

there is a new WBStartup drawer; any

programs dragged into WBStartup will

be run automatically when the system

powers up. The software designers'

staled philosophy behind the new

enhancements to the WorkBench is "to

give WorkBench users the ability to do

everything that CLI users can do."

There is also support for new features

allowed by the Enhanced Chip Set, the
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new improved Super Agnus and Super

Denise chips. (Those, by the way. are the

Official Names: not Obese Agnus, or

Really Fat Agnus, or any of the other

names stuck on them by users.) Among

the new features are: a full megabyte of

chip RAM: much larger blit areas, up to

32K x 32K; super-hires displays of up to

1280 pixels in width: and a new four-

color Productivity Mode display of

640x480 non-interlaced (flicker free!)

with a multisync monitor. The new

Denise. now in prototype siage, will

allow four new genlock modes: Chro-

makey. which allows any combination of

color registers to appear transparent to

the genlock: BitplaneKey, which lets any

bitplane key the transparent area: and

BorderBlank and BorderNolTransparenl.

which create transparent or opaque

frames surrounding the active area.

There are. of course, many other

changes and improvements that are of

concern mainly to programmers and

developers. Many of the version 1.4

changes are in the system KickStart, so

A500 and A2000 owners will need to

install a new vl.4 KickStart ROM to

upgrade when the new operating system

becomes available, probably some time

in early 1990.

There's barely space left to mention

the excellent party hosted by Amiga Plus

magazine and the Disc Company at San

Francisco's Exploratoriuni. a playground

of science toys and exhibits that boggles

the senses. If you visit San Francisco.

don"t you dare miss it. AmigaWorld and

AmiEXPO also threw a respectable bash

at the Golden Gate Holiday Inn. the site

of the DevCon itself, and Commodore

hosted an opening "Margarita's Night"

and a closing "Beach Party by the Pool"

where the temperature hovered some

where in the neighborhood of fifty

degrees. So much for beach parties in

"Frisco!

The consensus among attendees was

that if Commodore follows through on

even half of their promises, this could be

a very good year for the Amiga.

Photo scanned with Sunrise's $150 IMG Scan

AMIGA FESTIVAL
Held in San Francisco in con

junction with the Amiga Devel

oper's Conference, the Amiga

Festival was an excellent inde

pendent two-day user show. The

art gallery of 200 poster-size

Amiga graphics was worth the

price of admission, and speakers,

music and video displays, and a

giant user group meeting rounded

out the festivities.

The show itself was small,

relaxed, and enjoyable, with

many dealers hawking Amiga

hardware and software and a fair

showing of Bay area Amiga

developers like Broderbund, A-

Squared, and Maxis. Some, like

Lattice and Brown-Wagh, had

even come a considerable dis

tance to be there. I had a good

time exchanging info with Jay

Miner, Rob Peck, and other

Amiga notables. Unfortunately, I

missed meeting Lion Kuntz. the

Festival's organizer.

There were even some new

products to see, like Sunrize's

[409-846-1311] $150 IMG Scan

scanner, which mounts on your

dot matrix printer's printhead and

scans in images at up to 360 dpi

in 256 levels of gray. It's not as

crazy as it sounds; the images

look good, as you can see above.

After all, it's the same method

that's been used for years by

ThunderScan on the Mac!

For PD aficionados who've

been overwhelmed by the mass

of information on the Fred Fish

disks, you might want to order

the $20 CatFish listings from

ASCITEC [PO Box 201, Los

Altos CA 94023]. This invaluable

index lists all the Fish disk pro

grams by title and subject in an

inch-thick laser-printed 3-hole-

punched manual. Updates are

just $6. - Mark R. Brown
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The Amiga Form Maker

Including all these features:

Design custom forms used in everyday

business situations, using any AmigaDOS

font, varying line thickness and patterns,

along with rounded or squared corners.

After the designing is done, fill the form in

automatically on the computer screen! This

powerful business package with its many

features will cut down on time and effort in

the office or at home.

—Use of all AmigaDOS fonts

— Bold, Italic, Underlined

— Import text from word processors

— Center or justify text

— Three line patterns

—Four line thicknesses

—Dual lines

—Round or square corners

—Automatic form fill-in

$69.95 plus $3 S & H

P.O. Box 31323

Richmond, Va 23294

(804) 273-0312

More than just a Disk Copier!
Project D is the most powerful Amiga disk copier ever created. The BackupTool

allows you lo protect your software investment by making backup copies of your personal,

public domain, and commercial software (it even copies copy-protected software1). No

other copier allows you to cooy to all four disk drives at the same time. No other copier

keeps a list of the errors that happened during the last backup. No other copier lets you

set the starting and ending tracks of a backup. No other copier has been continuously

supported for the past two years.

Project D was designed with the future in mind. We offer registered owners

inexpensive, frequent upgrades to our parameter file so you can backup your latest

software without having to wait months for new 'Brain Files'.

Project D includes three other useful utilities as an added bonus' The OmniTool can

be used to make backups of software that you have for other computers dike MS-DOS or

Atari ST). The EditorTool allows you to examine and ed.t AmigaDOS disks all the way

down to the MFM level. The CatalogTool is a powerful automatic disk cataloging utility

that lets you maintain detailec lists of your software library.

Compare the features o' Project D and you will see that Project D is quite simply the

best disk copier package money can buy!

All these great features for only $49.95 and that includes shipping and handling! Order Today!

To order, send check or money order

(US Funds on US Bank) to

Fuller Computer Systems, Inc.

P.O. Box 9222

Mesa, AZ 85214

See How Project D Stacks Up

Duplication Speed

Easy To Understand

User Interlace

Upgradable With

Parameter Files

Catalog Utility Inciuded

Disk Edit Utility Inciuded

Copies other formats

Copies Itself

80 Sec

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

"Protect O is by tar the most comprehensive risk-utility package

available tor tne Annga today."

Milchell Looes ■ Editor, Robo City News

"Project D is certainly one at ihe mosi sophisticated, yei easy to use.

disk utility packages available for the Amiga."

Einie Tapman - Amiga Sentry

"/ consider Protect D lo be akin ro a welt equipped luxury automobile,

ii gives a smooin ride and tots oleasy to use operations."

Denny Alkirt - AmigaWorld [Fen. 1989. pp. 92-9a)

"The user interface is v/ondertul..." Into Rated: 4* stars

Marun ■ INFO Magazine (SeoiOci 88. d 16|
or call (602) 497-6070 for more information.

Project D: The Disk Copier... Plus!
Amiga is a registered trademark o; Commodore-Amiga, Inc. Dealer Inquiries Invited Arizona residents please add 6.5% sales tax.



INFO 64. Fall 1983

Premiere issue! Review and product guide.

Games. Flexflle 2.1. Sorcerer's Apprentice.

#2 INFO 64. Winter 1983/84
Buyer's Guide to 1000 C64 products. Koala pad,

Flexidraw, UItraBASIC-64, Home Accountant

vs. C.P.A.

#3 INFO 64, Spring 1984

Product Round-up: 1000 product listings for

C64. Superbase 64. Commodore LOGO. C64

Forth, Model Diet, Computer Mechanic.

#6 INFO 64 Spring 1985

Color Gallery! C64 hard drives. Ultra !o Assem

bly Language. COMAL 2.01. The Print Shop,

Whither QPM.

#7 INFO 64 Summer 1985

The C128. CP/M 'Best of & tutorial, Sound

Advice on Keyboards. Robotics. Vi/astar. Disk

copiers. Disk Speedups. and 3 assemblers.

#9 INFO Dec/Jan 1985/86
Expanded C64/12S. Amiga color gallery. Guide

to C128 software, Network Wars. 1571 Disk

Drive Survival Guide.

#10 INFO May/June 1986

Monitor Roundup! Cfi4 word processors. Multi-

plan for C64/C128, Amiga BASIC. Tips &

tricks.

#11 INFOAug/Sept 1986

Product Roundup issue: over 1500 hardware and

software listings tor C64, C128 and Amiga.

#12 INFONov/Dec 1986
Graphics report: C64/12S and Amiga painting,

drawing. CAD, drafting, video animation, tools

and utilities. Idea-processors, S bit business soft-

SIX YEARS

COMMODORE

COMPUTING

#13 INFOJan/Fcb 1987

Games issue: C64/C128 and Amiga games.

C64/C128 business and application software

(part I). Telecommunication networking, Amiga

Music.

#14 INFO Spring/Summer 1987

PRODUCT ROUNDUP! Over 2000 hardware

and software products listed for the C64, C128

and Amiga computers. First look at the A500 &

A2000 systems.

#15 INFOJuly/Aug 1987

1st Annual C.H.U.M.P. Magazine! Survival

Guide: Commodore-Amiga computing. Anne

Westfall interview. COMPUTE! exposed.

C64/C12X and Amiga reviews.

#16 INFOSepl/Oci 1987

Graphics Renaissance! GEOS Update, C12S

BASIC compilers. Microiroll. Font master,

Amiga 500. Sidecar. Genlock. Multi-tasking.

#17 INFONov/Dcc 1987

Annual GAMES issues! 39 games For C64/CI 28

and Amiga, GEOS Update. 16/32 hit compari

son. Cl 28 ROM upgrades, B.E.S.T. Accounting,

DIGA!

#18 INFOJan/Feb 1988

Desktop Publishing! Amiga wordprocessors (pan

I). Virus diagnosed. Geos Update, C64 Powerful

Cartridges. C12S Superpak II.

#19 INFO Mar/Apr 1988

More Desktop Publishing! Amiga wordproce.s-

sors (part II), Leo Schwab interview. GEOS

Update. ICT hard drive. Digital SuperPak2.

Thouiihtl'omi.

#20 INFO May/Jim 1988

Desktop Video: Tillers, genlocks, converters.

C64 slide show programs. GeoStuff. INFO

visits NewTek. AmigaDos 1.2 Bugs. Joel Hagen

tutorial.

#21 INFO Jul/Aus 1988

Second Annual C.H.U.M.P. Magazine! Jay Miner

interview. Easing The Upgrade Path. GeoStuff,

Virus prevention. Over 40 S & 16 hit reviews.

#22 INFOSop/Od 1988

Fifth Anniversary issue! Digitizing. Mac VS.

Amiga. GeoStuff. Over 50 reviews for C64.

C128. and Amiga computers. INFOmania Game

Tips! BRYCE debut!

#23 INFO Nov/Dec 1988
ANNUAL GAMES ISSUE!

OVER 100 GAMES IN COLOR!!

#24 INFOJan/Fcb 1989

Amiga 3D Graphics Round Up. Reicharl Von

Wolfsheild interview. GeoSiulT. SuperBase Pro.

Spectrascan, Sky Travel.

#25 INFO Mar/Apr 1989

Amiga Animation Round Up. Rodney Chang

interview. C12S T.H.I.S.. GeoCalc 128. Dr Term

Pro. AC/BASIC. Miceofiche Filer Plus.

#26 INFO May/June 1989

Paint Program Round Up. Loren Lovehaug inter

view. Removable Mass Storage. 15S1 Toolkit.

MicroLawyer. WillMaker, Pen Pal. Graphics

Tablets. Lightpen, PageStrcam.

#27 INFO Jul/Aug 1989

3rd Annual C.H.U.M.P. Magazine! Dale Luck

interview, Sound & Music. Fractals. Maverick.

GeoProgrammer, Masterpiece. Professional Data

Retrieve. Sileniwriier LC890, Transcript.

#28 INFOSepi/Oci 1989

Video Boot Camp! High-End Amiga Expansion.

Gail Wellington Interview, 3D options. Home

Town. Monitenn Viking 1. A-Max. Ami-Virus.

V.I. P.

INFO BACK ISSUES $5.50 EACH
$6.50 each outside USA. INFO Back Issues on MICROFICHE! $5.50 each $6.50 outside USA

USE THE TEAR OUT ORDER CARD or

Charge By Phone with your VISA or MASTERCARD (319) 338-0703
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S BEST EVER

SUBSCRIPTION &

RENEWAL DEAL!!

wjo

A $19.95 retail value, the INFO-PAD is yours FREE with your
paid subscription or renewal to INFO. Unlike the cheap

foam & fabric give-aways you may have seen elswhere,

the INFO-PAD sports these outstanding quality features:

Space age plastic surface for

whisper- smooth tracking and

prolonged mouse life.

Unique Data- Window displays

reference templates beneath

transparent tracking surface.

Subscribers will periodically

receive free templates as new

ones are developed (mailed

risjht along with your magazine

and your INFO WRAP-UP!).

Comes with AmigaDOS™
starter template.

Also great for displaying notes,

.calendars, computer art, photos

'of the real people in your life,
recording hi game scores; you

name it!
Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery. Void where prohibited.

12 Issues (2 Years)

now only $28^

You Save 40% off the newsstand price

VISA

(or save 50% when you subscribe for 18 issues!)
(Sorry, the INFO-PAD is no longer available with 6-issue subscriptions.)

Credit Card orders accepted by phone: (319) 338-0703
or use the handy return mail card for check, m.o. or credit card.
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Finally, Professional Clip

Art for the Amiga®

eclips
Electronic Clip Art for Hie Professional

Structured clip art compatible with

Professional Page® 1.2

or Professional Draw®.

Jaggic free! Maximum resolution

depends upon your

printer. PostScript®

recommended.

Designed for black & while

desktop publishing.

Ready to use. Or modify color and

design with ProfL-ssion.il

Draw.

Wide selection of clip arl subjects.

Boxes - Borders •

Attention getters. Per

fect for your newsletters,

ads, or flyers.

[■our disks.

Over 300 clips.

Not copy protected. Just drag onto

your hard disk.

Works with all Amigas - A1000,

A500,A2000, orA2500.

$99
Available from your dealer. Or send

S99 + S4.50 S&H to AlohaFonts. CA residents add

6.5% sales tax.

AlohaFonts, P.O. Box 2661

Fair Oaks, CA 95628-9661

We take

a byte

out of

the price!

Software & Hardware Sales & Service

M.A.S.T.

TWIN DRIVE $275.00

UNI DRIVE $149.00

MINI MEG ...... $Call

Authorized Amiga Graphics Dealer

Authorized GVP Dealer
51 Norwich New London Turnpike

Quaker Hill, CT 06375

800-441-BYTE * 203-443-4623

Amiga is a trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc.

Authorized Commodore Amiga Repair Center

Subscribe

to

now

with

plastic

319-338-0703

1750 $179.95
(512K RAM EXPANSION FOR C128)

1571

128D

$225.00

$399.00

1541/1571 ALIGNMENTS35 / $45

64C REPAIR

A501 EXPANSION

8-UP W/ 2MEG

UNIDRIVE 3.5"

INTERNAL 3.5"

AMIGA 500 CPU

(REPAIR)

S45.00

S155.00

$499.00

$139.00

S109.00

S65.00

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REFUSE

SERVICE ON EXCESSIVELY DAMAGED

UNITS.

AMPEX SYSTEMS. INC.

5344 JIMMY CARTER BLVD

NORCROSS, GA 30093

(800)962-4489 OR (404)263-9190

<$> THE

COMMODORE

Journal

Single
Issues $2.50

6 issue Subscription

$12.50

12 Issue Subscription $25.00

Twin Cities 128 Compendium
Book Number 1 $16.95

(Subsotpfon prices above a?s (w USA
cnly-wrte tor our intemafooal ratw)

Twin Cities 128

P.O.Box 11578
Minneapolis MN55411
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IJREMIER

SOFTWARE

► User -friendly

► Ready to run

► Icon based

AMIGA
PUBLIC DOMAIN fiND

SHAREWRRE PROGRRMS

Disks organized by topic.
Buy only the software you want.

Games, Demos, Tools, Utilities,
Pictures, Icons and more...

Send $2.00 for catalog on disk to:
Premier Software
P.O. Box 3782

Redwood City, Ca. 94064
or call: (415)364-4696

APrpDraw"
Amiga Professional Drawing I ablcl

Sable
MONO

For The Dealer Nearest You!

EAST COAST WEST COAST

615-478-5760 206-882-2009
VISA

AProDraw... Fligh resolution

Sammagraphics tablets with

two button stylus for ?&e Amiga

12x12 - $549 " ■■'■
{j'hq R & I>L Productions

11-24 4f>thAve 2A
.0. NV ilJ.0!

Others Make Claims,

ASDG: Delivers.
s-

Fast, Compatible, Complete!
• Two high speed RS-232C serial ports for the Amiga 2000. •

IBM PC AT style (full 7 wire plus Rl and DCD) connector for

each port. • Send and Receive at 110 to 115200 baud. •

Complete Amiga system software (both Exec and DOS). •

Using our exclusive Serial Dispatcher, any program which

uses "serial.device" can use any port without patches. •

Public domain and shareware software on the distribution

diskette. • One year warranty.

ASK YOUR

ASDG
Incorporated

DEALER!

925 Stewart Street

Madison, Wl. 53713

(608) 273 - 6585

Amiga is a trademark of Commodore-Amiga. Inc. IBM PC AT is a trademark oi IBM Corp.
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Banks are built around the vault.

The Memory Location is built

around the AMIGA !

COMMODO«(

Store hours:

Mon.-Thr.

10-6

Friday

10-8

Saturday

9-5

The

Memory

Location

396 Washington Street

Wellesley, MA 02181

(617)237 6846

Our crew has over

30 years lotal

combined

experience with

the Amiga!

Nothing but the best! Satisfaction guaranteed!

New items now in stock!

AT Bridgecard 2286

A ProDraw graphics tablet

F-Data 20 dual floppy drives

SyQuest 44MB removable harddrive

ToolBoxA500&A1000

Boing Mouse

MindLight

PageStream

Caligari

Commodore authorized repair service on site.

MASTERPIECE

PROFESSIONAL

FONT COLLECTION®
20 DISK SET

The largest collection of fonts and clip art available in a
single package for the AMIGA.

110 DIFFERENT FONT STYLES
This doesn't mean 10 sizes of 11 fonts. It means 110
DIFFERENT fonts.

LARGE SIZES
Specially designed for video work. 95 % of the fonts
are over 100 pt. tall. Easily resized smaller.

PATTERN CLIP ART
141 hi-res DPaint II pages. There are thousands of
objects and examples.

ALL FONTS ARE HI-RES

BRUSHES - 2 disks full of color brushes.

COLORFONTS - 4 full disks.

100 PAGE MANUAL - Full size font printouts.

20 DISK SET- ONLY $199.00

Contact your local AMIGA dealer or order direct from
AROCK Computer Software, 1306 E. Sunshine,

Springfield, MO 65804 1-800-288-AROK

DPaint II U a registered trademark or Electronic Arts.

TAKE A BYTE

OUT OF HIGH PRICES!
There are fabulous savings on all these goodies

FREE mouse pad with orders

over $100.

AudioMasterll

Aunt Arctic Adventure

Battle Chess

Battle Tech

Blood Money

Dark Castle

Deluxe Music 2.0

DeluxePaintlll

Double Dragon

Dragon's Lair

Dungeon Master

FA'1 B Interceptor

Falcon

Intro Cad

Kind Words

King's Quest 1

King'sQuestll

King's Quest 111

Lords oftheRising Sun

OutRun

Phasar

Pioneer Plague

Publisher Plus

Rocket Ranger

Rush N1 Attack

Sinbad & Throne of Falcon

S 71.95

25.95

34.95

36.95

29.95

32.95

72.95

109.95

29.95

41.95

27.95

37.95

36.95

56.95

59.95

37.95

37.95

37.95

34.95

34.95

63.95

28.95

49.95

35.95

29.95

19.95

Sonix

Spellbound

Sword of Sodan

Test Drive II

The Three Stooges

Total Eclipse

TV Sports Football

V.I.P. Virus proteclion

Warlock

Where In World Is Carmen

Who Framed Roger Rabbit

Who! What! When! Where!

Enhancer Amiga DOS 1.3

Accessories & Hardware

Epyx Joystick

ErgoStick Joystick

Internal tW Floppy Drive

for 2000

California 3.5" drive

Supra 2400 Baud Modem

Spirit SC 501 ViMeg.

Trapdoor internal expan

sion with clock calendar

for Amiga 500.

S56.95

28.95

35.95

29.95

35.95

29.95

34.95

29.95

20.95

32.95

32.95

65.95

20.95

14.95

19.95

105.00

139.95

145.95

63.95

plus shipping & handling

Don't see it here? We've probably got it. Call us.

Your Amiga Source

m PO Box 575719

W Murray, Utah 84157-5719
COM PUTER 1 800 347 8004

UL-3
The ULTRA-POWERFUL Backup tool for your AmigaL

This utilily interprets jusl about every aspect of

the Amiga system; from slariciird to non-standard

DOS. RawCopy V1.3 is buJi a standard and a

parameter copier, F-'ilially, you will be able to

expand your protection In new software releases

withoul buying a totally new back-up program.

Micro Systems International has an update

policy munaiched by oilier copiers. MSI

guaranties a! least four updates pe; year, each

packed with new parameters IJial require only

the click of tic suit key.

RawCopy VI.3 is .simple to use and has special

features to allo* the user to back-up copy

protected software. A program such as

RawCopy V1.3 is nctcssary for today's user.

All tlxi Oftcil a favorite game in utility will

develop a read-wrile cnor after extensive use.

RawCopy V1.3 allows you to make archival

back-up copies of yuur software to protect your

lhc#i Back-up Utility

KawCopy V1.3... Setting the Standard For The Competition to Follow,

• I.Itimn<i(I--. Whflet, donglc, and mtiiittul protected sortwuro.

• Friendly and Helpful Cuslomor unti Technical Support.

0 lipgrudes offered every 'J month* (at lc»st JO nuw parameters).

• Error Checker. Ram Buffer, Extended Cylinder, und much mom.

0 < !>|iii-. software thai no othur* will.

WHY SETTLE FOR JUST A COPIER . .. WHEN YOU CAN HAVE

KAV

VISA

NOW SHIPPING

$59.95

Call Today or visit your favorite dealer

(3131 654-8402 Orders and Inrormullom

(313) 654-8405 Technical Support

mil
Micro
Systems
rnternational

11+1 Monro* Si.

Corlelon, Ml 4K117



™ v3
Why Is This Program America's Favorite Disk Utility System?

All over Ifte counliy. packs of imilalors are running themselves ragged trying 10 answer Ihat question. They wanl lo know why

we're so popular They wanl to know what makes Maverick so special Well, guess what ■ we're going to tell them.
Maverick is Ihe physical emboflimeni ol a philosphy that has always been ihe foundation that Kracker Jan products are built

on-Work ashardasyoucan to createihe very best product youcan. And then improve it Such (Slhe case rtith trie new Maverick v3
Maverick is already the most poweriul archival system money can buy So how do you improve on that' By adding exclusive

new features like these

• A new RAM E«pans*on Unit support module that allows HEU owners lo enjoy lightning fast response with Maverick s
Ouick File Copier & Fast Single Data Copier utilities - no more disk swaps1

• 64k video ram support (or 128Ds or Ci28s with 64k ol video RAM This provides a memory bulier lor enhanced
copying capabilities

• Have you ever lost valuable data lo a fatal error on Track i 8"? Ever done a short NEW and then wished you hadn't?

Our new Automatic Directory Recovery Utility recreates Track 18 on 1541 formatted disks to recover your tiles! This
does hours of intense, critical recovery work for you automatically' Similar to an item on INFO Magazine's March
1989 Wish List" of dream utilities Ihey'd like to seel

• An all new Advanced Sector Editor with 100^ ML coding for blazing speed and superior performance1 Full featured

- allows editing in ASCII. HEX, and even tlibdiienibly modes! Even includes comprehensive on-line help screens'
• And for GEOS 2.0 owners wuh 1581 drives Maverick v3s GEOS Toolkit has a new utility that allows you to

transier the incredible GEOS v20 over lo your high speed, high capacity 1581 drive1 This translers everything -
which means you can run the 64 or the 128 version from the 1581 alone, WITHOUT using ihe 5 1 A" disks at all1

And Ihe 800K 1581 disk leaves you plenty of room lo transfer all your GEOS applications over to the same disk'

This is a MUST FOR SERIOUS GEOS users who want to unleash the true power ol Berkeley Softworks revolutionary
operating environment.

• MORE PARAMETERS'Maverick v3 now boasts over 400 parameters Ihat either copy or entirely 'break' Ihe potentially

destructive protection schemes of some of the word's tinesl software Current Maverick owners know how dynamic

our parameters have been, but even they will be amazed by Ihe enhancements and additions we've made, me uding

new parameters and Special RAMBOard support capabilities exclusive to Maverick v3!

• Enhanced RAMBOard' Suppori Beginning with parameter Module #3. we gave you the ability lo copy the Pocket
2.0 series Of productivity software Then Module #4 gave you parameters for 6 V-Man' protected lilies - parameters

that left the competition stunned, because OUR parameters did NOT require physical drive speed modilictions to
work Now Module #5, included with Maverick v3, will forever separate us from the imitalors Hying in vain to keep

up with us There are over TWENTY new RAMBOard support parameters that are without equal, plus a large number

of Special parameters that don't require the use ol RAMBOard at all1 And our new V-MAX1 parameters utilize

proprietary read write verification routines Ihat not only eliminate the need lo alter drive speeds, but also save you
from having to 'copy till it boots" a sure sign of an inferior product

All of these new features are in addition to Ihe amazing array of utilities that have always been found in Maverick If there s a

better value on the market today, we d ike lo see it

One more Ihmg the neit time you Ihink about buying a program. remember that you re also buying a bit ol the company that

makes that program Will they be there for you in the future'' You know we will Because you've made us the most successful

Commodore man order house in Ihe counlry -See our review in INFO'S July/Aug '89 Issue!

The New MAVERICK v3.0 - Only $34.95
NOW INCLUDES PARAMETER MODULES 1, 2, 3, 4, AND 5

Maverick v3(Formerty Renegade) isavailabie from Software Support International. Products that work ■ from a company that cares

ADDITIONAL

MAVERICK

FEATURES

• 15411571/1581 fast file copier - any direction

• Single or dual state of the art Nibbler

• GCR Editor for the experienced hacker

• Parameters (or those tough to backup disks

• GEOS" Module: PARAMETERS & TOOLS

• GEOS" file copier - works under desktop

• GEOS" sector editor - works under desktop

• Error scanner with unique sector editor

• Single of dual drive high speed data copier

• Directory editor helps you organize your disks

• Scro'ling ML monitor with Drive Mon

• Byte pattern scanner for high speed searches

• Works with C-64'C-128 & 1541/1571 1581 drives

• Extensive 40 page documentation included

• EXCLUSIVE Popular subscriber service available

• Technical support from our staff experts.

Attention: Registered Maverick owners!

Maverick V3.0 Upgrade is now available

Only $9.95

Parameter Module #6 is also available

Includes #2, 3, 4, & 5

Only $9.95

WELCOME TO HACK U
A School Of Higher Learning For A Select Few.

Welcome. This is a different kind of school. Here, we will leach you about power.

The power of knowledge. The power of mastering a very specialized discipline.

And the power of ihe Commodore 64 128.

Not everyone can qualify to enter Hack U. You've got fo be self-motivated -

we're certainly not going to come to your house and hold your hand. You've got

lo be driven - mastering the Commodore can be a long |ourney, and is nol

recommended for the faint of spirit. And you've got to be intelligent ■ but your

intellect must be tempered with equal doses of creativity and patience.

Think you qualify? Good. Not many do But there is one more thing you need

to bring with you. Curiosity. Overwhelming, insatiable curiosity. Because that's

trie fuel we'll use to power you on this journey.

If you're among the few to still be with us, congratulations. This is where your

journey begins. The combined experiences of those who came before you are

here, available lor you lo use whenever you're ready. All it takes is making the

first step.

* THE CSM NEWSLETTER COMPENDIUM ' $29.95

1 From 1984 to 1986. the Golden Years of Commodore hacking, the CSM Newsletters
were THE best source of inside information on the complex world of copy protection.

This compendium provides you with Ihe very best lips, tricks, hardware modifications

and expert copy protection cracking techniques! If you're hungry for knowledge, this is

a great source, and highly recomended by Ihe Kracker Jax team.

* THE CSM PROGRAM PROTECTION MANUAL VOLI S24.95

The CSM books are the logical starting place to begin your higher education in copy

protection CSM. the original central clearing house of specialized info for hackers, put their

best knowledge into these two books. Volume I provides an overview ol copy protection

issues and provides you with a foundation of information to begin building on.

* THE CSM PROGRAM PROTECTION MANUAL VOL I! S29.95

Volume II begins where Volume 1 left off. It covers the evolution of copy protection schemes;

auloboots; interrupts & resets; compilers, undocumented opcodes, encrypted programs;

machine language: GCR data recording & reading; custom DOS routines like half-tracks,

exiras sectors, & modified formats; decryption & decoding techniques, and much more!

This is a MUST READ for all serious Commodore users.

# KRACKER JAX REVEALED: VOLUMES I. II. & III; S23.50 Per Volume

No serious hacker can be unfamiliar with the Kracker Jax name. The experts who created Ihe

award winning series of deproteclion parameters were brought together lo create a graduate
course of inside information for the truly serious student of hacking. This is not an easy course
- we strongly recommend that you don't even try ihe Revealed books until you study (or have
experience equivalenl to) the information rn the CSM materials described above. But once

you're ready, you'll find the Kracker Jax Revealed books lo be the final step on the path to
copy protection mastery.

KRACKER JAX REVEALED Book I

Uses 20 specific tutorials to introduce you to Ihe unique concepts used by the Kracker Jax
team Includes a ML monitor, sector editor, error scanner, reset switch, & more.

KRACKER JAX REVEALED Book II

Gives you 20 more examples, and also reveals Ihe secrets of the famous Rapidlok " copy
protection system1 Includes the legendary HesMon" machine language monitor cartridge at
NO ADDITIONAL CHARGE!

KRACKER JAX REVEALED Book III

Is the Imal book in the Revealed series Here, the student becomes the master as we show

you how to create your own copy protection schemes, including one that can NOT be copied
by any mbbler currently on the market! This book takes you deep inside the 1541 itselt. where
the new breed of ultra tough protection lives. Order now & get our famous S19-95 Hacker's

Utility Kit software package FREE'

SOFTUJRRE
PLEASE READ BEFORE ORDERING: We accept rwey cites certified checks. VISA. M C and. Discover Mail yOUr Ordef to: Software Support, Int.
PrffviousSofrwseSuppcnaistorrefsmayuseCOD and personal cherts Orders sr^ped to U S A [«staiesi 2700 NE AndresenRoad Vancouver. WA98661
FPO.A.P0 c possesses ptease add S3 50 per orrtw '<y S & H U S. sfippmg is by UPS ground «i most

caws FAST Jnd DAY AIR avaiaMe aodii M pei pound UtKona: lU.S «statesoniyt AJaska or Haw* fal
orders shipped 2nd day an) please aod S7 50 per order lot S S H COD available to U S customers only (50

s:atHl add S2 75 along wrh you-S & H charges pet «aet Caradianajslomera may calculate iheSSHcharges

6y including $4 00 iminurium charge) lor tne i«st two pieces ol SOFTWARE and St 00 ta each additional pece

per sflipmeni All mories musl be submitied m U S lumJs Canadians must call or mite lor hardware shipping
charges Foreign customers must call or wnie lor shipping etiatges Defective items are replaced al no charge if

sent postpaid Aiimsiockordersareprocessedwrtl^Jhou-s US SOFTWARE orders oveiSiOQ will be shipped
2nd Day Air at our regirat S3 50 S & H charge (48 siaies or>.y) Washington residents piease add 7 f>\ additional

lor Sales Tai Ail pnees subject to change All sa'es are final unless authonzed by managemert

DEALERS — WE HAVE THE SUPPORT YOU'RE LOOKING FOR!
INTERNATIONAL



AbacusIS Software ^BfMteftund Software-

T2B Iriemas (bookj . 1736

128 Tricks & Tips (bookl 1736

157; Internals (book) T736

Base Compiler64 24 97

Basic Conner-28 3897

Becker Basic hi Geos 33 97

CaB Pa* 64 . 2» 97
CadPakt2B 3697

Cnan Pa* W 24 97

Chart Paki2B 24 97

Cooo W 2497
Cot»M28 36 97

CPMtor LT>eC--281boQl) 17 36

Fortran &I 25 97

Geos Ira* S Out Book 1756

Geos In&Qe 5 Out Dak 12 76

Geos Tncks £ Tps Book 15 20
Geos Tncks £ Tps Disk 12 76

Super C Compile' 64 36 87
Super C Compiler 12B 3697

Super Pascal 64 38 97

Super Pascal 123 3697

2197

2197

ACCESS
t Urtwan neonxneto

Echelon * bpsack

Heavy Mea

Lfl & Tcum £ E.ec

Uadi5
Mach 1EE

tVorid Class Leader SoaO

WCLBFamCcusw i

WCLBFam Courses 2

WCLaFamCou'sesJ

27 97

25 9!

13 9!

2T97

30 97

24 97

12 97
1297

12 97

ApoBo IS . 12.97

BjsaieGHs! 1B97

Card Sharks 12.97

Fast Break IB97

Fourth & Inches ia 97

Fourth S Inches TeamConsl 1097
Grand Pm Orcurl 19 97

Jack Nicklaus Golf 19.97

Minipult 12.87
Power at Sea 12.97

Hack-em 1897

ServeSVoRey 1897
Steel Thunder 1997

TKO 1897
Test Drive 1897

Test Drive 2 19 97

Test Dnve 2 (Data Super Cms) 1297
Test Dme 2 IData Scenery) 1297

The Train 1297

ACTIVISTTTM
TEXT.MNMLV rCiri

Aiwra 10 57

Apache Strike 12 97
Blackjack Academy

F-14 Tomcal
Faery Ta«s

Fattytae Hnrs

L
Last j

',: i" Frame
Manor Mansion

Maniac Hum Book

Neuromancer

Neuramancer Hints

Predator

Rampage
Shanghai

Sky Travel

USS Ocean Ranger

Zak McKracken
Zak Hints

Cii: Pi!> PIUS' .

Fon! Pack Plus"

Geos 64 V2 0

Geos 123V2 0
Geocal:64

Geocalc128
Geochan 64

GeO*iie&J

Geotoe 128
Geoproorammer 64

Geopubl'Sh 64

2*97

2597

30 97

B97

2197

22 97

25 97

2197

797

2597

12 97

10 97

2t97

10 97

3C9?

219?

18 9?
18 97

36 97

42 97

30 97

42 97
1997

3097

42 97

42 97

12 97

California

- j- Re -.

Psycho

997
1597

997

15 97

wcade Game Const. Set 12.97

Bank Street Writer 30.97

Bank Street Fkf 1897

Carmer Sandwgn Europe . . . 2*37

Carmen Sarvtego USA . 24.97

Carmen Sandwgo Wofid . . 2197

Punt Shoo .--- 8737

Print Stop Companon . . 21 97

P S Graphics Do* 1 . 1597

P S G>atf*s Dak 2 . . 15.97

P S Grapncs Dak 3 . 15.97

PS Hokday Graphics 15.97

Quest lor Clues [tcok) ... 19.97

Sim City 19.97

Star Wars 1897

Oarksde . ... 19.97

Defender of the Crown . .. 21.97

Smoad . . 1297

Rocket Hanger 21 97

Three Stooges . 2197

Warp Speed |C»!| . 30 57

Batman 1697

Guenl-a Wars . . 1957

Ikan Warnore 18.97

Kamov 18.97

KidNfci 18 97

Plaioon . . 18.87

RoboCop 19.97

SpeedBuggy 1B97

Viewy Road 1B.97

19 36

. 7.97

25 48

. 7.97

16 30

25.48

2097

1936

Aiterruie Really City

City Mmt Book

Alternate HeaMy Dungeon

Dungeon Hwi Book

Faeione

Hurt For Red October

Time S M3|ik

Video Title Shoo * Camp i

El tCTRONIC ARTS'

Banl's Tale I 25.48

Bard s Tale I Hints . ... 957

Bad's Tale II . 25.48

BaiO 5 Tale II Hints . . 9.97

Bards Tale III 2548

Bard s Tale III Hmu . . 9.97

Caveman Ugh-lympics .. 19.36

Chessmasler 2100 , ... 27.*7

Chuc* V«agef's AFS . . . 22.42

Oeathloid 1297

Deaihlord Hints 9.97

Douole Dragon . .. 22.42

Instant Muse 12.97

Jordan vs Bud One on One . . 19 36

Maojc CancSe .... .... 2BS7

Mars Saga . . 2242

Maij Saga Huts . . 10 97

Mams Beacon Typing 25 4fl

V gf: & MagK . 24.97

Might S MagK Hnts . . 10.97

Modem Ware 22.42

PapetCirp 3 .... 31.60

PapenOip PuUsner . . . 31.30

Power Play Hockey 17.30

Project FuBsJan 20.38

Skale wO* . . . 193a

Skyio. II .. . ... 1297

Strtw Flew . 1936

Wasteland 25.48

Wasteland Hints ... . . 957

500XJJoystK* 17.95

Aje ot Rage 25.97
BaBtesfy 18 97

Calriomia Games ... . Z*-97
deale A Calendar . ... 1B.97

Destroyer 14.97

Devon Aire 19 97
0r« Bomber .......... 24.97

Fast Load Cartridge . . . 24.97

Final AssauH 14.97

4X4Raang 14.97
The Games Summer Eoraon 24.97

The GamesWmter Edition 24.97

Home Vjdeo Producer 30.97

Impossible Mission II 14.97
LA Ciadntown US7

Legend of Black Silver J4.97

Meooaoss 15.97

Mind Roll 1997
Space Station OWvion 14.97

Sporting News Baseball . ... 24.97
Spons-A-Rora 15.97

Street SportsiBasetial 14.97
Street Sports-Basketball 14.97

Street Sports.Football . . 14.97

Street Sports.Soccer . . . 14.97
Sub Battle Simulator 14.97

Tecnnocop 24.97
Tower Toppler 24.97

FREE SPIRIT
1541,71 Dnve Align 23.97

Basic 8 26.95

SascBTocJKit 1695

Home Designer 29 97

Home Designer Data #1 (CrajB) . 9.97

Newsmaker 128 21.97

Skelcflpad 128 2197
Spectrum 128 . . 2597

Champ Baseball 11.97

Champ. BasketbaJI . ... 11.97

GFLFcotOall 2137
Slar Rank Bonng H . 18.97

Take Doum 1B.97

BoinglTenms . 12.97

iriFoconx

S»sicm.s

Fieiidia* 5 5 24 06

Fleiiloni 20 76

Gtapnics Integrator 2 20 76

Light Pen (184C) 4297
Graph-cs Gallery 1 20 75

Graphics Gallery 2 20 75

MASTERTRONICS'VIRGIN
aartartan 25.97

JotwElway QB .... 1997
Monopoly . 1936

Rok 2597
Soaowe 21.40

Scacplss 25.48

AtiCROPROSE
Airborne Range* 25.97

Destroyer Escort 25 97

F-19 Steaflti Fighter 28 97
Gunsh-p 25 97

Piraies 28 97
Pro Soccer 22 97

fled Storm Rising 28 97

Action Fflhter 1997

Alien Syndrome 19 97

Bad Street Browlei 18 97
Block Buster TB97

Captain Blood . 2197

Clubfiouse Sports IB 97

Comta: Course . 19 97

Cross«»d Magic 19 97

GaLntfet 2t.97
Gauntlet (Deeper Dungeon) 15.97

Incy Jones Temple 0' Own 21.97
Outrun 2297
Poe Position II 1597

Ftoad Raider 19 97
Road Runner 21 97

Space Harrier 19 97

SuperStar Ice Hockey 21 S7

SuperStar Soccer 21 97
Th-jryJHtHade 22 97

Urwmtefl 2197

Autocue! 3038

Ogre 20.40

Times a! Lore 25.97

Ultima 4 39.34

Ultima 5 39 84

Ultima 5 Hints 10.97

LWma Trilogy (1-2-31 39 84

Demon s Winter

Dungeon Master Assistant

Hilslar (ADSO)

Hiiisiar Hintbook

Heroes oi the Lance

Heroes ol the Lance Hints

Phaniasie III

Pool oi Radiance

Pooroi Radiance Hints - -

Questron II ...

Typhoon of Steel

Wargame Construct™ Set

Wizard s Crown

SHARE

20.97

20.97

. . . . 25.97

10 97

. . 19.47

7.97

25.47

25 47

. . 10.95

25.47

. . . . 31.97

. . . 19.47

25 47

"WA
Card Sharks . . . . 9.95

Concentration 9.95

Family Feud 9.95

Jeopardy 9.95

Jeoparc, II 955

Jeopardy Jr 9.95

Sports Jeopardy ... 995

Wheel Of Fortune 9 95

Wheel of Fortune 2 995

Wheel of Fortune 3 995

SOLUTIONS UNLIMITED
Billboard Maker

Grain Link

Icon Factory

Photo Finish

Screen FXwGiaftiLmk

. . . 24.97

1297

24 97

. . 1B97

2197

SPRINGBOARD

Cciiiicatc Maker ....

Certificate Maker UBr 1

Newsroom

Newsroom Opart t or 2 i

P S Graphic Eipanoer

r3

. 14 97

10.97

14.97

. 10 97

23 64

F mh: SmiJawr II

Flight Sm Scenery i

Flight Sm Scenery 2

Flight Sm Scenery 3

Fkjhi Sm Scenery 4
Flight Sm Scenery i

Flight Sm Scenery 6
Fbght Sim Scenes 7

Flight Sm Scenery 11

Flight Sm Scenery Wes; Europe

Flight Sm Scenery Japan

Flight Sim Scenery SanFran

Jet v2 w Japan Scenery

Stealth Mission

3197

1697

1897

1697

1697

1697

16 97

1697

1997

1997

1997

19.97

25 37

3197

Arkanoid

Bubtae Bobble

Operation Woif

Qi

Sky Sharks

Rastan

Renegade

13.97

12.97

12.97

19.97

IB. 97

19 97

19 97

1297

Accounts Payatte

Accouris Receivab*

Data Manager 2

Data Manager 128

Eienrowc Checkbook

General Ledger

Pafirw64

Partoe'128

Payroll Management

Swltcat Sideways 64

Ssirrcac Sideways 128

Word Writer 4

W«awnter128

. 33.36

33.3E

17.16

. 33.36

. 1392

3336

33 36

3984

33M
17 16

3336

3336

. 3336

III)

An Gallery 3

PrmtmasW Art t 4 2 Combo

Pnntmaster Pis ...

2297

2197

MISCELLANEOUS
Advanced An Sutfo . ... 27.B7

Art WonBndgeSO . 21.97

Big Blue Reader 128CPM . 27.97

Bobs Term Pro 64 30.97

Bobs Term Pro 128 3697

BW Business Form Shop 2497

Glut Backgammon 2040

CSM Protection Manual I . . . 2497

CSM Protection Manual II 29 97

Doodle .... 3497

Elementary Commodore (Book] . 7.95

Ekte Hint Book [Leroy) 6.97

Fort Master 2 30.97

Fort Master 12B 36.97

Genealogy Family Tree 64 38.97

Geneoiogy Family Tiee 128 36.97

Hes Mon 54 (cart) , ,9 95

Hole In One Go" 19 97

Horeymooners 19,97

HTCAD3D . .30 97

Merlin Assembler 64 30 97

Menm AssemOler ies 42 97

Ucroleague WWF Wresnmq 24.95

Paul Whriehead Cness . 21.97

Roger RabW ...... . . 1997

SamsC-64Piog BaseRel Gu*Je 1697

Star Err^e 1fcB7

Stnp Poker 18.97

Poker Data Dak 1 1297

Poker Data Disk 2 12.97

Poker Data Disk 3 1297

Superbase 64 25.97

Superbase128 3197

Supabase the Book 13 97

Superscript 64 . . 2295

Superscrpt 128 25 97

Thundeichoppe' 18.97

Twin Cities C-128 Compend (Book| 14 95

Up Periscope 1B.97

Vampire's Empire . 1B.97

Warlock 1997

Wizardry. Sir Tech , , , 24.97

Wuardry 2 . 24.97

Wizardry III ... 25.97

WWF Superstars Data #1 . 1397

Zoom 19.97

ACCESSORIES
1541/71 Senal Cable . . 5.95

154! 7t Power Cable , . S.95

C-128RGBMoriitorCabie( Monochrome)

6.9S

C-64 Color Monitor Cord . . S95

Commodore 64 H D Power Supply . 34 95

Commodore 128 PowwSupoly 4995

RS-232 Menace iSuprai 27 95

MW 350 Punier Interface 49 95

Apiospand64 27 95

Aprospana EitetMet Cabta 1595

Aprotek 1200 Baud MimmodMti C 5995

Aaiotek User Port Enender Cable 1597

Commodorei670Modem|1200Baud| 6995
Commodore 1754 Ram Eipander 129.95

Commodore 1351 Mouse 37 95

Mouse Holder 595

Itoux Mai . a 95

Numeric Key Pad C-64 49 95

Smlme C*4 Replacement Caw 19.97

Computer Hand II ... . BBS

Dsk Mailer 49

1541 Dust Cover 895

1541 II Oust Cover . . a.95

1S71 DustCovet 895

C-64 Dust Cover 8 S5

C64C Dust Cover 8 95

C-t2BDusiCover . , 8.95

C 128 D Dust Cover . 13.95

Disk Notcher-Square Cut . 4.95

5 25" Disk Drive Cleaner . 5.95

10 Cnt Disk Slorage I 95

50 Cnt Disk Storage 8.95

100 Cnt Disk Storage w Lock . 12.95
80Cnt 3 5" Disk Stor wLocV 995

5 35" Disk Labeis-96 cnt 1 00

5 25" DSOD Dakeries-Biaai 39

5 2S"DSDDDiskettes.!0cobrs eacfi .79

Wnte Pio'flcts-ioo cm Back too

Tyve* See»es-Hign Quality ea 09

Sik SMi-Joyst** 6.95

Tac 2-Joysick 10.95
Tac 3-Joysticli . 11.95
Tooch-tl Static Smp 8 95

Suncom Icon Troler 1795

Surge Prmecor Power Pad . 39.95



THE RAMBOard
Beyond Super

RAMBOard does |USI wtial the olher copy card on Itie marfcel floes It adds RAM

Id you* 1541 disk drive 'his RAM is used loaeate a workspace whore custom

software can work r!s magic Copy prelection is evovirK] pasl Itie poni ol rubbers

ar«I otto sotlware-orvy soluttms Believe us, card Based cope's are ihe future

ol archival lectinotagy

So now do you fleode between ou' card ana fliand X"' Don't compare the

sirmlanlies - compare me differences Their card is jjsl 'out tfwe' You buy it. and

that s pretiy mu* ti RAMBOard was designed Irani Ihe very Degmn.ng as an

integral componem in MavercK ■. a comolete systef or ar Suva! loo's anOmoflucis

Their caid puis the burden ol ihe worV on you Are you good al soUJenng' Vou

better Be - me-r card RE3U1HES it On me otrier hand RAMBOaifls require NO
soldering to mstan, me cfify exception Deng a handful ol oklei 1541C5 Thais

nol ail - Ihe other guys say flwy don't use parameters. But what they reai> ™an

is they Con I WRITE parameters The usw is requited lo make speaal cnticai "copy

adjustments' to cony software. Sounds like ceatng pafamelets to us On ihe

oltwhamJ. RAMBOaid uses Maverick parameters, cessned by eipens to instantly

and easly copy today's loughes! tties So when [tie oilier guys say lhat their card

will copy "everything . [hat may be i/ue ■ proviaing ihal you can figure oul the

proper "copy adjusimanr settings tor everything Good luck*

The diltBrences go beyord the product rtse'l Software Support International is the

company thai began with ihe award winning Kracker Jan senus ol archival paramet

ers Our cuslome> support syslem has earned mdusliy praise, and we've estab

lished a reputation lor honesty and miegnty A ciose look at the track record ol

lha other guys will showiusi how deep our differences run So when you're ready

to gel involved with tne luture ol archival technology, pick RAMBOarfl - a product

you can trust. Irom a conpany you can trust

The RAMBOard

1541/1541C Version: $34.95

1541 II Version: S44.95

1571 Version: $49.95
The RAMBOard is an optional Maverick accessory

THE 1750 CLONE
Thanks For The Memory

Mosl Commodore users are content to use their computers
within the constraints placed on them by a limited amount ol

RAM. But some people want more. More speed More power.
And that means just one thing - more memory.

Power users have long known that the ideal solution to their

memory problems is out tnere in the form of Commodore's

incredible 1750 RAM expansion module. Just plug it in and

you've got a whopping 512k of onboard RAM - the same

amount ol memory found on most IBM computers! This is the

memory cartridge that all serious Commodore power users

want. There's only one problem.

You can't find them.

That's right. These RAM units are almost impossible to buy.
We've always specialized in finding solutions lo Commodore

related problems - here's what we came up with

First, we bought brand new Commodore 1764 RAM expan

sion units, the ones with only 256k ol RAM onboard. Nexi, we

had Chip Level Design engineer and produce a custom up

grade that takes a 1764 to a full 512k! That's the same hall

meg of RAM as a regular 1750! Finally, we tested each and

every cartridge, and warranteed them to be freefrom delecls.

Now there's nothing to stop you (rom taking your Commo

dore 54 or 12B to levels of power and sophistication that the

original designers never even dreamed of! II you're using prog

rams like GEOS from Berkeley; the Pocket Series from Digital

Soutions: luture versions of Maverick from Kracker Jax; Fleet

System IV from Professional Software; or the potent PaperClip

Ml from Batteries Included: if you're using ANY ol these prog

rams, you wont believe the difference that the extra memory

makes!

IMPORTANT NOTES - READ CAREFULLY

•C-64/64c (but NOT C-128.128D) owners MUST buy a heavy-
duty power supply to use these units. The power supply is

NOT included - it is available from us seperately.

" II you ALREADY own a 1764 RAM cartridge, we can upgrade
it lor you. Your unit MUST be in perfect working order for us
to upgrade it. The turnaround time on upgrades is approx. 2

weeks. It will NOT be necessary lor you to purchase a new

power supply - Ihe one lhat came with your 1764 will still work
fine.

THE 1750 CLONE

ONLY $199.95
1764 UPGRADE

ONLY $124.95

THE 1581 TOOLKIT V2
If You've Been Waiting For A Sign, This Is It.

Introducing the 1581 Toolkit Version 2, the newest incarnation of the best program you can buy lor your 1581 disk drive
How good is if Well. VI received 4 1 2 of a possible 5 stars from INFO" magazine ■ and V2 is even belter What can it

Oo for you' Picture using youi 1581 with a

* Fast Disk Copier * Track 4 Sector Editor

* Fast File Copier # Directory Editor

* Byte Pattern Search * Error Scanner

* Part I lion Creator + Relocatable Fast Loader

* Ullratast Formatter « FileTrackSSeCIOrTracer

And V2 adds many new or enhanced lealures. like the tact that both our single drive last data copier and fast Me copier
now support Ihe 1764 1750 RAM expansion units for super-fast one pass copies, or like Our 64k video RAM support lor 128

owners' And remember also thai all of our 1581 Toolkit utilities use hyperfast reaO write routines and whetever appropriate,

allow lull access to partitions.

So whether you re thinking about buying a 1581 drive or you already Own a 1581 drive, we guarantee you II ne^er really

USE a 1581 dnve until you've got your hands on the 158! Toolkit

NEW LOW PRICE:

THE 1581 TOOLKIT (3.5 disk) NOW ONLY
VERSION 1 OWNERS: Upgrade lo V2 by Sending US your Original Toolkit V1 disk along with S9.95 plus S'H

to compile. This exhaustive manual will show you the inner workings of the 1581 as nothing else can. Order now. and well
include some additional utilities like a machine language monitor with DriveMon ■ the perfect companion lo The 1581 DOS

Reference Guide1

THE 1581 DOS REFERENCE GUIDE / $14.95
SPECIAL OFFER: GET BOTH THE 1581 REFERENCE GUIDE AND THE 1561 TOOLKIT FOR ONLY S34.95

Super Snapshot V4
When The Going Gets Tough, The Tough Get Enhanced

A lot of people are probably telling you to get rid of your Commodore They say that the 8-bit machines just aren't
good enough anymore. Bull biscuits. You don't need a new machine - you |ust need some new capabilities.
Imagine having a powerful set of advanced utilities actually built right into your Commodore's operating system,
available Irom the instant you power up. That's what having a Super Snapshot cartridge is like.
The fact is, the cartridge just has loo many features 10 go into detail here, but picture how you'd feel about your

computer if, at the touch of a button, you could:
* Load programs up lo 15 limes faster!
* Send Screen Dumps to your printer or Disk Drive.

* Archive many programs into an unprotected format.

+ Examine and manipulate running programs.
Even the IBM- and the Mac- can't do what a Commodore can when it's enhanced with the Super Snapshot
cartridge. Don't sell your system short - our multi-function cartridge will transform your Commodore into a machine
you can be proud of. The Commodore computer and Super Snapshot V4 the power team lor power users!

Super Snapshot v4 - Only $64.95
ATTENTION 128 OWNERS: C-64 Disable Switch available. Allows you to boot C-12B software WITHOUT removing

your Super Snapshot cartridge! Add S8.00. PAL VERSION AVAILABLE: Add S4.00 more per unit for shipping.

Also Available: THE SLIDESHOW CREATOR
Now you can create dazzling slideshows from eye-catching screens that you've captured with Super Snapshot'

Otiions include fade in fade out. shutter on off. pop on off, slide on off. Use any ol 10 different tonts to display

your personalized, scrolling messages'

Super Snapshot Slideshow Creator - Only $14.95

ATTENTION C-128 OWNERS
Solderless 64K Video RAM Upgrade

WK of video RAM. we should tie seeing 128 programs

Mdiess this fantastic new feature soon

BASIC 8 a leaoy has the capacity ol using a 164K of

vitreo RAM If you cwn the C-12B m stock condition,

you own al 16K of video RAM that Commodore let
was necessary Using Ba&c 9 format and the full MK

of video BAM provides you with the ability to scoi
through video memory as weB as enhanced color resol

ution

Up mm no*, to upgrade the C-12B lo 64K ol video
RAM you would have io firsl seafch out the compo
nents, then lind a competent lepair oul'ei to desolder

and nsia.i me parts What a hassle!
SOLUTION — We have developed a module that am
ply plugs in to Itie molher board of your C-123 Ho
splattered solder—No heat damage— No hassle.

Inc'udes easy lo follow msta laiton instructions, a lest
pfogram to verify proper insia'tation. and the plug in

BiK Video RAM Upgrade

RAM UPGRADE

Only. . $49.95

XRACKER JAX VOLUMES 1 -7
We Just Made A Good Thing Better ■

Without Lifting A Finger.

Kracker Jan. our ground breaking series of copy parameters,

was always a superior product. When we made il. we made

it right. So how can we improve it now? Easy. We slashed Ihe

price!

Each Volume of Kracker Jax allows you to make Unprotected

versions ol around 100 specific popular titles. No special knowl

edge of tools are required Each Volume originally sold for

$19.95. So if you wanted all 7 Volumes, it would have cost

you $139 65. But now. you can buy each Volume for only

$9.95 or for you bargain hunters, you can buy ALL 7 VOL

UMES FOR ONLY $29.95! That woiks out to a cost of only

S4.28 eachi

We've also cut the price on The Shotgun II, one of the most

powerful nibblers ever produced Originally S14 95. you can

now own it for only S3.95!

And just because (here's a remote chance that it mighi be

your birthday, we'll go one Step further Buy the Kracker Jax

Volume 1 -7 package for $29.95, and well throw mThe Shot

gun II nibbler FREE! Quite a deal, huh? But if you want it.

better hurry - supplies are limited. After all. nothing good lasts

forever

PLEASE READ BEFORE ORDERING: We accept money order;, certified checks. VISA. MC and. Oiscovh
OnrT 11 n fi r Previous Software Supper; as'.omers may use C 0 D. and personal checks Orders snipped toUS A i48 stale;!
OUhl I JrlKb FPO AP.O or possessions. pease add S3 50 per oreer for S S H U S shipping is by UPS ground in mos

cases FAST 2nd DAY AIR «vailat!e: add Si.Mpe;pourosdd'.onaHUS 48states orlyl A'aska or Hawaii [i
orders Shaped 2nd Say arr). please add S7 50 per order loi S & H COD avanaCeloUS customers only (50
sta'ES) add S2 75 a^ong with youi S & H chafes perW Caiadiar customers n-sy ca culate the i i H cnatges
Ov inc:udinq S4 CO imniTiun cfaige) lor the first two pieces ol SOFTWARE and Si DO 'or each additional piece
h, shipment All morws musl W subcnred in U.S. lunds Canadians musl ca 1 a nmte 'or hardware Strong
charqas Foreign cusiomws must call o» write lor snippy cftatges Defective rtems are ttpacw a: no charge t
Hrtpos'saidX ,n stock orders are processed wittiiR!4rwifs US SOFTWARE ork'soverSiWwli be sfvqoed
yd Day An at our rejjiar S3 50 S & H charge (48 sffie; onyi Washng-on resCerts p«ase add 7 f
for Saes Tax H pnces suSiect to change A; I sales a;e taa unless autrwzed 6y mans

Mail your order to: Sottware Support, Int.

2700NEAndresenRoad Vancouver,WA98661

INTERNATIONAL
DEALERS — WE HAVE THE SUPPORT YOU'RE LOOKING FOR!
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INFO UNCLASSIFIEDS

S3.00 per word

Send with check or money order to:

INFO Unclassifieds

123 N. Linn St., Suite 2A

Iowa City, LA. 52245

Ads received with payment by

Sept. II, 1989 will appear in

issue #29 (on sale Oci. 24, 1989).

WANTED POR INTO MUSEUM: Commodore

LED watch and calculator. Call or write lo INTO

Magazine. 319-338-0070.

AMIGA-COMMODORE EXCLUSIVE PARTS and

diagnostics: 6526..S12.95, 6567..S 16.95,

6510..S10.95, 6581..S12.00,PLA(82SI0O)..S13.00,

901 Series ROMS..S11.95, 8364(PAULA)..S56.95,

68010-S..S29.95, 8362(DENTSE)..S56.95,

8370CF.AGNUS)..S61.50.8386(GARY)..S17.25,

8520-A1..S17.95.A501 upgrade ROM

module..S147.00. 8372-AGXUS..S119.00,

315-093-02(1.3 ROM)..S29.95. JUST OUT..The

COMMODORIi DIAGNOSTICIAN II, Newly

revised and updated for all machines. A fantastic

tool that Locates faulty chips on CBM and 154] disk

drives..S6.95. (Dealer prices available)

GRAPEVINE GROUP, Inc., 35 Charlotte Drive,

Wesley Hills, NY 10977. 1-800-292-7445 or

914-354-4448.

HARDWARE GALORE! Chinon 3.5" internal

SI09, Maxtor 96MB SCSI S699. and much more!

Special savings on the Supergen 2000's. Vidtek

Scanlock, and MAST Performance Plus hard drives

from Electronic Ecstasy. Price quotes or info:

805-682-8330. Orders: 800-999-9670.

PLAYING ROM ROULETTE? By adding the KSW

KickSwilch io an Amiga 500/2000, you can switch

select the KickStart ROM of your choice. ROMs not

included. S45.00 postage paid. The KSW Company,

Box 160, West Milton, Ohio 45383. (513) 698-563S

- Dealer Inquiries Welcome.

HAM FRACTALS FOR AMIGA. New HAMandel

2.0: Improved user interface, faster, sharper

Mandelbrot and Julia Sets, 6S020 support, automatic

Xprecision (magnify up to 10 trillion). Compatible

with PhoionPaint, TurboSilver, others. Still S39.95.

Animation module $20.00 additional. Demo disks

S5.00 each. Califomians add 6%. Shipping S1.25.

MegiigcM, 1903 Adria, Santa Maria, CA 93454.

(805)349-1104.

COMMODORE/AMIGA CHIPS, Massive

Inventory, Same Day Shipment. REPAIRS C-64,

S34.95 plus UPS; C-128, S69.95 plus UPS. Q.E.P.

Co., Inc. Kasara Microsystems Division, Stony

Point, NY 10980, 1-800-248-2983 or914-942-2252.

INTO ISSUES 1 THRU 27. All Mint. S85.OO plus

UPS. Box 1024, USallc.IL 61301.

AMIGA ANTM BRUSH ART. Useful and unique

Animated Objects, Including 3-D Style Rotating

Text. Each disk $9.95. 4 Disk Set S29.95. Demo

Disk S5.00. Write for free info: JLVM Studios, Star

Rte. Box 237, Bloominglon, NY 12411.

WHY PAY MORE? Quality 3.5 DS/DD Diskettes

with labels: S0.79 per diskette. 100 or more S0.74

each. Please include S1.00 per 25 diskettes S & 11

(SI.00 minimum). ClearLighi Software, Dept-I, P.O.

Box 1411, Milwaukee, WI 53201.

SPOC IS THE MOST FUN you ever had. With your

Amiga, that is! Great original entertainment

software. S25 for SPOC Disk. SPOC, BOX 299,

Kiowa, OK 74553.

WORDSTAR C128: CP/M S39.95 Complete with

736 page manual, keytops. Version 2.26 c MicroPro.

PDSCCO, 33 Gold L3, New York, NY 10038.

800-221-7372.

THE AMIGA GAMER! The Buyer's Guide lo

Amiga I-nlcrtainmcni Software!!! Sample Copy

S2.95. P.O. Box 9, Patterson, NC 28661.

ROCKLV AMIGA SMUSic Disk! Over an hour of

4-voice multitasking background music, mostly rock.

Send address with S10 to: Peggy Harrington, 576

Hanover, Livcrrmire, CA 94550.

FREE INT'OPAD! , high quality mousepad with your

2 Year 12 issue Subscription or renewal to INTO

Magazine! Call Judi at 319-338-0703 weekdays.

COMPUTER REPAIR. FAST TURNAROUND!

C64/1541..S35.00, C128/1571..S59.00 (board only).

Send for parts catalog. Visa/MC. Computer Shop of

AL, 1310 Second Ave. NW, Suite C, Cullman, AL

35055. Commodore Authorized Service Center.

205-739-0040.

Due to INFO's continuing concerns about

piracy, and the difficulty of screening

public domain collections for copyright

violations, INFO has never printed ads for

software "rentals", and will no longer be

printing ads for public domain collections.
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Aloha Fonts L

Ampex Systems

AROCK, Inc.

ASDG, Inc.

B & B Computers

Beeshu, Inc.

Beeshu, Inc.

Bethesda Softworks

Central Coast Software

Computer Mart

Computer System Assoc.

DDM Technologies

Digital Creations

Free Spirit Software

Fuller Computer Systems

Iconoclassic Software

INFO Back Issues

INFO Subscriptions

InnerPrise, Inc.

Kara Computer Graphics

Lake Forest Logic

Logotron Recreation

Melbourne House

Micro Systems Intl.

Micro Systems Software

NewTek, Inc.

NewTek, Inc.

NewTek, Inc.

One Byte, Inc.

Premier Software

Pixelations, Inc.

R & DL Productions

Redmond Cable

Software Support, Intl.

Software Support, Intl.

Software Support, Intl.

Taito, Inc.

Taito, Inc.

The Memory Location

Right Answers Group

Twin Cities 128

Visionary, Ltd.
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Computer

Mart
Same Low Price

SUPRA 2400 MODEM

$129.00
HAYES COMPATIBLE

300/1200/2400 BAUD

SOFTWARE

3-DEMON

3D FANCY FONTS

AAARGH

AC BASIC

AC FORTRAN

AEGIS DRAW2000

ALTERNATE REALITY

ANALYTIC ART

ANALYZE 2.0

ANDROMEDA MISSION

ANIMAGIC

ANIMATE 3D

ANiMATCR APPRENTICE

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN

AREXX

ARKANO D

ASSEMPRO

ATALK III

ATREDES BBS PRO

ATREDES TERMINAL

AWARD MAKER

AWE ARCADE VOL !

BAD

BARDS TALE II

BATTLE CHESS

BBS-PC

BENCHMARK MODULA 3

BENCHMARK LIBRARIES

BLITZ. ON THE AROENNE

BREACH

BRIDGE 5 0

BUBBLE BOBBLE

BUBBLE GHOST

BUTCHER 2.0

CALIFORNIA GAMES

CALLIGRAPHER

CAPE 681 ASSEMBLER

CAPONE

CAPTAIN BLOOD

CARRIER COMMAND

CENTERFOLD SQUARES

CHESSMASTER 2000

CHRONOGUEST

CITY DESK

COMICSETTER

COMICSETTER DATA DISKS

CRITICS CHOICE

CYBER COMPLEX

CYGNUS ED PRO

DARK CASTLES

DATARETRIEVE

DECIMAL DUNGEON

DEFCON 5

DELUXE HELP DISKS

DELUXE MUSIC 2.0

DELUXE PAINT III

□ELUXE PHOTO LAB

DELUXE PRINT II

DELUXE PRODUCTIONS

DELUXE VIDEO 1 2

DEMON S WINTER

DESIGN 3D

OESTROYER

DEVPAK ASSEMBLER

DIGA

DIGI PAINT

DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR TOOLKIT

DISCOVERY DATA DISKS

DISCOVERY MATH

DISC SPELL

DISC TRIVIA

DISK MASTER

DISK MECHANIC

DOS TO DOS

DOUGS MATH AOUARIUM

DR. T'S SOFTWARE

69 00

48.00

21 00

135 00

198 00

168 00

25.00

38 00

62.00

25.00
63 PO

95 00

187 00

22.00

30.00

25.00

69 00

60 00

90 00

30.00

32.00

35 00

30 00

37.00

30.00

=2.00

138 00

69.00

37 00

ZHQD

22.00

26 00

25.00

23 00

27 00

75.00

£5.00

35.00

3! 00

28.00

20.00

31.00

2-100

95.00

66.00

22 00

150.00

21.00

60,00

2S00

53.00

32 00

28 00

22 00

69.00

SS.00

57.00

138 DC

86.00

?4 QQ

60 00

27.00

eo.oa

51.00

41.00

44.00

33 B0

14.00

28.00

28.00

28.00

48,00

55 0C

32.00

5t.OO

Ml

DRAGON'S LAIR

DRUM STUDIO

DUNGEON VASTER

DYNAMIC Dfl'JMS

DYNAMIC STUDIO

EARL WEAVER BASEBALL

EMERALD MINES

EMERALD MINES II

EMPIRE

EMPIRE STRKESBACK

ENCHANTER

EUHOPEAN SCENERY DISK

EXCELLENCE

EXPRESS PA NT 3 0

FA INTERCEPTOR

FACC II

FAERY TALE ADVENTURE

FAERY TALE HINT BOOK

FALCON

33.00

30.00

51.00

13B.00

35.00

13 00

28 00

35.00

24 00

21.00

18.00

174.00

78.00

35.00

24.00

35 00

10 00

anno

HOT LICKS 32 00

HUMAN DESIGN 22.00

HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER 35 00

HVBRIS 24 00

INDOOR SPORTS 35.00

INOVATOOLS11 55 00

INSANITY FIGHT 28 00

INTELUTYPE 35 00

INTERCHANGE 32 0O

INTERFONT 72.M

INTERNATIONAL SOCCER 34 00

INTROCAD 51 00

INVESTORS ADVANTAGE 66 00

JACK NICHOLAS GOLF 30 00

JET 36.00

JET SET UTILITIES 24 00

JEWELS OF DARKNESS 31 00

JINXTER 38 00

JOE BLADE 21.00

KAMPFGRUPPE 39.00

KARATE KID II 2B 00

KARATE KING 19.00

KARTING GRAND PRIX 19 00

KINDERAMA 32 00

KIN'DWORDS 63.00

KING OF CHICAGO 35.00

KINGDOMS OF ENGLAND 30.00

LANCELOT 26.00

LAS VEGAS 19.00

LATTICE C 50 304.00

LAZEHSCRIPT 29 00

LEADER BOARD DJAL PACK 21.00

LEATHER GODDESSES 26.00

LEXCHECK 27.00

LIGHTS. CAMERA. ACTION 51.00

LINKWORD LANGUAGES 19.00

TM

A2000 HardCards

40 MEG nms $799

80MEGnms $1199

100 MEGnms $1449

FAMILY TREE 30.00

FANTAVISION 38.00

FERRARI FORMULA i 35.00

FINE PRINT 30.00

FIRE POWER 16.00

FIRST LETTERS &. WORDS 35.00

FIRST SHAPES 35.00

FLIGHT PATH 737 19.00

FLIGHT SIMULATOR II 36.00

FLIPSIDE 38.00

FLOW 65.00

FORMS IN FUGHT II 72.00

FORTRESS UNDERGROUND 19.00

FRACTION ACTION 32.00

GALILEO 2 0 44.00

GETTIS3URG 42.00

GIZMOS 2.0 44.00

GNOME RANGER 14.00

GOLD RUNNER 28.00

GOLD SPELLII 29.00

GOLDEN PATH 32.00

GOMF 3.0 24.00

GOMF 3 OW'BUTTON 51.00

GRABSIT 21.00

GRADE MANAGER 52.00

GRAPHIC STUDIO 38.00

GREAT STATES II 25.00

GRID START 19,00

GAUNTLET II 35 0:

HACKER II 2B.00

HARDBALL 28 00

HARRIER COMBAT SIM. 35.00

HARRIER MISSION 19.00

MEAD COACH 35 00

HEROES OF THE LANCE 26.00

HITCHHIKERS GUIDE 21 00

HOLE-IN-ONE MIN GOLF 22.00

HOLLYWOOD POKER 22 00

HOLMES' 35 00

HONEYMOONERS 25.00

LIONS FONTS

LRDS OF THE RISING SUN

LOTTERY MAGIC

LURKING HORROR

MAGELLAN

MANIC INVADERS

MARBLE MADNESS

MASTER TYPE

MATH MAGICIAN

MATH TALK

MATH TALK FRACTIONS

MATH WIZARD

MAVIS BEACON TYPING

MAXIPLAN 500

MAXIPLAN PLUS

MEAN IS

MENACE

METACOMCO PASCAL 2.0

MICROBOT DESIGN DISK

MICROLAWYER

MIDI MAGIC
MIKE THE MAGIC DRAGON

MIMETICS UTILITIES 1

MINI PUTT

MISSION CON-BAT

MISSION ELEVATOR

MODELER 3D

MOE3IUS

MONEY MENTOR

MOVIE CLIPS

MOVIESETTER

MULTI-FORTH

MUSIC MOUSE

MUSIC STUDENT

MUSIC STUDIO

OBLITERATOR

OF THE FLESH

ONE ON ONE

54 00

31 00

1800

28.00

I5S i .■

117.00

19 00

35.00

28 00

28.00

35 00

35.00

32.00

35 00

9*00

126 00

28 00

28 00

81.00

33 00

38 00

92 00

16 00

40 00

24 00

29 00

32.00

88 00

41 00

61.00

21 00

63 00

56 00

50 00

35 00

35 00

28,00

24.00

14 00

ONLINE

OPERATION WOLF

OPTICKS

ORGANIZE

OUTLINE

OUTRUN

P.O.W.

PACBOY

PAGE STREAM

PAGEFLIPPER .FX

PAGESETTER

PALADIN

PERFECT SCORE

PERSECUTORS

PHANTASIE III

PHASAR 3 0

PHOTON CELL ANIMATOR

PHOTON PAINT

PHOTON PAINTS 0

PHO PAINT SURFACE DISK

PIONEER PLAGUE

PIXMATE

PLATOON

PLUTOS

PORT OF CALL

POWER WINDOWS 2 5

PRINTMASTER -

PHISON

PRO ASM

PRO BOARD

PRO MIDI STUDIO

PRO NET

PRO SOUND DESIGNER

PRO VIDEO PLUS

PRO. DATARETRIEVE

PROFESSIONAL PAGE

PROJECT D

PROMISE

PSOWRITE 2.0

O-BALL

OUADRALIENS

QUARTERBACK

OUESTRON II

RAW COPY

ROAD RAIDERS

ROADWAR 2000

ROADWAR EUROPA

ROCKET RANGER

ROGER RABBIT

ROMANTIC ENCOUNTER

RUSHN ATTACK

SARGON III

SCRIBBLE 2 0

SCULPT 3D

SCULPT 4D

SEX VIXENS

SHANGHAI

SILENT SERVICE

SILICON DREAMS

StNBAD S FALCON

SKY CHASE

SKYFOX

SLAYGON

SONIX

SOUND QUEST

45.00

t# oo

6B00

63.00

32 00

29 00

28 00

19 00

13S0O

94 00

94 CO

28 00

55 00

13 00

2B00

56 00

104,00

66 00

90 00

18.00

24 00

44 00

28 00

21 00

32 00

62.00

32.00

ee:;

355 00

125 00

355.00

98.00

179 00

195.00

340 00

32.00

34 00

78.00

21 00

18 00

48 00

32 00

36.00

24.00

2SO0

31.00

35 00

37.00

2B.O0

28.00

35 00

63.00

66.00

419.00

24.00

28.00

28 00

21.00

35 00

27.00

1400

28 00

49.00

CALL

SOURCE LEVEL DEBUGGER 56 00

SPACE OUEST

SPACE STATION OBLIVION

SPELLBOUND

SPELLER BEE

STARGL1DER I!

STELLAR CONFLICT

STELLARYX

STREET CAT

STRIP POKER II

STUDIO MAGIC

SUB BATTLE

3UPER3ACK

SUPERBASE PERSONAL 2

SUPERPLAN

SUPERSTAR ICE HOCKEY

SWORD OF SODAN

35.00

39 00

25 00

35 00

28 00

28 00

24.00

27 00

24 00

63 00

27 00

4S00

87 00

?or oo

99 00

35 00

30 00

ORDER TOLL FREE

800-443-8236
Info and Pricing: 409-560-2826

SYNTHIA

TARGIS

TAX BREAK

TECNOCOP

TELEGAMES

TELEMARS

TE^RORPODS

TEST DRIVE

TEXTPRO

THAI BOXING

THE ACCOUNTANT

THE THREE STOOGES

THE WORKS PLATINUM

THEXDER

THUNDEHBLADE

TIME AND MAGIK

TITAN

TRACER

TURBO SILVER

TV SPORTS FOOTBALL

69 00

24.00

48 0Q

29 00

22.00

38 00

28.00

33.00

53 00

14.00

190.00

35 00

178.00

26 00

30 00

26.00

27.00

22.00

H5.00

29 00

CM 65MEGA500'A1000

CM 65 MEG A2000

CM 85 MEG ASOO'AIOOO

CS-! COPY STAND

CVIEW 1

CVIEW 2

DELUXE MIDI INTFCE

DIGI-DRO1D

DIGI-VIEW 3.0

piGi-VlEW COLD

ECE MIDI

EPYX 500XJJOYSTK

ERGOSTICK JOYSTK

879 00

7D9 00

Bflfl !)0

58 00

35.00

35 00

63 00

62.00

139 00

139O0

50 00

:4.00

1800

EXP. TECH HARD DRIVE KIT2fl6 00

FLASH CARDA2000 S

FLICKER FIXER

FLICKER MASTER

FRAMEGRABBER

FUTURE SOUND

GEN ONE GENLOCK

186 00

510 00

12.00

529 00

136 00

699 00

CALIFORNIA

ACCESS CA-880

NEW LOW PRICE

149.00

TXED PLUS 51.00

ULTIMA IV 41.00

UNINVITED 35 00

UNIV. MILITARY SIM 30.00

V.I.P. 30.00

VIDEO EFFECTS3P 13000

VIDEO TITLER 88 00

VIDEO WIZARD 42 00

VIDEOSCAPE 3D 127 00

WARLOCK 21.00

WAYNE GRETZKY HOCKEY 30.00

WINTER GAMES 14.00

WITCHCRAFT 28.00

WORDPERFECT 199 00

WORLD CLASS LEADER BD 28 00

WSHELL 30 00

X-CAD 414.00

ZAK MCKRACKEN 28.00

ZOETROPE 84 00

HARDWARE

36.00

15.00

575 00

698 00

816 00

GO 64

GO 64 INTERFACE CABLE

GVP 20MEGHARDCARD

GVP 30 MEG HARDCARD

GVP 45 MEG HARDCARD

GVP AUTCBOOT EPROM KIT 39 00

GVP FD20I0FLOPPY 13500

GVP IMPACT A500 CALL

GVP A500 RAM MODULE S6 00

GVP SCSI RAM A2000 OK 1M294 00

GVP SCSI.RAM A20OO OK 2M324 00

GVP SCSI RAM A2000 2M 750 00

HARDFRAME 3000

HD-6A HARD DRIVE CASE

INBOARD OK A1000

INBOARD 512KA1000

INBOARD 1 MEGA1000

INBOARD 1.5 MEG A1000

INBOARD OK A500

INBOARD 1 MEG A500

INBOARD 2 MEG A500

KICKSTART ELIMINATOR

MB01 512KA5O0EXP. OK

8 UP OK

8 UP VV 2 MEG

8 UP VI & MEG

8 UP W 6 MEG

8 UP W 8 MEG

ADAPTEC 4000

ADAPTEC 4070

AIR DRIVE EXT.

AIR DRIVE INT.

AMIGEN GENLOCK

APHODRAW 12 X 12

BUS EXPANDER

C LTD REPLMNT KYBD

C LTD HARD DRIVES

C LTDA500 512KOK

C LTD CORONA SCSI

C LTC SCSI 500

C LTD SCSI 2000

CM 20 MEG ASOO'AIOOO

CM 30 MEG A2000

CM40MEGA500.'A1000

CM 40 MEG A2000

169 00

535 00

CALL

CALL

CALL

126 00

170 00

149 0D

139 95

156 00

480 00

4B5 00

98 00

CALL

30.00

CALL

156 00

H9 00

639 00

539 00

799 00

749 00

CALL for the Latest prices

on the many New Products

just arrived

MEGABOARD 2000 2 MEG

MIDI GOLD A500

MIDI INSIDER A20C0

MIDI STAR

MODEM CABLE A1000

MODEM CABLE A500 A2000

MOUSE MASTER

MOUSE PADS

NEC PINWRITER 2200

PERFECT SOUND

PERFECT VISION

PRO GEN GENLOCK

PROflAM 9 MEG W 2 MEG

SCSI CABLES

SE.ViiTF 5Tl57N48MECi

SEAGATE ST226N 20 MEG

SEAGATE ST251N 40 MEG

SEAGATE ST277N 65 MEG

SEAGATE ST138N 30 MEG

STARDRIVE SCSI CONT.

SI COLOR SPLITTER

STARBOARD II OK

STARBOARD II512K

STARBOARD II 1 MEG

STARBOARD II 2 MEG

SUPER GEN GENLOCK

SlJ^RA 1>4r[) MODEM

BRICK A500 POWER

TIMESAVER

TOOLBOX A1000 3 AMP

TOOLBOX A100O

TOOLBOX A500 1 AMP

TRUMPCARD CONT.

VI-2000RF

VI.500RF

WV-I410 WLENS.CABLE

X SPECS 3D

257 00

135 00

21600

386 00

556 00

726 00

339 00

546 00

653 00

130 00

65 00

479 00

58 P0

65 00

31600

15 00

15 00

37 00

9 00

66.00

189.00

384.00

535.00

25 00

439 DO

34500

440 00

510 00

394 00

635 00

102 00

74 00

260 00

3B5 00

495 00

765.00

699.00

1Z3DD

102.00

55.00

214.00

144 00

152 00

165 00

78.00

78 00

336.00

9J0O

Standard Air

Available on Request

Computer Mart

105 Lynn St.

Nacogdoches, TX 75961

INFO Sept/Oct 1989

SHIPPING IM:(> SonwmnroamSllMwm<MixBOTUWaiwfflfl©f54J)MwmlMM L4.0C0UPS
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DIGI-VIEW
COL

2.

3. Simplythe Best,
The all new Digi-View Gold is the best video digitizer for

the Amiga. Period. Nothing else even comes close. Why?

The secret is that Digi-View Gold captures 2.1 million colors

in memory, giving you an incredible 100,000 apparent

colors on screen simultaneously.

And it's easy to use. Just focus your video camera

on any object or picture, and in seconds Digi-View Gold

turns it into Amiga graphics that glow with vibrant color

and clarity. Whether you are creating graphics for desktop

publishing, presentations, video, or just for fun, Digi-View

Gold gives you dazzling images with amazing simplicity.

Digi-View Gold is designed specifically for the Amiga

500 and 2000, and plugs directly into the parallel port.

Digi-View Gold's powerful image capture and manipulation

software (version 3.0) now has complete control of color

and sharpness, full overscan, extra halfbrite, and a special

line art mode for desktop publishing.

'Requires standard gender changer far use with Amiga 1000. Video camera required; not

included. NewTek sells a video camera, copy siand. and tne Digi-Droid automated tiller wheel

tor Digi-View Gold. If your local retailer doesn't carry these products, call us al 913-354-1146.

Digi-View Gold is a trademark of NewTek, Inc. Amiga is a trademark of Commodore-Amiga. Inc.

Be seeing you!!

Only Digi-View Gold:

• Can digitize in all Amiga resolution modes from 320x200

up to 768x480 (full hi-res overscan)

• Uses 2 to 4096 colors (including extra halfbrite)

• Uses exclusive Enhanced HAM for super fine detail

• Is 100% IFF compatible and works with any graphics

software

• Can digitize 21 bits per pixel (2.1 million colors) for the

highest quality images possible

• Has advanced dithering routines that give an apparent

100,000 colors on screen simultaneously

• Has powerful Image processing controls for complete IFF

picture manipulation

If you want the highest quality graphics for your Amiga,

as easy as 1, 2, 3; then you need the new version of the

best selling video digitizer of all time: Digi-View Gold.

Only $199.95
Digi-View Gold is available now

at your focal Amiga dealer.

Or call 1-800-843-8934

NewTek
INCORPORATED
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SUBSCRIPTIONS

12 Issues

YOU SAVE 40%
off ihe newsstand price!

BACK ISSUES

$5.50 EACH ($6.50 outside USA)

CIRCLE THE ONES YOU WANT:

2 3 6 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

■—i Check here if you prefer your

back issues on microfiche.

SUBSCRIPTION $

BACK ISSUES $
♦ Canada/Mexico: S3G.5O U.S.

•Foreign: $52.50 U.S.

Card # or payment MUST

accompany order. We do not bill.

U.S. funds only! Credit card, check, or money order only. Make payable to: INFO

NAME

I TOTAL $
I

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

□ NEW □ RENEWAL (attach INFO mailing label)

I'll use my VISA

card #

Mastercard

expiration date

Includes Ami

With your 12 or 18 Issue Subscription
or Renewal. While supplies last.

ORDER NOW BY
1

VISA PHONE!
■' with

VISA or MASTERCARD

CALL (319)33841703

signature



WO POSTAGE

NECESSARY

IF MAILED

IN THE

UNITED STATES

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
FIRST CLASS PERMIT NO 171 IOWA CITY, IA.

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

INFO MAGAZINE

P.O. BOX 2300

IOWA CITY, IA 52244-9941
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Yuu*vc just linidu.Ui'd as a nihulks i-imiiK-iT. and there you are in the

Cyhcrntlc-Controi Kihuu ufimeoTI.R.C.'s space freighters, vtith a remote

control mhut let du jour planetary exploration fur you. while ynu cruise

over that weird, artificial planet - Ni^hldawn. lor .starters yitu »i'i a

"y.K.2", an old model but once yuu'vc proved your skill on all ti\e test

levels, vou ::!■( tin- lutest thing in hii-Ji-tft U robots under your itchy lin

gers, the "Explorer MM", and it'.s all yours to test run over the toughest

terrain this .side of the galaxy. Hang on in there, kid, the test is to the limit

and it' you both tail...\ mi'll he tired, that's all.

Distributed by INNERPRISE Software, Inc.

128 Cockcysvlllc Rd, Hunt Valley, MD 21030

(301) 785-2266 FAX (301) 785-2268



Variable Dither -

Computed internally at

30 bits per pixel (over

one billion colors). Gives

you over 100,000 appar

ent colors on screen.

Sophisticated.

Flexible Text Rendering -

Allows for anti-aliased

fonts, Rainbow Fonts and

Transparent Fonts and

more.

Revolutionary.

User-Controllable

Transparency - Allows

real time control of the

amount of transparency

and the location of the

light source.

Unlimited.

Unmatched Super BitMaps with

Auto-Scrolling - Real

time scrolling on up to

1024 pixels high or wide

image with full overscan

display.

Flexible.

Colorize - Play Ted

Turner and add color to

black-and-white images

or change colors on

already colored images.

Powerful.

Texture Mapping with

Anti-Aliasing - Gives you

super-fast warping and

stretching of any image.

Intuitive.

Transfer 24 - Digi-Paint 3

comes with Transfer 24

image processing soft

ware to give you support

of all Amiga resolution

modes and the same

advanced image proces

sing found with NewTek's

best-selling Digi-View

Gold Video Digitizer.

100% Assembly

Language - Makes Digi-

Paint 3 the fastest HAM
paint program ever!

The Ultimate Paint Program:

DIGI-PAINT
For more information call NewTek at 800-843-8934 or 913-354-1146

Digi-Paint 3. Digi-View Gold and Transfer 24 are trademarks ol NewTek Inc. NewTek
INCORPORATED


